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Introduction.
In his book on the strategies for survival used by 'Roman' aristocrats
in late antique Gaul, R.W. Mathison describes their continued
pursuit of the social and personal ideals of the Roman elite of an
earlier agel. His description of the romanised aristocratic
community of that era is of one which was predicated upon Roman
social relationships in public and in private. In particular, Mathison
discusses the pivotal importance of the romanised family, under the
control of the paterfamilias, as the basic unit of society and as the
mechanism for social and religious change in the Christian era. The
questions arise of how the social transformation from an earlier
Celtic society was achieved and whether the process of romanisation
resulted in a homogeneity across the broad social spectrum at both a
local and a regional level.
The aim of this thesis is to explore alternative sources for their
contribution to the understanding of the social and political
influences which acted upon society during the process of
romanisation during the first three centuries of the Roman Imperial
period. The region of Gallia Narbonensis has been chosen because it
is an old Republican province which is well documented and which
has been widely regarded in the past as being fairly homogeneous in
its character, a view that has been challenged recently by the
evidence of the 'new archaeology'. In its immediate scope the thesis
is concerned with the character of a local community, the broad
themes being the continuity of native traditions, their reconciliation
with foreign influences, and the rate and direction of interpretatio or
cultural exchange across a broad spectrum of social levels. In the
wider view the process of romanisation will be considered in the
context of regional diversity.
For the purposes of the study a population was selected from the area
close to the Rhone valley in Provence, the modern town of Vaison-la1Mathison, R. W. (1993).
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Romaine, known by the Romans as Vasio Vocontiorum. There are
several advantages in this choice. The population is a well defined
one which is documented in the literature of the late Republic as
having existed as an autonomous, urbanised, social and political
tribal entity prior to the Roman era. The Vocontii have left a legacy of
magnificent Roman remains which are reflective of the public and
private spheres of their society. In addition, some 600 inscriptions
have been recovered from throughout the town and its territory,
which relate to religious associations, personal social aspirations,
overall social organisation and economic life. Since it was expected
that the principal focus of the thesis would be on the evidence of the
inscriptions, the period of the first three centuries AD was chosen as
most relevant because the bulk of the inscriptions are broadly datable
to within this period. Precise dating is problematic as the vast
majority of the epigraphic and archaeological material has been
removed from its original provenance by earlier collectors. Some
later examples will be admitted as evidence where appropriate.
The contextual study of inscriptions requires the inclusion of a range
of other evidence from landscape archaeology, the interpretation of
domestic and public space, as well as public and private iconography.
The methodology aims to achieve a balance between the evidence of
the material remains and the social and personal ideologies
detectable in epigraphy. The static nature of the architectural
evidence need not preclude the development of models of dynamic
social structure through the analysis of space and the inclusion into
that space of artefacts, including the inscriptions.
Epitaphs which imitate characteristically Roman practices of
commemoration and religious dedications constitute the bulk of the
inscriptions of the Vocontii. The analysis of the funerary data for social
status, personal relationships and demographic trends necessitates
dealing with the same information in several contexts. Given the size
of the sample space the study is not intended to be quantitative. It is
aimed at using burial etiquette and patterns of commemoration to
uncover the psychology of a romanising society at a level other than that
of the political and administrative elite. Meyer demonstrates that this
is a valid approach given that the epigraphic habit depended on a belief

3
in romanisation2 • In addition, the motives for commemoration will be
studied. The religious dedications will be explored for evidence of the
fusion of Roman and native cult and the imposition of Roman cult as a
form of social control, specifically, the impact of the Imperial Cult on
the religious and social institutions of Vocontian society. The
inscriptions are mainly intact but some readable fragments have been
admitted where appropriate. Some of the inscriptions have been treated
collectively where this approach is relevant. The comparatively small
size of the overall sample need not be of great concern, as Saller and
Shaw have argued for the validity of comparatively small samples and
have demonstrated that the extension of their samples had no
significant effect on their results in any category.

,I;

Early chapters will deal with the effect of the natural environment on
settlement patterns in the pre-Roman period and aspects of the
cultural strands evident in Gallia Narbonensis, followed by the
interpretation of the public and private architecture of Vasio.
Following chapters will pursue evidence for a bilateral syncretism
between native and Roman religions, the influence of cults of Eastern
origin and the Imperial cult as a form of social control and
romanisation. The literature and epigraphy of early Christianity
will be treated separately. Later chapters will concentrate on social
relationships, personal patronage and the importance of euergetism
in maintaining social and political cohesion and the patterns of
commemoration within the nuclear and extended families. Finally,
the thesis will approach the ethnic identity of the individuals
recorded in the inscriptions from the perspective of onomastics.

2Meyer, E. (1990):74-96.
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Part 1: Ancient Vasio froni the prehistoric
to the Ronian era.
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Vasioandenvirons.
The area that became the Roman province of Gallia Narbonensis includes
modern day Provence, Languedoc, Roussillon and Foix to the West and
the Dauphine and Savoie to the North. This area is well defined by the
Mediterranean to the south, the Alps in the east, the Cevennes and the
Massif Central to the north and the Pyrenees in the south-west. The
northern barrier separates this Mediterranean France from the
geographical entity of the Great European Plain where in Roman times
the tribes of the 'Three Gauls' lived in a climatic and ecological
environment that was as different to that of their southern neighbours as
it is today. Today, if one passes across the mountains of the Auvergne or
follows the Rhone valley, the transition from the south to the north is still
apparent in terms of attitude as well as of climate and vegetation1.
Mediterranean France lies in the olive belt with a soil type, vegetation,
rainfall and temperature that is closely comparable to Italy or Greece2.
This does not mean that the area is or was homogeneous in all respects
and there is a complex geology with a great deal of variation in the type of
terrain which affects land uses. It is possible that the nature of modern
smallhold agriculture in the south has continued unchanged since
Roman times. This seems to be the case in the Vaucluse at least where
the zones of agriculture in the valleys of the Lez, Aygues and the Ouveze
closely resemble the divisions of the polyculture that was practised in the
region in the Roman Imperial period4.
The central feature of the province is the river system of the Rhone
(Rhodanus)S. The Rhone itself rises in the Alps. It passes into Lake
Geneva (Lacus Lemanus) whence it emerges without silt to be reinforced
by the Arve before negotiating the deep defiles and marshy meanders of
the southern Jura, picking up the Fier and other tributaries on the way.
On the Plaine de Bresse it passes beyond the boundary of the province to be
joined by the Ain and reaches a confluence with the Saone (Arar) at Lyons
before it re-enters our region. Smaller tributaries like the Gier which join

!II:

lMercier, J. (1978): passim.
2strabo 4.1.2..
3Masseport, J. (1960): passim.
4Mercier, J. (1978):figs. 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 27.
5For this concise geographical overview I am indebted to A.L.F. Rivet (1988):3-9.
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it at the provincial boundary provide a ready network of access waterways
to the Loire (Liger) system in the west. Flowing south the river negotiates
a series of large and small subterranean basins linked by gorges. These
mark confluences, with tributary rivers like the Rival, Roubion and the
Durance (Druentia), and large plains such as those around Valence
where the Isere (Isara) and Drome (Druma) flow into a large single basin
reaching to the north and south of the town. The plain of Orange
(Arausio) accomodates both the Ouveze (Ovidis) and the Aygues. The
system had a clear influence on the patterns of immigration and
settlement and it is worth noting Strabo's comments that it was the valley
that was used for transport rather than the river itself which was not
ideal 6. The west side of the valley is more closely limited by the Cevennes
than is the eastern side by the more distant Alps. In the east are several
notable tributaries on which lie important towns including Grenoble
(Cularo) on the Isere, Die (Dea Augusta) on the Drome, Nyons
(Noviomagus) on the Aygues, Vaison (Vasio) on the Ouveze and near the
mouth of the Durance, Avignon (Avennio). Between the Drome and the
Aygues is a series of smaller rivers, the Robion, Jabron, Berre, and the
Lez, which were important in the development of the settlement and
communications patterns of the tribes of the Vocontian federation. This
political entity occupied territory at the edge of the pre-Alpine foothills
which are characterised by recently formed topographical features,
unstable slopes and a fragmented hydrographic pattern. The countryside
is broken into alternating areas of small basins and slopes of varying
orientation. The relative narrowness of the valleys and the importance of
the north facing slopes for viticulture have historically combined with
varying ecological zones and thermal gradients to provide a strong
influence over the use of landscape 7.
By the historical period the population density of southern Gaul was
generally high and no less so than in the valleys and foothills of the
territory around Vaison-la-Romaine where the rate of occupation was
intense even in the preceding protohistorical ages of the Neolithic and the
ChalcolithicB. In this area there is plentiful evidence of Neolithic (60002000BC) habitation in the vicinities of Ste-Jalle, Nyons, Mirabel,
St.Maurice, along the valleys of the Aygues and the Ouveze, at
6strabo 4.1.14.
7Goudineau, C. and De Kisch, Y. (1990):31.
B]bid.:maps on pp.32 and 33. Briard, J. (1979):Chap. 6.
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Malaucene, Roche-sur-Buis, Cost, Gigondas and in the hills of
Vacqueyras. The late Neolithic period was characterised by communities
of hunters and primitive farming and a move out of rock shelters into
semi-permanent dwellings. Consequently, sites from this period and the
following Chalcolithic (early Copper/Bronze age 2000-1500BC) are
comparatively rare, although flint works along the Ouveze from this
period have been found9. The late Neolithic sites in the area of Vaison are
a part of an overall rich Rhone Valley culture that has yielded
assemblages of pottery, floral and faunal material, weapons, jewellery,
menhirs and rock cut tombs associated with open-air sites and caves from
sites the length of the Rhone corridorlO. The second and third stages of
the Bronze age (1500-725BC), which showed improvements in metallurgy,
are fairly well represented in the Aygues-Ouveze area by bronze and
copper grave goods 11.
In the middle bronze age the preliminary phase of an iron using culture
appeared in the Burgundy and the Champagne and the gradual spread of
this culture heralded the Hallstatt period (First Age of Iron)12. This has a
triple division of early (Urnfield), middle and late and produced an
extremely heterogeneous culture with numerous regional variants and
borrowed features of foreign origin. Briard's discussion of the belated
Urnfield groups of the Cayla oppidum (hill-fort) in Languedoc, which
persisted into the middle and late Hallstatt, illustrates the varying
transitional periods between technological states that could occur within
fairly small geographical areas13. In the resulting cultural mosaic it is
often impossible to determine whether the population of an area was
homogeneous. The evidence, both archaeological and linguistic,
regarding the identity of the iron-age peoples of the valleys of the Lez,
Aygues and Ouveze is inconclusive. It is probable though that the ironage population was related to the inhabitants of the neolithic cave sites
and that they can all be classified as Celts, but without the 'national' sense
that has been attributed to the Celtic culture of the second iron age 14 .
9Dechelette, J. (1922):Vol.1 and (1924):Vol.2.
lOFJint making areas at Malaucene have yielded quartzite hammers and an open air
site of this period is known at Eygalieres, Phillips, P. (1975):128-32.
llsautel, J. Vol.1 (1926):69.
12Hatt, J-J. (1970):Chaps.3 and 4 and Kruta,V. (1991):Chaps.1-5 and 7 are the main
sources for the Hallstatt and La Tene.
13Briard, J. (1979):217.
141 am indebted to Dr. Mary-Jane Mountain of the Dept. of Archaeology and
Anthropology at the ANU for her direction in reading on this matter.
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In the evolution of habitation and technological states in the valleys and
plateaux of the Aygues and Ouveze, the early Hallstatt (c. 725-650BC) sites
are often closely associated with those of the neolithic and yield fine
examples of swords from a persistent bronze tradition15. Habitation
seems to have developed from late Neolithic cave dwelling and rock
shelters to small semi-permanent shelters on defensive positions on high,
inaccessible ground. These sites usually overlook a valley or a route and
some eventually developed fortification as at Cost, Clairier, and Urban,
although the time of construction is impossible to pinpoint. Other
examples are at Ste-Jalle, Rochette-sur-Bois, Vaison, Buis and Nyons.
These sites have yielded some magnificent small finds of jewellery,
weaponry and pottery from all cultural phases but these small vestiges of
habitation do little to illuminate the daily life and identity of individuals.
We may only guess at the nature of their religious beliefs for instance
from remains which indicate an animistic cult based on natural
phenomena. Some axe and hammer representational forms from the
Neolithic were found around Vaison and the bronze wheels or gold discs
of the sun are plentiful. We have no idea how these peoples related their
beliefs to their cosmoslG.
At Vaison itself both Neolithic and Chalcolithic remains have been found.
These are located on the right bank of the river and date from 4000-2500BC,
but yield no evidence of permanent habitation or primitive agriculture.
Across the river, on the high ground of the escarpment that meets the
river and forms a formidable natural fortress, recent excavations of
middens and caves have uncovered some proto-historic sherds from the
second and third Hallstatt stages in the sixth century BC. The name of
the town is thought to have originated in this period, with the stem vas designating elevation and secure location. Following this there are
vestiges of fifth and fourth century habitation of the La Tene type and at
the same time there is a multiplication of ceramics across the river on the
left bank which indicates a stabilisation and a continuation of exploitation.
It appears then that this hill was an established habitat when occupation
passed into the period of La Tene and that the river plain was already

15sautel, J. Vol.1 (1926):66-73 which encompasses remains in the area around Vaison of
the neolithic, bronze and first iron age.
16A discussion of the religious traditions of the area will follow in a later chapter.
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peopled when the settlement moved down from the heights probably at
some time in the second centuryl 7.
The first wave of the La Tene culture (Second Age of Iron), appeared in
Southern Gaul towards the end of the third and final Hallstatt phase.
This three phase culture, unlike the heterogeneous Hallstatt, was from
the outset independent and homogeneous and has even been given a
'national' attribute. It had first appeared in the areas associated with the
Meuse, the Main and the Neckar River Valleys during the early fifth
century BC and had connections with the Eurasian world further to the
east. One of the distinctive characteristics of the La Tene was a
transformation in farming methods associated with improved equipment,
especially the iron ploughshare and, unlike the farmers of the Hallstatt
who preferred the soil of the slopes and plateaux, these people preferred
the heavier soils of the valleys for cultivation. There is evidence that this
period saw the extension of cultivated meadows probably as a result of the
introduction of the iron scythe, with grass being cut and stockpiled for
stockfeed18. Nonetheless the hill-forts, with dwellings of wattle and daub
and beaten earth floors, were the central element of society during the
first two phases of La Tene (480-260BC). Rivett has pointed out that many
of these hill-forts and their territories represented an embryo form of the
nucleated organisations that were typical of the whole Mediterranean
world and which had evolved in other areas into recognisable city states 19.
It is possible that the settlement at Vaison was developing along these
lines before Roman intervention.
The gradual abandonment of the fort on the Colline de Chateau has been
attributed by Goudineau and De Kisch to the influence of Romanisation
and, in particular, to the social elevation of individuals like Sextus
Afranius Burrus20. The political and social influence of the romanised
elite will be developed in later chapters. The theory is that the entry into
the elite of such families of the native aristocracy encouraged them to
adopt a way of life consistent with their new status. Accordingly they
found themselves constrained to move to a flat area that was more
congenial to the building of an imposing villa type residence. This would

17 Goudineau, C. and De Kisch, Y. (1990):9-11.
18Hatt, J-J. (1970):82 foll.
19ruvett, AL.F. (1988):16.
20CJL 12 5842: see chapter 4.1 for further notes on this individual.
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have had the effect of shifting the focus of power from one locality to
another and would have created a new architectural expression of status
in openness and accessibility21. It is equally likely that the abandonment
of the precipice for the flat ground was a natural progression for an
increasingly agricultural society and that it would have occurred
independently of Roman influence. There is some evidence of low walls
which predate the Roman period on the flat and fertile ground adjacent to
the river on the right bank which may have formed the boundaries of
plots. These theories are not mutually exclusive since there is plenty of
evidence in the plan of the town that it was not an ex nihilo foundation
which developed according to regular Roman planning ideas22.
Development appears to have revolved around the way in which the early
villa owners divided the land up between their estates. Their activities
and direction of development might have been constrained by the
continuing presence of farming plots and rudimentary dwellings.
Building in the town itself, on the present site, in the late Republican
period (La Tene III 120-50/30BC) is little documented, but there are some
traces of very early habitations under later constructions of the first and
second centuries AD. It is worth noting at this point that only a portion of
the possible area of Roman Vaison has been excavated because much of
the site is covered by mediaeval and modern building. Structures dating
from the late Republican period are only observable to date in five or six
places and the technique of building in these early phases is rather like
the proto-historic method, which used the dry stone walling technique and
rammed earth floors. The oldest example is under the Maison du
Dauphin and consists of the foundations of a structure built between 40
and 30 BC with a floor plan exhibiting both Greek and Roman traits and
being quite different from that of the later villa. The early villa seems to
epitomise the type of farm that was the norm in the period of the late
Republic and very early Empire23.
By this period farming around Vaison had developed into a polyculture24.
This is the kind of farming that requires the maximum occupation of the
cultivable area and leads to the gradual extension of the area around the
21Goudineau, C. and De Kisch, Y. (1990):19.
22Jbid.:22.
23Jbid. :23-26.
24Jbid.:31.
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town and the administrative absorption of smaller towns in the peripheral
production zones. These smaller settlements on the plains or on
traditional hill-fort sites, which were often tribal centres, were called by
the Romans oppida and the overall tribal localities the pagi. The smaller
town centres were known as vici. The Romans used the term civitas to
describe this unit of administrative organisation and so the principal
Gallic urban centres like Vaison (Vasio) became the 'civitas' capitals25.
The importance of these administrative divisions is illustrated in the
Digest concerning the census and taxation26:
'Forma censuali cauetur, ut agri sic in censum referantur.
nomen fundi cuiusque: et in qua civita-te et in quo pago sit: et quos
duos vicinos proximos habeat. et aruum, quod in decem annos
proximos satum erit, quot iugerum sit: vinea quot vites habeat:
olivae quot iugerum et quot arbores habeant: pratum, quod intra
decem annos proximos sectum erit, quot iugerum: pascua quot
iugerum esse videantur: item silvae caeduae. omnia ipse qui
defert aestimet .... '
Vasio was listed by Pomponius Mela in the early first century as one of the
urbes opulentissimae of Gallia Narbonensis27:
'urbium quas habet opulentissimae sunt Vasio Vocontiorum,
Vienna Allobrogum, Avennio Cavarum, Arecomicorum
Nemausus, Tolosa Tectosagum, Secundanorum Arausio,
Sextanorum Arelate, Septimanorum Beterae. sed antestat
omnis Atacinorum Decimanorumque colonia, unde olim his
terris auxilium fuit, nunc et nomen et decus est Martius Narbo.'
As the capital of the confederation of the Vocontii in the Roman Imperial
period the town represented an extensive area including that around
Lucus, Dea Augusta and Segustero, comprising four pagi and three vici.
It seems likely that the territory controlled by the Vocontii ofVaison
encompassed the tribes of the Sebaginni, the Avantici, the Vertamocori
and the Sogontii28. Classical texts confirm the presence of the V ocontii in
the area around Vaison29. Roman victories are recorded over the Ligures,
25caesar uses these terms frequently in relation to the Western Provinces, for example
BG6.11.
26mpian, Dig. 50.15.4, de censibus.
27Mela Chorogr. 11.5. 75.
28Barruol, G. (1975):278-94.
29Pliny HN 7. 78. 79;14.11.83; 3.4.37; Ptolemy Geog. 2.10.17.
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Salluvii and the Vocontii in 123/22 BC30. Despite the ancient texts and
maps the actual limits of the territory that was associated with the town in
the Roman period remain conjectural. They may have been customarily
determined by eye according to the natural landform. To the south the
natural limit is formed by the chain of the Ventoux which separates the
Vocontii from the Memini. The border with the Cavares to the south-west
is less distinct except in the marecage around Sarrians, Causans and
Travaillons. Due west the boundary with the Tricastini is delineated by a
sharp drop in gradient. The woods around Grignan, Salles and
Taulignan probably formed the natural boundary in the north-west corner
of the Vocontian territory with a series of mountains performing the same
function a little further to the north-east31. The Celtic habit of establishing
a main religious sanctuary on or near boundaries might have contributed
to the maintenance of the northern border32.
Several texts, none earlier than the first century AD, offer relatively
precise definitions of the territorial limits of the Vocontii. To the east
Strabo tells us the exact point at which the road from Spain to Italy leaves
the territory of the Vocontii33. Definition is improved by the descriptions of
the viae publicae in the Itineraries which follow the best fit of the natural
environment. Strabo's description is supported by both the Peutinger
Table and the Antonine Itinerary which show part of the Fines
Vocontiorum in the south and on the eastern edge, along the route from
Tarusco to Italy34. The southern limits are also partially defined by the
Peutinger Table routes from Segustero to Forum Iulii. The northern
boundary through Lucus and Dea appears on both Itineraries on the route
from Valentia to the Cottian Alps with the north eastern limit somewhere
between Mons Seleucus and Vappincum. The final estimations are
furnished by the episcopal boundaries, which date from 280-300 AD, of the
four dioceses which existed virtually unchanged until the seventeen
hundreds35. We know then, using modern geographical names, that
from the south to the north the territory of the Vocontii encompassed the
area between the Durance and the Isere, while the plain of the Rhone to
the west was excluded. The extreme south-west of the territory was on a
30CJL 1l:Acta Triumphorum 123 BC and 122 BC and in Velleius Paterculus 2.6.
31Sautel, J. Vol.1 (1926):Chap.3.
32Noted further in chapter 1.2.
33strabo 4.1.3.
34Barruol, G. (1975):72-81, reproduces all of the stages of these Itineraries.
35ste-Marthe, D. (1970):Vols.1 and 16.
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line between the lakes of Calavon and Largue. Then the road going north,
passing by Sisteron and Gap, defined the limits of the Vocontii until it left
their territory just before Embrun.
What is more problematic is whether Vaison and its surrounding
territory, which in Roman times covered several thousand square
kilometers, was a tribal federation before the Roman period. The history
behind the formation of the Vocontian confederation is unknown. It is
quite probable that fixed associations of this type were alien to Celtic
society but that temporary unions were formed from a matrix of semipermanent and shifting local alliances in response to internal or external
threat. The importance of Celtic Druidism in forging such alliances will
be discussed in a future chapter. The Roman observation of this politicoreligious phenomenon during the campaigns against the Salluvii and the
Arverni might have suggested useful administrative divisions or simply.
misled them as to the nature of Celtic social organisation in the south.
This explanation fits Barruol's findings that there was a strong degree of
tribal identity maintained within confederations controlled by tribes like
the Salluvii and the Vocontii, however permanent they were36. The date of
the Roman grant of civitas foederata to Vasio and its territories, which
first appears in the ancient texts of Strabo and Pliny the Elder3 7, remains
uncertain although a strong argument has been advanced for the period
immediately after the revolt of the Allobroges (61BC) 38. Pliny's naming of
dual capitals of the Vocontii at Lucus and Vasio is not entirely surprising
given the wide evidence for separate religious capita.ls in northern GauI39.
The date and reason for the apparent replacement of Lucus with Dea
Augusta as a religious centre have not been satisfactorily explained.
Bromwich's suggestion that the limited evidence available supports a date
as late as the late second or third century AD is questionable, since the
bulk of the religious inscriptions for the Vocontii come from Vasio and
Dea, with very few from Lucus. Their dating ranges from the tentative to
the impossible, with the bulk of the examples prob~bly corning after the
early-second century. If the shift from Lucus was so late one would expect
the inscriptions from there to account for a far greater proportion of the
sample. If the foundation was the expression of a new political order
36Barruol, G. (1975):393-5.
37Strabo 4.6.4 and Pliny HN 3.37.
38Rivet, AL.F. (1988):286.
39Bruneau.x, J.L. (1988):143.
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associated with the genesis of the Imperial cult, hence the Augustan
appellation, the date would certainly precede the second century.
Alternatively, Dea Augusta might have represented the turning point at
which the political identity that was known to Rome as the Vocontian
confederation finally achieved realisation, with a shift from Lucus to Dea
explainable as a religious focal site acceptable to all tribal parties. A more
likely time for the shift is the last half of the first century AD.
By the first century AD the territory of Vaison contained many rural
agglomerations 40. The larger of these were the principal towns of the pagi
and vici. It will be seen from the epigraphic material that the pagus
centres operated with some degree of autonomy, issuing decrees and
sending deputations. They may even have had their own specific local
cult. The inscriptions of Vaison confirm what is known from other areas
under Roman control, that the chief administrator of a pagus was the
prefect or an aedile who was probably responsible to the central authority
at Vaison. The pagi associated with Vaison were the pagus Deobensis,
pagus Baginensis, pagus Aletanus and the pagus Vasiensis. The pagus
Deobensis is documented by a late first century inscription from Seguret
which appears to be its principal town, with an occupation predating the
Roman era41. Similarly a late second century inscription from Ste-Jalle
names the pagus Baginensis, although it is unclear whether Ste-Jalle or
Besignan was the chief settlement of this region42. The pagus Aletanus is
commemorated in an inscription, undateable, from Taulignan43. This
may have been the most important of all of the districts since it bordered
on the territory of the Tricastini which was less definitively separated by
natural features than in other border areas. The pagus Vasiensis
immediately surrounding the town of Vasio shows the most dense
evidence of Roman occupation. It is situated in a natural cirque with the
Ventoux to the south, the mountains of St. Armand to the south east,
those of the Rissas to the south west, the hills of St. Croix to the north and
on the eastern edge the mountains of Buis and Nyons 44 •

40rhe following section is a precis of the det.ailed geographical material in Sautel and
includes references to the inscriptions in his second volume.
41Sautel #124
42Sautel #125
43Sautel #122
44sautel, J. (1926):end map.
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Three of the divisions of the territory around the town were vici. Adjacent
to the pagus Vasiensis was the vicus Boxsanus and the vicus Cadienses
with the vicus Noiomagus slightly to the north. These areas are rich in
Roman remains and appear to have had quite dense populations
throughout the Roman period. The difference in autonomy between the
pagi and the vici is unclear. Sautel refers to the vici as 'suburban' areas
which implies that they were not autonomous and were easily governed by
the town because of their proximity45. The problem with that view is that
the area covered by the vici is huge and the periphery of the vicus
Boxsanus is just as far away from the town as that of the pagi. The
different nomenclature might rather be a reflection of the historical
expansion of the influence of the Vocontii from the nucleus of the pagus
Vasiensis and the neighbours under its control. The word pagus is
perhaps indicative of the higher status accorded to autonomous tribes
who, for political or economic reasons, joined the confederation later. In
addition to these administrative divisions a votive inscription found in the
territory ofVasio mentions apagus Junius, the whereabouts of which is
unknown46. This might be a reference to a foreign area pertaining to
matters of border resolution or trade.
The economic history of this part of Gallia Narbonensis can be seen in the
archaeological record and in the ancient texts. The riches of the soil
attracted some comment from the ancient writers. Strabo speaks of the
overall fruitfulness of The Province, 'Narbonensis produces all the fruits
which are grown in Italy' and Strabo and Dio both point to the positive
effect of Roman influence upon the Gallic farming methods of the alluvial
soils of the valleys and the calcareous slopes4 7. The 'sweet wine of the
Vocontii' and of other Southern Gallic regions, which is lauded by Pliny,
is appreciated elsewhere from the first century to the fifth 48. Pressing
stones have been recovered in sites at the Baronnies which indicate the
introduction of oleiculture in the early Empire and the balance between
cereal, olive and vine seems to have been variable. The viticulture of the
Augustan era seems to have developed, at the same time as that of the
Rhone in general, near the axes of the market routes on the open slopes
45Jbid.:162.
46CJL 12 1307:Matris/ G{aius) Dunatius Gratus/ praefectus pagi Iuni/ D(e) S(uo)
D(edit)
4 7Strabo 4.1.2.
48statius Silvae 4.3.11-12; Martial 13.107; Suet. Dom. 7.2 and 14.2; Sidonius Carmina
17.17-18. The 'sweet wine of the Vocontii' Pliny HN 14.83-4.
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such as those near Rasteau. The first exports from the Rhone Valley were
in amphorae of Greek or Catalan types which were superseded in the late
Empire by a flat bottomed Gallic variety49. The peripheral mountain
areas were forested and seem to have been exploited in association with
the extension of high country pastoralism. A modest and isolated villa
that may have been associated with this industry has been found in such
an area near Crestet50. The methods of exploitation of the forest resources
are as conjectural as they are for the exploitation of the rich lodes of silver,
copper and iron in the pre-Alpine foothills51.
The organisation of the territory was marked by a network of roads and
tracks, some of them probably pre-dating the Roman era. The roads
connecting Vasio with other areas were largely omitted from the
Itineraries except for the major routes previously mentioned which were
supplemented by the mesh of secondary roads which joined or even helped
delineate administrative divisions and rendered the exploitation of
peripheral areas economical. From Vaison three large Roman roads led
towards Carpentras, Orange and St. Paul-Trois-Chateaux. The town was
connected to its dependent areas by roads leading to Seguret (pagus
Deobensis), to Valreas (pagus Aletanus), to Nyons and Ste-Jalle (pagus
Baginensis and the vicus Noviomagus) and to Le-Buis in the Vicus
Boxsanus. These local roads appear to have been of compacted earth
sometimes covered with grave1s2.
Thus archaeology, the ancient texts and the evidence of epigraphy
combine to help us define the natural and contrived limits to the territory
of ancient Vasio. It is this same combination of evidence which will be so
useful in defining the cultural perspectives which contributed to the
character of the 'Gallo-Roman' society of the first few centuries AD. In
the towns and in the countryside of the Vocontii public ambition, religious
preference and personal sentiment will unfold from the inscriptions.
Public ideologies are less tangible, given the lack of early texts, but the
ideology of the city and the family as the focus of social organisation is
traceable through spatial analyses of the architectural remains and

49Goudineau, C. and De Kisch, Y. (1990):31-37.
50Jbid.:37.
51sautel, J. Vol.1 (1926):169 foll. for the mineral wealth of the area.
52Jbid.:184 and end map.
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through the patterns of attestation evident in the epigraphic habit which
was adopted by the romanising communities of the Vocontii.

17

The political and social influences on Southern Gaul in the
pre-Roman and early Roman eras.
The coastal inhabitants of Southern Gaul, in the area defined to the
East by the River Var and to West by the massif of the Pyrenees, had
been exposed to foreign traders at least since the seventh century BC,
when Etruscans reached there. From the fifth century BC, Greek
trading influence spread along the coast and into the hinterland from
the settlement at Massilial. The alliance between Massilia and Rome
during the Hannibalic wars was an important preliminary step for the
introduction of Roman influences in the region, although trade with
Italy had still had little cultural impact in the Hellenised coastal
sphere by the second century. In this period Roman dominance in
Spain between the Ebro and the Pyrenees was established and Latin
influence seems to have spread peacefully eastwards to the Rhone
without conflict with other ethnic interests.
By the late second century the non-Greek peoples of t_he littoral were a
diverse group comprised of Iberians, Celts and Ligurians2, while to
the north the La Tene III cultural groups, like the Arverni, were
establishing focal points for the development of Celtic culture3 • The
comparative stratigraphy of the excavations at La Pegue (in the
territory of the Vocontii) and elsewhere, demonstrate three phases of
population shift , the last occurring between the late fourth to early
second centuries BC. This period marked the advance of the Celts to
the coast and the establishment of inland and coastal Celtic
princedoms which were influenced by trade with Massilia at the same
time as they merged with the native Ligurians to form Celto-Ligurian
oppida. 4

During the third century, tribes like the Salluvii and the Arverni
appeared to enjoy increasing prosperity from their trade association
1 Ebel, C. (1976):10 foll. Relatively recent excavation suggests that there

was a
substantial amount of Etruscan trade with Southern Gaul in the late seventh and
early sixth centuries BC. See Villard, F. (1960):17-18.
2Hannand, J. (1970):33
3For the chronology of the La Tene waves of migration of the Celts from Central
Europe see Berresford Ellis, P. (1990):220 foll. and Hatt, J-J. (1970):305-7, 324.
4See Hatt, J-J. (1970) for the best exposition of these developments.
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with Massilia and it has been suggested that in the course of the
second century the Arverni were beginning to organise a federation of
Celtic tribes in order to impose political controls. It was the Salluvii
from Entremont who precipitated the conflict between the Celts and
Rome between 125 and 121 BC, during which the influential tribes
were subdued and Rome was left dominating an area surrounding a
still free and independent Massilia6 • It is from this period that the
history of Roman influence in Gaul traditionally begins7.

Recent scholarship emphasises the gradual nature of the extension of
Roman control after this date and the piecemeal organisation of the
region into a provinces. The Vocontii first appear in the ancient texts
in the context of combined tribal rebellions in the nineties, the
seventies and sixties9. The control and organisation of the area was
hastened as a result of the Sertorian war when the resources of
Southern Gaul were exploited to supply the armies of Rome. At this
point, the Vocontii were sufficiently reconciled with Rome to have
provided a cavalry ala and at the conclusion of the conflict, Pompey's
liberal patronage, including grants of citizenship and land for
veterans, provided a catalyst for the romanisation of the Vocontii 10.
By the 30's BC Roman colonies were in existence in Southern Gaul at
Narbo Martius, Arelate, Arausio and Forum Iuliill. In the first
decade of the first century AD Colonia Valentia was established just to
the north ofVasio12 From these centres the symbols of the Roman
social and religious order were spread by the veterans and the native
elite 13. Under Augustus the ideology of the Imperial Cult was
5Ebel, C. (1976):69.
6Strabo 4.1.5 on the treatment of the Salluvii by Sextius; Oros. 5.13.2 and Floros 1.37.4
on the Allobroges; Pliny HN 7.166 and Strabo 4.1.11 and 4.2.3 on the defeat of the
combined Arvemi and Allobrogic force. Other sources include App. Celt. 2-12 and
Civil Wars 1.34; Velleius 2.10.2; Val.Max. 9.6.3 and Degrassi 105 'de Liguribus
Vocontieis Salluveisque . .'
7Ebel, C. (1976):Chaps. 6-8.
8Baclian, E. (1958):309-310, the evidence of the gentilicia in Southern Gaul points to the
long term influence through patronage of the Domitii.
9The Salluvii were repressed again in 90 BC, Livy Periocha 73; The Vocontii appear
as rebels in the governorship of Fonteius, Cicero Pro Fonteio 9.20. The Allobroges
revolted in 61 BC, Dio 37.47-8; Cicero De Prov. Cons. 13.32.
lORivet, AL.F. (1988):60 foll.
11 Rivet, AL.F. (1988):Chap.9, 14, 17.
12See MacKendrick, P. (1972):247-8 and Le Blanc, A (1982).
13See MacKendrick, P. (1972):152 foll.
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developed using these centres as focal points. Peregrines residing in
these towns received the rewards of municipal office holding,
citizenship and the legal use of the tria nomina. The acquisition of
these became a prime aspiration14. At that point in time, the centres
of romanisation existed within an environment of native traditions.
Sulpicius Severus notes, even in the fourth century, that there were
still several languages spoken in Gaul-Latin, Celtic, and a patois
which was a blend of popular Latin and Celtic linguistic elements15.
This latter feature will reappear in this thesis in the context of the
onomastics and the development of idiosyncratic provincial names.
The introduction of Roman building styles of this period is discernible
even in centres like Enserune, alongside traditional indigenous
models 16.
The great unifying factor of any geographically diverse people is
religion and it was religion that had really given expression to what
might be termed a 'national' Celtic personality which encompassed
Gaul and the Celtic peoples to the north and east. The first structures
that are identifiable as cult sites of a common type appeared at the end
of the early Iron Age (c. 725-450 BC). Until recently these sites were
interpreted as simple enclosures but a startling discovery at Antran
made as a result of aerial photography has revealed a gigantic
building measuring 46 by 17 metres and it was in these enclosures
with their chthonic and astral associations that a priestly class
probably began to develop17. Similar sites across Gaul, dated to the
middle La Tene (c.250-120BC), yield evidence of intense and regular
sacrificial activity, in the form of votive offerings of animals, personal
objects, art, weaponry and cultivated foodstuffslB. By the late La Tene
(c.120-50 BC ) these sanctuaries had become the means of social
inclusion or exclusion, as Caesar describes:

'si qui aut privatus aut populus eorum decreto non stetit,
sacrificiis interdicunt. Haec poena apud eos est gravissima.
14Tbe Municipal Decrees of Spain and Italy provide a succinct account of the
legislation governing the rewards of municipal office. See Gonzalez, J. (1986):147243 and FIRA 12 for the Urso Decree the Lex Salpensana and others.
15The presence of the first two can be inferred from a reading of the Life of St. Martin,
Bishop and Confessor, Letters and Dialogues. The 'Gallic' tongue is noted in
Chapter 27 of the first Dialogue.
16MacKendrick, P. (1972):18 foll.
17Bruneaux, J.L. (1988):139.
18Jbid.:Chapter 2.
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Quibus ita est interdictum, hi numero impiorum ac
sceleratorum habentur, his omnes decedunt, aditum
sermonemque defugiunt, ne quid ex contagione incommodi
accipiant, neque his petentibus ius redditur neque honos ullus
communicatur '19.
The original cult centre of the Vocontii at Lucus may have had a
similar evolution, playing an active role in the creation of the tribal
confederation. The fact that it is on the periphery of the territory of the
Vocontii is consistent with the placement of Belgic cult sites, which
are situated on the borders of the civitates and which may have had a
strategic role in territorial definition20.
The social and political power of the pre-Roman Celtic communities,
according to Caesar, was vested in the Druidic priesthood. Caesar
observed that in Gaul, only two categories of men counted and were
honoured, Druids and nobles21. Abundant material has been
recovered to verify the ancient descriptions of the cults over which the
priests presided22. Pliny's account of them as gentle souls immersed
in nature is at odds with the evidence for the 'cult of the severed heads'
and of human sacrifice23. Skulls pierced by nails in temples, on the
fronts of houses, or in specially made lintels and religious
representations of supernatural beings resting on human skulls are
common in Celtic communities right across Southern and Northern
Gaul. The evidence of the Roman texts suggest that the Druids were
the defining and coalescing force in Celtic society in Southern Gaul,
that they were the arbiters at law and the keepers of the oral traditions
that were the foundation of their culture24. The suppression of the
Druids undoubtedly impaired political, religious and social
organisation, removed any real hope of combined resistance and
prepared the way for the acceleration of the process of romanisation25 .
19Caesar De Bello Gallico 6.13.
20Bruneaux, J.L. (1988):143.
2Ine Bello Gallico 6.13. Caesar also notes that the main preoccupations of the Gallic
nobles were the accumulation of wealth and large clientelae.
22Hatt, J..J. (1970):130.
23pJiny HN 16; Strabo Geog. 4.4.5.
24De Bello Gallico 6.13-14. According to Caesar during the great assembly of the
Druids in the territory of the Camutes the Druids performed the administration of
justice at a public and private level both locally and internationally.
25Pliny HN 30.13.
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Despite this, there is evidence for the continuation of native religion
through the Roman era26 . The Life of Saint Martin, written in the fifth
century AD, mentions many pagan cult sites which apparently predate the Roman era. One of these, associated with a very ancient pine
tree sacred to the local population, is reminiscent of animism27.
Future chapters will explore the text and iconography of religious
dedications for evidence of Celtic continuities, in pure form or fused
with Roman religious elements and will look for evidence of local
idiosyncrasy.
The importance of the military in the transformation of society and of
the landscape was considerable. The frequency of Oriental cult in the
Rhone Valley is well described by Turcan and it is noted that the Cult
of Mithras in particular was associated with the legions or their
veterans28. Vocontian alae serving in the Roman army are the only
auxilia from Southern Gaul to have a tribal appellation so they are
easily traced, the one attested first in Britain and then in Syria and the
other in Egypt29. The frequency of Oriental cult in the inscriptions of
the Vocontii might be attributable to the·influence of returned veterans
from these units. Few Narbonensians were inducted into the auxilia
since most of them had the franchise by the early Imperial period and
were eligible for duty in the legions. Inscriptions recording the public
generosity of some returning soldiers will be included in a later
chapter.
As as important centre of economic activity each military camp had its

own workshops, stores and supply depots which undoubtedly used the
surrounding territory as a source of raw materials and manufactured
goods which were transported on roads created or upgraded by the
military30. Substantial civilian buildings were often found in close
proximity, like a mansio, or official inn for those using the Imperial

26The later religious preoccupation with spring sites at places like Lourdes seems to
derive from the Celtic Spring deities. See Green, M. (1992): passim. Similar sites
on the Iberian peninsula predate the Roman period by a considerable length of time
according to the dating of votive offerings. See Harrison, RJ. (1988):126 foll.
27 Sulpicius Severus.The Life of St. Martin 13.
2Sfurcan, R. (1972): passim.
29Cheesman, G.L. (1971):58, n.3 and p.61, n. l.
30Hatt, J-J. (1970):175 foll. and Tacitus Ann. 13.53 on the efforts of the commanders
in the Germanies to keep the legions occupied during relatively peaceful periods.
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post3 1 . Though officially forbidden to marry while on active service
many men acquired unofficial wives and families who could find
accomodation outside the camp32. The growth of such a civil
settlement was sometimes haphazard and depended on local
circumstances, perhaps having its overall town planning controlled by
the military. These settlements, in time, were often recognised as vici
with magistrates appointed, or as coloniae. Thus the military, active
or retired, contributed to the creation of the provincial landscape.
The romanisation of the Vocontian territorial landscape was
characterised by typical features of Roman organisation, including
villa and fundus, roads, cemeteries and tombs, demarcation ditches
and aqueducts. The discussion of the rural villa units and systems of
exchange is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it is interesting to note
that recent survey has supported Dechelette's findings that many of
these villa units developed into small rural agglomerations which
survived as economic units through the mediaeval period and
beyond33. The area of economic exchange that was created by the
network of villa economies often contributed to the rise of a vicus as a
focal point of collection and distribution of goods and services and by
the end of the third century the large villa-fundus units in the
peripheral areas of a town territory acted themselves as market
centres for the surrounding areas34.
Unlike many of the other western regions absorbed by Rome, Southern
Gaul had already been urbanised in pre-Roman times in the sense
that the native settlements, called oppida by Caesar, were the political,
religious and administrative centres of the tribal territories35. This
was the ideal climate for romanisation since the political and social
ideology of Rome was based on the domination of the City. Urban
centres like Vasio easily became the focal points of a mutual exchange
where natives entered into the socio-political world of Rome and
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31There was one at the Roman fortress of Caerleon, Moore, D. (1979):23.
32FJRA 1, No. 78 on the inheritance rights of soldier's children and
AE, 1937#No.112 for an example of an unofficial attestation of birth.
33nechelette, J. (1934):Vol. 7 and Broise, P. (1984):257-271.
Mnie calendars of peripatetic markets which exist for Italy give some idea of the
working of this system, see MacMullen, R (1970):333-41. Wightman, E.M.
(1981):241 and Leday, A (1980):198, 227 and 278-321 are useful sources for Gallia
Belgica and Central Gaul respectively.
35Dechelette, J. (1934):Vol.4, chapter 2.
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Roman ideologies and influences entered the Gallic consciousness.
Epigraphic evidence will be forthcoming which shows the domination
of early Roman Vasio by the educated native elite, fulfilling public
obligations through patronage and munificence in the Roman style.
The provision of a Roman education and the introduction of the Latin
language were great unifying factors for this elite group and their
enunciation of Roman sentiments and ethics provided a catalyst for
the further romanisation of their towns and their people36.
The daily round of a late Gallo-Roman aristocrat in the towns, by the
third century, as the letters of Ausonius demonstrate, was a routine of
the salutatio, dinner with friends, letterwriting, the leisure of the
theatre and the importance of the law courts37. Country life provided
an idyllic retreat from the tiresome clients, the vulgar dinners and
from the rigours of politics38. A century after Ausonius the
entertainment at the rural retreat of Sidonius was 'moral, elegant and
profuse', the kind of intellectual otium that would have been
appreciated by Cicero39. Sidonius' villa at Avitacum reveals Roman
concerns for and taste in amoenitas . His pride in his villa echoes that
of Pliny in his property at Laurentum and the descriptions of both
reveal a similarity of spatial use governed by rules of behaviour which
were understood and observed by the co-residents of the house 40 . The
Gallic aristocrats of late antiquity existed in an ideological framework
which was brought to them through the gradual romanisation of their
societies and which articulated a social and moral order that had its
roots in the old Republic. In the opinion of Sidonius his society had
been saved from barbarism by virtue of its exposure to Latin language
and culture. Exposure to the 'measures of the muses' according to
Sidonius, had allowed them to 'throw off the scurf of Celtic speech.'

36Tacitus Agricola 21.
37Ausonius Ep. 2.1 on the daily routine.
38Sidonius Ep. 1.2 on vulgar dinners and 1.9 on the 'swarming mass of clients' that
follows the consuls.
39Sidonius Ep. 2.9.6.
401 am indebted to Dr. Michele George, Department of Classics, McMaster University,
Hamilton, Canada, for her work on the spatial dimensions of Roman social
relations in the domestic context. Her presentation to the Third Conference on the
Roman Family at the ANU in 1994, 'Repopulating the Roman House',was
particularly useful.
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Clearly, the native born elite aspired to 'romanity' and 'conspired' in
the romanisation of their communities from a fairly early stage in the
develpment of Southern Gaul as a Roman province. But the evidence
of the epistolary circles sheds little light on the status and aspirations
of the non-elite classes. It is hoped that later chapters, in focussing on
the epigraphic record, will reveal the aspirations of a much broader
spectrum of social classes and ethnic origins.
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Part 2: Space and ideology.
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Public and private architecture.
The quality and size of the public and private buildings in any urban
centre is a good indicator of economic succe_ss. But the city as an entity
is equally reflective of social and political ideology. This concept of the
ancient city has been explored by scholars from Fustel de Coulanges to
the modem day. Initially, discussion and others whose raison d'etre of
public service through political life was inextricably bound to a City
which was also the focal point of the civilised world. Juristic
definitions of the forma urbis were produced from the corpus of Roman
law. Recently, social historians have looked beyond these spheres to the
archaeology and iconography of the physical city to seek reflections of
religious and social ideology.
Drawing principally from Gallic and British material Dominic Perring
asserts that the elite in administrative centres purposefully maintained
a control over space and initiated strategies of inclusion and exclusion1.
Perring acknowledges that either state can be purposeful or the product
of uncontrollable outside forces. But it may be difficult to differentiate
between purposeful expressions of policy in planning and spontaneous
reactions to outside pressures. Even if we can identify some social
policy from the archaeological record we cannot necessarily identify the
extent of its relevance across a socially, racially and culturally diverse
population. So a blueprint of 'typical' town planning is useful in
gauging the extent of superficial romanisation in the previously little
urbanised West, but can we use it to identify the rate of successful
manipulation of the hearts and minds of the inhabitants? Does the
development of urbanisation and a Roman identity in the West
necessarily parallel the development of the civic identity of the city of
Rome in its hegemony over the towns and cities of Italy? This is a
much wider question than I wish to discuss here, but I do wish to
outline the degree to which Vasio was transformed into a town of
superficially Roman type in its domestic and public architecture and in
the monumental sphere. Then we might be able to begin the
assessment, through the epigraphic evidence, of how well the remains
of Vasio reflect social and political ideology.

lperring, D. in Rich, J. and Wallace-Hadrill, A (1992):273-93
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In the early Republican period the theoretical framework of civic and
administrative activity in the towns and cities of Italy was the tribe, a
group that was, unlike the Gallic tribes, not uniquely territorial and
which was the fundamental framework for recruitment and the
collection of direct tax. The functioning of the state rested upon the old
principle of the civitas as a point of collection and distribution. The
hegemony of Rome constituted a series of complex and entangled
institutions with the predominant factor being the legal tie that bound
these communities, or an individual in them, to the Roman people.
There was a diversity of statuses dominated by Rome2. The reforms
and innovations that derived from Augustus altered this tradition both
in the theoretical and physical sense3. The underlying significance of
the creation of the new urban regio at Rome by Augustus was that it
transcended the old tribal framework to reinforce the concept of centre
and periphery. The theme of the restoration of the state, customs and
the ancient religion was accompanied by a transparent symbolism in
the restoration of temples and of cults and urban undertakings which
reassured the inhabitants that the new regime was both solid and
enduring. Nicolet sees this same use of space in the provinces as a
vision for the transmission of ideology which copied the general
administrative reorganisation of space in the Rome of Augustus 4 •
The areas outside of the monumental centre were not excluded from
ideological expressions of the regime. The positive proof of this comes
from the fourth century Regionaries of Imperial Romes. These
describe the city region by region and list the monuments in each with
a statistical summary of vici and vicimagistri as well as insulae,
domus, horrea, balnea, fountains and bakeries. At the end of the whole
there is a summary of all monuments, fora, streets, columns, obelisks,
thermae, aqueducts, markets, theatres etc, for the entire city. A new
sense of order and identification with the urbs subsumed the ethos of
the tribe. Paradoxically this is closer to the pattern of Gallic society in
2see FIRA for the various Municipal Laws and Gonzalez, J. (JRS 76, 1986) for the Lex
lrnitana.
3Note the metaphor of caput and corpus used by Livy 1.16.7; OvidArs Am. 1.15.26;
Tac.Ann. 1.46-7 and 3.47.1.
4Nicolet, C. (1991):chaps.1, 2 and 9: Suetonius Aug. 30.1: refers to the reorganisation
of the city by Augustus.
5N ordh, A (1949):.passim .
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that the urban centre was a representation of the tribe. Vasio in the
Imperial period was the focal point of the confederation. An earlier
chapter presents some theories, based on Barruol's work, pertaining to
the nature of tribal federations in Southern Gaul and the extent of tribal
autonomy within them.
The Roman notion of the city was a sophisticated one which
encompassed both physical and political aspects within the pomerium
and in the extra-mural areas. How is the Roman concept of the town
defined and what land use patterns did it encompass? The jurists
referred to the built-up area as the continentia aedificia, or buildings
with no space in between. The religious and legal significance of the
pomerium did not preclude the extra-mural expansion of a town and in
fact this sometimes necessitated a ritual extension of the official
boundaries as Tacitus and Aulus Gellius testify6. The new Augustan
regions of Rome did not coincide with the line of the pomerium. The
farthest limits of the new areas in some places went beyond the limits of
the later Aurelian wall and included zones that were traditionally
outside the pomerium, like the Aventine. Dig.33.9.4.4-5 discusses the
status of extra-mural areas at Rome:
"If a legacy is made as follows, 'the stores which are at Rome', do
those stores which are intra continentia appear to be legated, or
rather those which are intra murum? Generally indeed, all
cities are held to extend as far as their walls, but Rome as far as
the suburbs and "the city of Rome" equally so. But if urban stores
are legated, Labeo says that all stores, wherever they are, appear
to be legated, even if they are on villas or on the land, provided
they are destined for urban use, just as we are accustomed to call
those who serve us outside the city 'urban servants'. Moreover if
they are outside the city but still at Rome, and indeed if they are
in gardens adjoining the city, the same must be said." (Paul on

Sabinus Book 4)
This tells us that the real definition of the aedificia included space that
was used for any purpose including areas given over to gardens. At
Pompeii some of the garden spaces were on insulae which would have
been of high rental value, which demonstrates that social activity
6Tac. Ann. 12.23 and Aul. Gell. Noc. Att. 13.13.4-7.
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impacts on spatial distribution as much as commercial and
administrative aspects 7 • This implies that in the spatial organisation
of an Italian town, parkland was as important a part of public
recreation as the theatres and arenas. Excavators at Vaison have
identified several areas of the town which were cultivated during the
first four centuries or which may have been set aside for public
recreation. These 'green zones' appear in the area to the north of the
Maison d'Argent and alongside the Rue des Colonnes where traces of
pools behind the portico may indicate an ornamental garden centred
around aquatic features. There is no evidence to indicate that it was
incorporated into a private house. The use of water in landscaping is
common in Vasio and the remains of orchards adjacent to the Villa du
Paon indicate that its plentiful and efficient supply allowed urban
cultivation of the type familiar at Pompeii. Population pressure in the
town, which will be discussed later, was light and we may speculate
that there were other 'green' areas scattered around the town. Perhaps
exponents of town planning as an ideological expression have too
readily placed non-monumental land use categories at the periphery of
everyday importance.
R.A. Raper has identified twelve main categories at Pompeii in the
centre, in the suburbium and immediately outside the perimeter. The
architectural remains have been arranged according to a list of
common shops, officinae, inns, houses of trade, storerooms, small
private dwellings, larger dwellings, places of public entertainment
(including gardens), places of education, public and administrative
buildings, religious places and streets. We have already noted that the
suburbium, in terms of Italian cities like Bononia and Rome, can be
defined as an area physically associated with the administrative centre
of the city and associated with but subordinate to it in terms of the
expression of social ideologiesB. Architecture, iconography and the
arrangement of space, public and private, inside the city and in its
immediate environs, may be directly related to public perceptions of
society and community. There is no doubt that Raper's categories are
not unique to romanised towns. But the spatial arrangement of them
might be.

7Raper, R.A (1977):189-221
8scagliarini, D. (1991):88-95
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As ex nihilo foundations many of the towns of Gaul exhibited typical
features of Roman town planning as did some of the smaller preexisting centres which grew in importance and were redeveloped after
the conquest. Some of the Celtic vici described by Leday fit into this
pattern9. The main feature of such towns was that they were planned
around two main streets intersecting at right angles, the decumanus
(oriented east-west) and the cardo (oriented north-south) and at the
junction of these was the forum, the focal point of the town. Around
this centre there was a standard set of monumental buildings
pertaining to public administration, religion and recreation. The
entire town was sometimes encircled by a wall which served as
protection and defined the pomerium. Such a wall was punctuated by
gateways which might have been aligned with triumphal arches.
Cemeteries were outside the sacred boundary.
Vasio differs from this plan in many respects. First, as will be
discussed further on, archaeologists have not been able to make a
definite identification of a forum where expected. Second, the town was
not fortified until the late fourth century AD. Prior to this the only
limits were set by the terrain and the sacrosanct ground of the three
cemeteries which must have moulded development to some extent. The
town has yielded some spectacular remains which will be discussed in
detail but there is still nothing that can be construed as a gymnasium,
a circus, a racetrack or basilicas. There is no evidence of the
techniques developed by the Romans along the lines of Greek and
Eastern practices where specialists were responsible for defining the
physical space and the legal nature of the land in the rural and urban
spheres. The mensores aedificiorum were responsible for urban
determinations and there is no such epigraphic evidence from Vasio 10 •
The rural system of land division is manifested across the Empire in
the remains of cadastration, a French term which is conveniently
applied to the division of the land emanating from the axes of the cardo
and decumanus as determined by the agrimensores 11 • Their
evaluations, or renuntiatio, were used to support legal actions as
described in the Digest 11.6. In the Imperial period the whole system
9Leday, A (1980 i):276-321.
lONicolet, C. (1991):150
llJbid.
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could be the responsibility of the military or of an Imperial mensor12. A
modern collection of the Roman technical texts, the Gromatici, gives a
good, if incomplete, understanding of the system which we can see at
Arausio and Colonia Valentia to the south and the north of Vasio.
Cadastration can be a valuable tool for determining the extent of a
town's territory particularly since the refinement of the techniques of
aerial survey13. There is no evidence of rural cadastration at Vasio
although Goudineau's precise excavation in the domestic sites in the
Puymin residential quarter revealed an orthagonal pattern in that
area 14. Other areas of the town seem to have assimilated the concepts
of Roman town planning in a haphazard fashion. This is consistent
with speculation that some of the early villas were established as the
main residences of pre-existing farms after the population filtered
down from the La Tene hilltop site to the riverside settlement.
There is an interesting spatial relationship between Vasio and its
territory but the social organisation of the territory and its nexus with
the town does not concern us here. That is a separate and complex
subject although the dynamism of the town and expressions of social
organisation within it does impact on the whole territory. Urban based
ideology, whether it was pertinent or not to the rural population, was
probably spread through the establishment of the luxury villae rusticae
as the basis for social, political and economic organisation. The
inscriptions of Vasio will show a town that wielded a stable political,
administrative, social, economic and religious influence in its territory
for a long period of time. The architectural remains are plentiful and
reflect stability. They show an active building industry across at least
three centuries of good engineering and workmanship using quality
local and imported products15. This is true of Vasio and its associated
settlements and villae rusticae in the pagi and vici around it.
Public and private architecture at Vasio, as elsewhere, reflected much
more than the superficial economic view. As the focal point of the
political system the urban centres like Vasio were the main recipients
of euergetism. As early as the first half of the first century AD, Sextus
12CJL 8 22786 and 22789 for military determinations in Africa. CIL 10 8038 for a
verdict brought in by an Imperial mensor.
13Soyer, J. (1973/4):fig.I. Also see fig.2 from Bromwich, J. (1993):192.
14Bromwich, J. (1993):223
15sautel, J. Vol. I. (1926): 174 foll.
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Afranius Burrus, the mentor of the Emperor Nero, was the patron of
Vasio16. He probably endowed the town with some amenities, although
there is no epigraphic evidence to confirm this. There was probably an
element of rivalry in such public munificence which may have
extended to inter-town competition. C. Sappius Flavus made an
exceptional gift to his fellow citizens of 1 200 000 HS, making plain the
wealth and generosity of his family and their commitment to the
town17. Their rank in the public domain was established without
doubt. As a lasting and visible monument Gaius Sappius also left
50 000 HS to be used specifically for the ornamentation of the porch at
the baths. Similarly Titus Rufus prescribed testamentary
ornamentation of the damaged proscaenium in the theatre18. In an
unidentifiable pagus Publius Annius put up a balnearium in his and
his son's names 19. The Portico of Pompey at Vasio was so named for an
inscribed fragment of frieze. It was thought by Sautel to have been put
up by a descendant of one of the clients or beneficiaries of Pompey the
Great who enfranchised many Gauls in this area, including the
historian Pompei us Trogus of Vasio. The gift of the portico included a
shaded, watered garden.
Some aspects of life which are now largely private in our cultural
experience were more public in romanised society. Bathing in the
public facilities, even though one might own an large private bath suite,
fulfilled a social and political role as an informal forum for the
development of personal and political amicitia and the exchange of
views. The expansive and impressive architecture of the public baths at
Vasio no doubt provided an atmosphere which encouraged Roman
forms of socialisation and the gradual acculturation of the population.
16cJL 12 5842:Vasiens(es) Voc(ontii)/ patrono/ Sex(to) Afranio Sex(ti) f(ilio)/
Volt(inia tribu) Burro/ trib(uno) mil(itum) proc(uratori) Augus/tae proc(uratori)
Ti(berii) Caesar(is)/ proc(uratori) divi Claudi(i)/ praef(ecto) pra(e)tori(i)
orna/mentis consular(ibus)
17 CIL 12 1357:Vasiens(es) Voc(ontii)/C(aio) Sappio C(aii) filio Volt(inia
tribu)/Flavo/praefect(o) Iuliensium tribun(o) militum leg(ionis) XXI Rapacis
praef(ecto)/alae Thracum Herculaniae praef(ecto)/ripae fluminis Euphratis/qui
HS xii rei publicae Iuliensium/quod ad HS xxxx ussuris perdu/ceretur testamento
reliquit idem/HS L ad porticum ante thermas/marmoribus ornandam legavit
18CJL 12 1375: ... Rufus/ (praefectus) fabr(um) praef(ectus)/ (Va)siens(es) II
aed(ilis) Voc(ontiorum)/ (p)roscaenium marmorib(us)/ ornari (ex) testament(o)
iussit/ vetustate consumpt(um) r(es) p(ublica) rest(ituit)
19cJL 12.1708:P(ublius) Annius P(ublii) f(ilius) V(oltinia tribu)/ praef(ectus)
pa(gi) .. ./ suo et P(ublii) Anni. ../(n)omine mar(moribus/ exc)ultum ba(lineum dat)
Sautel, J. (1926):Plate XVIII, fig. 2.
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Passion for politics and the games was intense and pervasive, although
one could argue that the predilection for currying votes and soothing
the public psyche with bread and circuses is still alive and well, albeit
more subtle. Thus the public monuments not only identified personal
successes but also reflected the relationship between the population and
the ruling order. Romanisation across the Empire was linked with
urban display and the provision of public monuments by the
government or individuals was an integral part of this phenomenon.
The dominant classes strove to adopt Roman patterns of social and
political behaviour and urban identity through the physical structures.
Similarly, individual status could be expressed through the medium of
private architecture, be it ostentatious display or the subtle inclusion of
decoration with a certain leitmotiv. Either way, the expenditure was
conspicuous and the style, decoration and use of space identifiable as a
specific association with the ruling order.

r
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Vasio serves as a good example of both of these architectural
phenomena. The first in the series of excavations, made by Abbe Sautel
between 1907 and 1955, uncovered some fine examples of public and
private architecture in the quarters of Puymin and La Villasse. It is
unfortunate that for Sautel and most archaeologists of his era the
concept of the past was a static one. In consequence he made few
attempts to consider stratigraphy and ruthlessly cleared material in
the fashion of Schliemann at Troy. His records were often thin and
imprecise and his reconstruction work, while spectacular, often
obscures understanding of the development of a site20. The reexcavations and reinterpretations of the sites and their artefacts by
Goudineau and De Kisch have significantly refined our knowledge of
ancient Vasio in the public and private spheres21.
The domiciles which are the first surviving remains of Roman building
date from the late Republican and early Augustan eras. At the Maison
du Dauphin in the La Villasse quarter, Goudineau identified three
20sautel, J. (1926):Plates LXXXIX and XC. The photographs of 1909 and 1926 of the
newly excavated theatre site are in stark contrast to those provided by Goudineau
and de Kisch (1990) of the restoration. This has been heavily criticised for its use of
concrete, among other things, although it has been responsible for the attraction of
many sightseers.
21For the following up to date archaeology of the area I am indebted to Mess.
Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. for their publication Vaison-La-Romaine, (1990)
and to the University of Provence for the loan of the Sautel volumes.
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major forms of masonry: uneven and crudely made stonework,
formally laid but irregular courses and the more regular petit appareil.
The earliest style dated from 50-30 BC and copied Roman methods but
used inferior stoneworking techniques. These first houses, as has
already been mentioned, were often associated with farms and were
widely spread. The second phase, indicated by a better quality of
stonework, from AD 10-20, saw an expansion of domestic architecture
and the addition of baths.
The site plans demonstrate that the houses underwent substantial
rebuilding at various stages in the first two centuries AD22. The main
feature of these later houses is their spectacular size. The smallest of
the urban villas is larger than the largest at Pompeii (the House of the
Faun). The four biggest are the Maison du Dauphin, the Maison des
Messii, the Maison du Buste d'Argent and the Villa du Paon. The
Maison du Dauphin is about 2 700 square metres and the Maison du
Buste d'Argent is about 5 000 square metres. It is possible that the Villa
du Paon lay outside of the urban limits towards the east but a distinct
town perimeter has not been determined23. The private homes occupy
about two thirds of the area excavated and are among the most
spectacular that can be seen in the Roman West. The houses are not all
of the same age or style but they mainly represent the most prosperous
period in the city's history, the second century AD. Based on the
general knowledge of Roman building techniques and trends in basic
styles, Goudineau and De Kisch have produced some delightful
isometric restitutions of the villas. Naturally they have employed some
licence in the provision of windows and have speculated about the
number of storeys24.
The building of these spacious townhouses had to take a number of
criteria into consideration; water supply, elevation, cooking, hygiene,
the provision of natural light and the maintenance of a tolerable
ambient temperature. Of profound importance to the municipal elite
who occupied these houses was the tension between the private and the
public domain in the domus. This was directly related to the fulfilment
of the obligations towards friends, clients and domestic religion. As in
22Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):24 and 62, restitutions.
23Jbid.:68
24Jbid:24, 50, 54-5, 58, 61, 62, 71.
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the sphere of public munificence there was bound to have been some
personal rivalry in domestic architecture and decor. Indeed the houses
at Vasio display the phenomenon of multiple amenities in the same
house, such as several triclinia and multiple gardens and colonnades.
This puts us in mind of the house of Pliny the Younger of which he was
so proud and which he described so eloquently in letters to his friends25.
Clearly the ostentation and conspicuous expense involved in the
building of such a dwelling was a paramount statement of wealth,
productivity and rank.
The domus of a wealthy individual is distinguished as much by the
subtle organisation of the rooms as by their size and number. At
Pompeii the decor of each room is part of this subtle manifestation of a
whole environment. At Vasio, with the current remains, it is
impossible to make such a complete reconstruction, although the villa
remains do offer a rich collection of decorated floors in marble
marquetry of simple and complex design, which have been well
described and discussed by Lassus26. In this respect it is the smallest
of the villas under discussion which is the most notable.
The Villa Du Paon (fig.1) on the eastern edge of Vasio features floors
with marvellous marine motifs, birdlife, personifications of love and
victory as well as geometric designs. Some wall paintings and graffiti
have also survived. This villa stands within the Thes quarter of the
Puymin and its mosaics are situated in a suite of rooms similar to that
of the House of the Messii. It is from one of these mosaics that the villa
takes its modern name. Construction seems to have started in the
Flavian period but Goudineau and de Kisch have dated the greater part
of the remains, which are now evident, to the late second century.
Room five has an elevated floor and certain stylistic differences which
imply some reconstruction in the third century. There is a set of rooms
dividing the garden and its surrounding structures from the northern
portico and the courtyard. These have been labelled 'noble' rooms by
the French excavators because the quality and the quantity of the finds
and decoration imply that these were rooms intended as displays of
wealth and status. Going through the rooms from the west, room
number one boasts a black and white geometric design relieved by
25p}iny Ep. 2.17.
26Lassus, J. (1970/71).
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small yellow and green flowers. In room two a geometric frame
encloses 18 squares with motifs including duck and theatre mask
designs. Eight of the motifs have been destroyed. As the central room,
room number three had the best perspective through the wide doors
which are evident from the wide sills remaining. This is the room
which contains the peacock mosaic (plate 1). In fact the surrounding
ducks, partridges and parrots have survived in a better condition, but
the central design must have been spectacular when entire. Three of
the four spandrels appear to have been replaced in antiquity with
ornamental foliage. We have no way of knowing what might have
caused the damage to the original motifs which probably matched the
single mythical beast remaining. Room number four contains 18
medallions which display still life, an octopus, a triton and a cupid
riding a dolphin. The restructured room five has the largest of the
mosaics, being 15 octagons decorated with flowers, an eagle and a
lion27.
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Adjacent to the Villa is a temple precinct with an adjoining row of
shops. These will be discussed later in the chapter but it is useful to
speculate whether the shopping precinct might have been directly
related in some way to the activities in the temple. The shops appear to
be associated with oil, textiles and perhaps the provision of foodstuffs.
All of these things are used in sacrifices and during religious festivals.
Were these shop owners tenants of the temple?
Also in the Puymin is the House of the Messii (fig.2). The name is
entirely conjectural, hinging on inscriptions found in situ and one
about 6 kms away at Faucon, which records a gift by the citizens of
Vasio to Lucius Messius. This person must have held considerable
status in the community and the municipal gratitude may have been
associated with religious office, public works or military endeavours. A
dedication to Messia Alpina was found in one of the rooms but it is still
not proof that this was the gens of the owners2 8 • Messia Alpina may
have been a female relative but the name is also known in South
Eastern Gaul as a Celtic geographic personification29. The house itself
27Ibid. Goudineau and De Kisch have reproduced colour photographs of these floors.
The original reports are available in Sautel, J. (1926) Vols. I and II.
28sautel #126:Messiae Alpinae/ C(aius) Domiti(us) Ruf(us)/ (A)pronius Atili(a/n)us
Iulian(us)
29Whatmough, J. (1970):199
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is spectacular and, like the Maison du Dauphin, was considerably
enlarged and modified during the first two centuries AD30. From the
main entrance a descent from the street down several steps leads into
an open area at the far end of which is a small passage opening into a
court which boasts a pool with mosaic surround. On the northern side
of the open area is a medium sized extrusion which has been tentatively
identified as a site for domestic cult, possibly the shrine of the Lares31.
A similar placement of the Lar can be seen in Pompeiian houses off the
atrium or the court32. To the north of this 'cult' room is the triclinium.
There is a perspective view provided for diners across the court and its
pool through the opening of the 'cult' area, a reminder for guests of the
wealth and family dignity claimed by this most Roman of hosts in a
Gallic town.
A large service area on the western side of the triclinium is an area of
concentrated plumbing and has a separate opening onto the street. The
kitchen is large with traces of two ovens and a raised wash stand over a
drain. Adjacent is the range of lavatories and a small bath suite which
back on to the street. It has been suggested by Goudineau that this suite
may have been open to the public as 'pay toilets' similar to some at
Rome33. Along the long northern wall of the house is a set of 'noble'
rooms. Room 9 yielded a fine head of Apollo and two inscriptions. It
was here, near the entrance, that the dedication to Messia Alpina was
found. The largest of the 'noble' room group, room 10, was covered
with imported marble tiles in a red rectangular design. The use of
such expensive material is an indicator of weal th and social difference
in a town which is known for its use of the high quality local product in
domestic building. The width of the doorway, as indicated by the
threshhold, was vast and when the door was open the portico would
have become an extension of the indoor area. Bringing the exterior into
interior design through architecture and decoration is a familiar
feature of Pompeiian houses and a device guaranteed to impress with
its spaciousness and aspect. The widely set columns of the. portico
would have further enhanced the effect, bringing the pool and garden
together with the portico into the domus. This room may have been the
30see figs. 2 and 3 for plans of both houses.
31Bromwich, J. (1993):225
32The House of the Menander has a shrine in the side wall of the atrium.
33Goudineau, C. and De Kisch, Y. (1990):81.
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main reception area of the do mus and a plinth found in the rear of the
room might well have held a bust of the man whose clients gathered
there daily.

I"'

The Maison du Dauphin (fig.3) in La Villasse shows considerable
alteration between its early and late phases and is a good example of the
development of building techniques and material used. Goudineau
showed· that the late modifications were in no way part of the original
plan. The house started as a building around a central, open court and
then expanded using better masonry. The first reconstruction was in
the late first century and used the old walls as foundations. A century
later the domus was converted to the atrium style. A second floor is
evident from the numerous traces of steps. In its final form the villa
operates on a light and shade motif in architecture and decoration 34. It
appears as a series of connected spaces, alternately covered and
uncovered, peristyles with ponds, colonnades and atria. This effect is
reinforced by the light and shade arrangement of the interior decor.
The overall effect might have been meant to copy the aspect of a large
monumental public building rather than a domestic arrangement of
interconnected private areas with some public function.
Access was from the street into a spacious atrium with its pool more or
less aligned to the pond in the peristyle garden, which was entered
through the tablinum. Upright lion figures found in the atrium are the
remains of an ornamental stone table and there is a hole for a small
fountain on the east side of the fountain35. In the original design
access to the peristyle was only through the small corridor. All of the
major rooms in this villa faced directly onto the peristyle where the
colonnades and gardens would have served to extend the space
occupied, expanding the perception of wealth and power of the owners.
The main reception room was probably here, where the best perspective
is to be found. The entry into the atrium is flanked by small shops
which run the length of the villa in the Rue des Colonnes and a visitor
to the house would probably have been instantly transported from the
crowded, bustling commercial sphere into an atmosphere of space and
calm. This image would have been enhanced by the use of high
porticoes at the end of the colonnades. As in the Maison des Messii,
34See the illustration in Goudineau and de Kisch, Lassus and Sautel.
35Bromwich, J. (1993):236-7.
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such an exterior probably augmented the atmosphere at the morning
salutatio and on other such occasions when the public rooms adjoining
the porticoed colonnade were lent a more official air.

~

'f

On a more mundane level the latrines are situated in the expected
place, next to the service area, but they are notable for their number,
twenty in all. Does this suggest commercial exploitation, or merely a
very large household? There is another entrance from the street of the
shops into a large southern garden with its pillared terrace and pool
with three decorative exedra. There is little overall symmetry, which
suggests a series of alterations, perhaps to fit in with changes in the
use of space within the house over time. The large room that has been
nominated as the triclinium may have had a view over this garden.
This area backs onto an atrium house which also has a boundary in
common with the House of the Silver Bust next door36.
Only the northern tip of the atrium house has been exposed. It is built
of irregular masonry and features a room with a simple, poorly
preserved mosaic looking out onto a colonnaded garden. This house is
on a lower level than its larger neighbours on the northern side. Its
frescoes are in the 'Developed First Style' of Pompeii and include dados
and panels with fillets and surrounds. Next to it and directly behind
the Silver Bust site is a house of which only two rooms have been
exposed but which feature mosaics, plaster walls and a well. The
frescoes here are in the colourful 'Third Style' and the mosaics include
representations of animals, sea creatures, people and birds37.
Adjacent to the House of the Dolphin is the House of the Silver Bust
(fig.4), named for the bust found in the vestibule which opens into the
peristyle garden. The space in the north-east section was probably the
service area with plumbing joined onto the system that serviced the
shops in the street outside. There is a set of the 'noble rooms' which are
adjacent to the garden, while some of the others like room 4 establish a
perspective on it through the columns of the covered and open courts (5
and 6). The design of this house is intriguing for a number of reasons.
First, none of the 'noble' rooms look out on to the large garden with its
swimming pool which is flanked on one side by a dual set of baths. The
36Jbid.

37Mackendrick, P. (1972):114-5 and Lassus passim .
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lavatories are placed to open on to this space, rather than being next to
the service area as expected, as are three minor rooms. All manner of
speculations can be made as to the circumstance here, be it an act of
euergetism or a shrewd business deal. Either way the standing of the
owner in the community would have been enhanced. It should be noted
that the smaller of the bath units is accessible directly only from the
street and does not have a door leading directly to the garden, whereas
the larger unit is not accessible from the street at all. It is possible that
the larger unit was reserved for use by the villa's inhabitants while the
smaller unit was for public access. Opposite the smaller bath unit is an
access door to the adjacent Maison du Dauphin which leads
immediately to that villa's bath establishment and furnace. Was this a
jointly maintained facility? Perhaps the furnace and the profits from
the public section were shared. Perhaps it was a venture between
family or between friends and neighbours.
Goudineau has shown that the building labelled a praetorium (fig.5) by
Sautel is another domus with a well preserved garden38. It is notable
for its plentiful outbuildings and is a good candidate for a house that
began as the pars urbana of a farm. It contains two courts and a
garden and a possible third enclosed courtyard between the
outbuildings and the villa. There are remains of a water and bath
system including a furnace. The function of a large pool cut into the
rock and surrounded by column bases is unclear. It may be
recreational or a supply of water for the orchard which has been
excavated to the north of the house. The original house featured rooms
grouped around a portico with the remains of a drain and an oven of a
kitchen in the north-west comer. New rooms were added on to this
service area arranged linearly along the northern end of the house.
These appear to be storerooms, washing areas and lavatories and
extend to the southern courtyard which was lit by large windows whose
sills survive. The house was upgraded by constructing a raised portico
around three sides of the garden and constructing rooms around it.
The room that is most likely to be the triclinium looks out over the
southern garden where there is evidence of an outdoor dining area as
in the House of the Menander at Pompeii. The southern wall of this
garden featured an exedra and fountains which appear as a small
nymphaeum. Smith has found evidence of such structures being added
38see Bromwich, J. (1993):230-31.
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to villas in Belgium.39 . The colourful frescoes in yellow, red and green
are in the first three Pompeiian styles and coins show that the building
was in use at least until AD 244.
There are several quite well preserved sections of street in Vaison
(fig.6). The cardo which separated the House of the Silver Bust from the
so called basilica ran alongside the short eastern end of the house into
the adjacent area of portico and shops. The remains of the cardo, or
street of shops, are quite spectacular and include shops on both sides
and a portico. The street is 4.2 meters wide and paved with big,
carefully fitted blocks, edged with footpaths and permitting the
movement of wheeled traffic. It intersects the road to Arausio which is
paved with 50 cm thick blocks. To the east of the Portico of Pompey
there are three other sections of street which indicate that this part of
the town at least was constructed according to the expected orthagonal
plan. The Rue des Colonnes at the western end of the Maison du
Dauphin was a street for pedestrians only, which followed the natural
contour and which had steps at the top. It was made of gravel
separated by thin layers of clay, was less than three meters wide and
had a portico on its west side behind which there are the remains of
basins which were possibly pools in an ornamental garden. Excavation
is incomplete in this area40. There are more shops adjacent to the Villa
du Paon. These appear to have experienced a change in usage in the
third century as the shop space expanded at the expense of the rear
area which was reduced to recesses41. A fire at the end of the third
century destroyed the area with subsequent rebuilding in the sixth
century. Shop one also shows evidence of a fire in the Hadrianic period,
possibly associated with the dolia containing oil residues and the olive
press found there42. The gap between the destruction of the late third
century and reoccupation in the sixth century coincides with the move
to a fortified position on the hill. It is doubtful that the entire population
moved but the clientele of the remaining businesses in the area
probably contracted. To the immediate north-east of these shops is the
foundation of what was probably a temple.

39smith, J.T. (1978):157.
40Bromwich, J. (1993):225-6.
41Jbid :228
42Jbid.
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There is little trace of the dwellings of the lower orders at Vasio. In the
area to the south east of Puymin there is a small block of tenements
which Sautel likened to the insulae of Ostia43. This is an area of small
blocks between two parallel roads running north and south. The units
look like small shops, dwellings and store-rooms with a central
courtyard. They appear to have been constructed between about 60-80
AD. There is little evidence to suggest that they were multistorey other
than comparative examples from Glanum and elsewhere in Gaul.
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In all of the largest houses at Vasio it is obvious that space and the
illusion of space is complemented by the use of water. Even though the
area is hydrographically rich, the provision of a private water supply
can be related to elevated social status. In principle the decurions of a
town controlled the use of water and the extravagant use of this
commodity, especially for the purposes of private landscaping and
recreation, may speak volumes for the wealth, power and influence
exerted by the owners of these villas as well as the economic vitality of
the town44 • At the Maison du Dauphin and the Praetorium the water is
overlooked by the salon. In the Villa du Paon there are water stairs to
view. The standard of public and private plumbing is high and the
system of drains, a hallmark of the Roman town, is impressive45.
Everywhere the use of water is associated with public and private
gardens such as at the nymphaeum and along the Street of the
Colonnades. It is possible to guess at small bushes, cypresses, masses
of flowers and well kept lawns and fruit trees. in fact much of what is
grown in Provence today46. A large number of the springs in use today
in Vaison show evidence of use in the Gallo-Roman period and one of
the fountains excavated seems to have fulfilled a more decorative than
distributive function, perhaps built by one of the leading merchants or
aristocrats as an act of public virtue.
There does not seem to have been fierce competition for space in Vasio,
a view that is reinforced by the presence of apparently unused plots
within the town, as in the area to the north of the Maison du Buste
d'Argent. We do not know whether these are 'green zones' for public

11i

43sautel, J. (1926):Vol. I and II for the excavation reports and the list of finds.
44Goudineau, C. and De Kisch, Y. (1990):94-6 fountains to the west of the Maison du
Dauphin and the wells of the Villa du Paon.
45Jbid :86
4 6Ibid :62-5 and 96
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recreation or whether they are indicative of the phenomenon observed
in Pompeii and in Britain of the villa in urbe which might be a vestige of
the rural beginnings of the site47_ Despite the topographical constraints
and the restraining presence of three cemeteries outside the town the
70-75 hectares of its area seems to have been enough space to contain
the population comfortably. Goudineau and De Kisch estimate that the
population probably never exceeded 10 000, with a figure of 5 000 being
the most plausible 48 . The proliferation of large country villae in the
immediate vicinity might have something to do with this, possibly
working to attract some of the urban dwellers to the small rural
agglomerations that grew up around them in the later empire. The
numbers of surviving villages that have their origin in this era attests
to the population that was drawn to these villa sites49.
The public monuments and facilities which remain are typical in type
and form to those of romanised cities across the Empire. In the
Puymin quarter the major public buildings are the Portico of Pompey,
the Nymphaeum and the theatre. The town was supplied by a large
aqueduct with its source at Groseau and possibly apother running from
Ste-Croix and was served by a well developed plumbing and drainage
system50_ The aqueduct was carried across the Ovidis on a simple but
elegant bridge51.
There has been no definite trace of a forum at Vaison so far, although
an installation which may be the forum has been found 50 meters from
the intersection of the cardo and the road to Orange. The forum was
the symbol of and the distinguishing feature of romanised
administrative centres. The organised space fulfilled religious, judicial, administrative, social and economic functions. Although they
are not so rigidly planned as to be identical, there may be common
regional elements, as Wacher has demonstrated in Britain52. The
position of the forum within the street grid was normally central, at the
axis of the cardo and the decumanus as at Milan53. Sometimes though
47see Raper, R.R. (1977) and Cleary, S.E. (1987): passim.
48Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):21
49Broise, P. (1984):257-271; Percival, J. (1969):449-73
50Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):93-4
51sautel, J. (1926):389
52wacher, J. (1975):60
53Perring, D. (1991):276
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it provided an architectural focus to one of the main streets, as at Trier
where aesthetic features caused the main roads to shift a block to the
east and south54 . In both London and Timgad the forum truncated the
N-S cardo 55 •
Where else could we look for a forum at Vaison? It is reasonable to
assume that it might have been displaced due to the existence of earlier
structures or the varied topography of the town. This is a reasonable
hypothesis given the overall peculiarities of the growth and spatial
relationship of the big villas to each other and the public buildings
which we have already allied to the influence of earlier farm locations.
It might be anywhere in the general central area. What do we expect to
find? In Gallic fora the incorporation of three elements was normal; a
courtyard with single-roomed shops or offices, a second courtyard with
a temple, and a basilica. A curia, or meeting place for the local ordo,
might be provided but is not always identifiable, although inscriptional
evidence in situ might be helpful here56. Cryptoportici were common
and an inscription from Nimes suggests that they sometimes housed
the headquarters of guilds57. This sort of find at Vaison would
represent a coup since Ii ttle reconstruction of economic life and the
professions has been possible as a later chapter will demonstrate. Is it
feasible that Pompey's Portico was used as a forum?
Goudineau and de Kisch agree that the identification of the Portico as a
religious promenade and cult centre is tenuous, but we have already
noted that the fulfilment of religious aspects of life is an expected
function of the forum. The orientation of the 'portico' is right for it to
have been intersected by a minor decumanus at right angles to the
cardo in the quarter of La Villasse. This would put the house of the
Messii at the junction of two important roads and this siting might be
associated with some of the architectural peculiarities observed by
Goudineau and de Kisch58. The house features a room with the

54Wightman, E.M. (1981):81
55Perring, D. (1991) Op. Cit.
56Knapp, R.C. (1983):13, as in Spain at Corduba where two recently discovered
inscriptions designate areas dedicated separately by the vicus Hispanus and the
vicus forensis. The implication is that the town was divided into native and
immigrant areas with separate fora.
57Wightman, E.M. (1981):82. Possibly GIL 12 3317.
58Wightman, E.M. (1981):81-83
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elements of a kitchen with sinks and work benches and they have
surmised that it might be a place for the redistribution of goods. The
siting of the latrines, which might have been open to the public
thoroughfare, possibly as pay toilets, could mean that the villa's owner
took advantage of its position to act as a sort of extension to the market.
Perhaps the inscription to this family commemorates a successful and
generous merchant.
The public bath-house was de rigeur for the romanised town. The
culmination of such structures in Gaul is to be seen at Trier where the
mid-second century complex occupies space equivalent to four
insulae59. The establishments at Vasio were not so grand but they were
numerous, with the town boasting three bath sites found to date. The
remains are in a poor state and it is difficult to determine whether the
interior boasted the 'exuberant detail' of the bath at Trier60. In
describing the Trier site Wightman notes that this decorative detail has
its counterpart in contemporary funerary monuments. Such a style is
generally lacking in the funerary detail of Vasio, and the poor remains
of the bath-houses are probably not sufficient to judge. The bath suites
at Vasio vary in the date of construction. In the southern quarter of the
town an establishment is marked by quantities of tiles, hypocaust piles,
terra cotta and lead piping61. Brick marks date it to the early second
century, built by one Clarianus whose work is attested elsewhere in the
region and whose workshop may have been close to Vasio62. There is
another site to the north of the Puymin which is marked by finds of
bricks, flagstones, hypocaust pipes, plumbing, columns, pools, mosaics
and other ornamentation63. This set is of vast proportions, is built
along standard architectural lines and includes a covered portico and
garden, frigidarium, apodyterium, dry caldarium, praefurnium,
labrum, alveus or soleum, and an atrium thermarum6 4 • This
establishment provides a great deal of information about the technology
required to keep a bath-house going. It is in a rural zone and the
building dates from 10-20 AD. In about 70-80 AD a cold bath was added
59Jbid :83.
60Jbid. See also Lassus, Goudineau and De Kisch and Sautel's original excavations

for the state of these sites at Vaison.
61sautel, J. (1926):261
62Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):100
63sautel. J. (1926):262
64Jbid :261-66
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and the length doubled. The mark of Clarianus dates another
extension to about 120-130 AD. A definite end is dateable to 285 AD and
a rural villa subsequently incorporated the ruins into its buildings and
water supply. The Thermes du Centre were discovered during
excavations in 1923 and boast curved walls, round and square bricks
and a variety of marbles. There are two large rooms over a hypocaust
separated by a wall with apsidal niches. This is not an unusual
number of baths for a town as large as Vasio and it is still possible that
another establishment exists at the site identified by Sautel as the
commercial basilica. Here he found 300 fragments of polychrome
marble paving, a five seat latrine and frescoes with red panels bordered
in yellow over a green dado. This building was in use until the late
fourth century6 5 •
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The theatre is a spectacular find and is situated and constructed along
the pure architectural lines as prescribed by Vitruvius66. Construction
has been dated to the early Julio-Claudian period based on the Imperial
statuary found at the site. The earliest example is a statue of Tiberius
and it has been surmised that the date of construction cannot be later
than his reign since his unpopularity makes a posthumous dedication
unlikely67 . This is not a watertight argument since it does not take into
account the lag in social, artistic and political fashions between Italy
and the Provinces68. As Tiberius was neither divus nor damnatus he
probably was not popularly associated with the scarifying comments
made later by Tacitus and Suetonius. This single example illustrates
the difficulty in dating the architectural remains at Vaison, a problem
which is also manifold for the dating of the inscriptions. As well as the
rich hoard of sculptures and some inscriptions there are some fine
examples of graffiti69. There are 32 ranks of seats in the theatre which
are reached by the stairs up and down the cavea or by vomitoria from
the sides and the top rear gallery. Unfortunately the impact of stone
robbing and nineteenth century rail cutting has been extensive and

65Mackendrick, P. (1972):112
66vitruvius de Arch. 10.5.3
67Mackendrick, P. (1972):111. The year in which the practice of dedicating statues to
Tiberius was most popular was 20/21 AD.
68Mackendrick, P. (1972): Art historians allow a time lag between Italy and the
Provinces when dating fresco styles.
69sautel #127-134 for the inscriptions. Some are reproduced in their original form in
Goudineau and de Kisch. Esperandieu and Sautel for photographs of the statuary.
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there are only traces of the stage foundations and of the side versurae.
The twelve holes of the curtainlifting gear are evident and behind the
outline of the pulpitum wall were found the remains of smashed
statues and architectural elements that probably decorated the frons
see nae. In 1932 the restoration of the theatre began. Plate 2 shows the
extent to which the sight that meets the modern viewer differs from
that of the original excavation product. Looking at the exposed theatre
as it was before 1932, the picture is one of rubble, in some areas reduced
to bare rock-cutting. Some surviving seating is evident. Sautel found
evidence of a restoration sometime in the third century and speculated
that it might have been destroyed in about 407 AD when the Emperor
Honorius decreed the destruction of pagan statues 70. Looking at the
statuary and sarcophagi of the Merovingian period it seems that they
looted the dressed stone and statuary of the theatre. Some of the stone
used in the Cathedral appears to fit the theatre site 71. The tunnel
behind the theatre and through the top of the hill of Puymin is GalloRoman in origin and niches for oil lamps can be seen.
Romanisation in the Provinces was linked with urbanisation and the
public monuments were an integral part of this phenomenon. The
public monuments of Vasio were typical in type and form but probably
exerted less influence over the spatial arrangement of the town than
one would expect because of the origin of the town and its pattern of
growth. The constant and collective provision of water is one of the best
manifestations of successful Roman urbanisation. The arches of the
aqueducts running from Groseau and Ste-Croix would have been
clearly visible for miles. The phenomenon of public baths along Roman
lines exacted a social cost, with the sums of money being required for
maintenance being considerable. It will be seen in a later chapter that
Vasio had its share of public benefactors in this area. This is important
for circulation of money and the upkeep of personal power. It was
through the exercise of euergetism that the economic and social vitality
of a town like Vasio was maintained. The wealth of Vasio is evident in
the use of luxury building materials in the baths and private homes.
Anyone at Vasio wanting expensive imports had to be wealthy and the
number of sites using these materials confirmed that there was some
number of such individuals in the town in any given period. This
70sautel, J. (1926):135. Codex Theodosianus 16.5.43 and 10.19.
71sautel, J. (1926):236.
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conspicuous display in a town away from the economic, political and
administrative centres and routes is interesting.
The nexus between the public and private sphere in the town and
between the town and its territory was maintained by an excellent
network of roads which connected the houses, public spaces and
monuments. These roads governed the circulation of people and
products in the town or coming in from outside by road or river.
Considering the Roman passion for neat town planning the effect
wrought on this system by the respect for individual holdings is
perhaps an interesting reflection of the melding of the old and the new
social ideologies.
Features which reflect the traits of a romanised society can clearly be
seen in the private architecture of Vasio. The use of interior decoration
and open space within and without characterise the domus of the
wealthy individual. The architecture suits the climate and the
environment. Covered vestibules and shady porticos abound and there
is no evidence in the private homes of the underfloor heating that was
so essential in Britain and Northern Gaul. The motifs drawn from
nature, the heavy use of water in recreational spaces and the plentiful
gardens which are typical of Pompeii are plentiful here too, but may
owe more to the naturist Celtic religious culture. It will be interesting
to see if the epigraphic material supports the idea of a social
development enhanced by both native and Roman cultural perspectives.
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Gallo-Roman syncretism in epigraphy and iconography.
In the De Bello Gallico 6.17, Caesar demonstrated a belief in the
universal application of Roman religion by describing the gods of the
Gauls in terms of the Roman pantheon. He set out the identities and
order of importance of their gods as Mercury, Apollo, Mars, Jupiter
and Minerva and implied that cult was uniform throughout the Gauls.
This transference of the physical and natural associations of the
Roman gods to foreign deities is referred to by Tacitus as the
interpretatio Romana.
'apud Nahanarvalos antiquae religionis lucus ostenditur. praesidet
sacerdos muliebri ornatu, sed deos interpretatione Romana
Castorem Pollucemque memorant: ea vis numini, nomen Alcis,
nulla simulacra, nullum peregrinae superstitionis vestigium; ut
fratres tamen, ut iuvenes venerantur.' Tac. Germ. 43.
The reverse principle, by which Roman religion was understood and
expressed in the terms of native systems of belief, is described by
modern scholars as the interpretatio Celtica. Physical and natural
associations of the indigenous nature-based religions of the west were
focussed on the sanctuaries and other geophysical phenomena. When
expressed in the Latin epigraphic form they acquired the functions and
attributes of Roman personifications like the numen and genius. The
attributes of Celtic deities were associated with commensurable Roman
forms. The dynamics of this mutual religious transformation is a
complex topic which will not be discussed here since it is, as a whole,
beyond the scope of this thesis 1.
The greatest problem in identifying areas of fusion, in terms of cult
practice in the West, is the absence of any rubric and liturgy for native
cult. Infrastructure and function remain obscure. The few
descriptions of native cult practice by the Greek and Latin authors are
superficial and often sensational in content2. Descriptions in Tacitus,
1Useful discussions are available in Duncan Fishwick, The Imperial Cult in the

iii

Latin West and Martin Henig, Religion in Roman Britain.
2Ausonius and Sidonius are the latest of these sources in the fourth and fifth centuries
respectively. Tacitus discusses the various Celtic groups throughout the Annals,
Germania, Agricola and the Histories. See also Caesar BC, BG and Lucian
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Caesar and especially in the morbid details of Lucan's Pharsalia are
the most commonly known. The later indigenous literary record is
mainly attributable to oblique sources in the Irish vernacular, which
incorporate errors of transcription and problems of reconciliation with
the concepts of early Christianity and the intense nationalism of the
period 3.
The corpus of inscriptions from the West pertaining to religion in the
first four centuries can be conveniently divided into three broad, interrelated categories; Roman religion both official and popular, Oriental
religions, and native traditional cult. The Imperial Cult and
Christianity deserve to be treated separately, the one because of its
complexity and the other because of its atypical nature. All of these
ideologies are unified to some extent by their collective dependence on
the forms and ideas implicit in the expression and imagery of the
Roman epigraphic habit. The adoption of the 'epigraphic habit' is itself
immediately indicative of a certain level of romanisation. There are
many limitations. It is impossible to draw conclusions relating to
religion at specific social levels since the geographieal origin, ethnic
origin and social status of individuals is often not at all obvious from the
contents of an inscription or its provenance and form. Provenance is a
particular problem in areas of continuous population where earlier
remains are recycled and many inscriptions are isolated from their
original architectural context4.
On an abstract level, modem analogy tells us that the superficial
conventions of form and expression of mortuary remains are not
necessarily indicative of attitudes. Tacitus' description of the sons of
the Gallic elite (Agric. 23) does suggest that the superficial forms of
acculturation reflect a real desire to assimilate but such social and
political ambition does not preclude a religious conservatism which
works in favour of native traditions. Studies do suggest that the use of
Roman religious types by the Celtic populations of the West is

11i

Pharsalia 3. Many of them relied on Posidonius (writing sometime before 51/50
BC) for their ethnological perceptions.
3piggot, S. (1968):32-33.
4 Wightman, E.M, (1970):210 foll., offers some interesting instances where a close
study of the apparently Roman architectural remains can help to quantify the
persistence of native custom, where the direction of interpretatio owes more to the
Celtic than previously supposed.
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characterised by a strong idiosyncratic streak which is based on the
very local nature of Celtic divinities. As Piggot reports, of 37 4 Celtic
divine names surveyed some years ago, 305 occurred only once each
and only four or five of the remainder had totals of 20-30 occurrences.
Any divine Roman personality superimposed over a larger
geographical area, as by Caesar, may have acquired the basic attributes
of several of these. Thus 69 Celtic divine names are joined with Mars in
the various regions of the West. In addition, Celtic divinities with the
same name show a marked variation in attributes in the accompanying
iconography. Thus identical anepigraphic imagery in the Roman style
might not necessarily have the same divine associations across a wide
geographical area 5 • A close localised study of a tribe like the Vocontii
can contribute to a better understanding of the way cultural exchange
acted on the development of 'Gallo-Roman' religion.
Two hundred and six pre-Christian inscriptions, which are solely
related to the religious practices among the Vocontii, have been chosen
for a commentary. This comprises 39% of the whole sample of
inscriptions. Another fifteen examples which mention pre-Christian
religious affiliation in the context of an epitaph have also been included
for discussion. Some fragments have been admitted to the evidence
where they contain enough pertinent and unambigious material while
others have been omitted because, although clearly religious in type,
they contain little usable information. The inscriptions will mainly be
treated individually, but some will be considered collectively where
appropriate. The dedications themselves are both collective and
individual, although the former is most notable in the area of the
Imperial Cult which will be treated separately. Some fragmentary
samples have been included because of iconography, as in an ex voto
dedication attached to a statue of Hercules6. The most common motive
is a personal one, expressed as ex voto, ex iussu and variations on
votum soluit libens merito, but there are a small number of corporate
tutelary dedications. In the 160 examples of divinities or
personifications, such as geophysical phenomena, aspects of local and
non-local religion are widely represented and there is evidence for the
continuing influence of pre-Roman cult.

,1,1

5 Piggott, S. (1968):32-33.
6cJL 12 1343.
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The Celtic substrate is particularly discernible in the form of triple
female deities, represented in our sample by the Proxumae, Percernes,
Nymphae and, most commonly, the Matrae. In addition some classical
types like the Fates and Iunones appear in the same physical contexts.
The Celtic goddesses are strongly associated with aquatic cult and this
particular affinity can be associated with almost all of the examples in
the Vocontian inscriptions 7 • The archaeological evidence, in particular
from the thermal springs, indicates that such water ritual was intense
in pre-Roman Gaul and there is clear evidence that it was often
formalised in the Roman era, sometimes with monumentalisation of
the original cult site, possibly the means by which Dea Augusta was
established as the religious capital of the Vocontii 8 • Unaltered open
Celtic sanctuaries, often dedicated to such goddesses, continued to
operate into the early Imperial period9. Sautel' s excavations and
money finds indicate that the spring of Groseau, the source of the
aqueduct to Vasio, was one such site which continued in the Roman
period 10 .
The most dominant triple form is that of the Three.Mothers for whom
Miranda Green hypothesises a functional evolution from the early
neolithic protection of the dead to a focus on fertility and healing in the
Roman periodll. The goddesses themselves are variously recorded as
the Deae Matrae, Matres, Matris or the Matronae. Descriptive, locallyidentifying, epithets were sometimes added as in the Matres Gallaecae
of Spain, the Matres Glanicae of Glanum and the Matres Nemausicae
of Nemausus12. An association with thermal shrines is common.
At Vasio the iconography of the mothers commonly shows three
persons seated and framed by what might be an approximation of a

I.•.

7The authors describe the religious associations with springs in general. Hirtius
Pansa 8, describes the seige of Uxellodunum when the Romans cut off the spring that
fed the town. The defenders saw in its failure a divine omen and surrendered.
Lucan Pharsalia, 3, 411-12 describes a forest sanctuary near Massilia which had
'dark springs running there'.
8Green, M. (1986):152. Such as at Aquae Sulis in Britain and Les Fontaines Salees
and Mavilly in Gaul. There is enough archaeological evidence showing preRoman votive offerings in the springs of Dea to suggest that this is the case.
9 Those at the Sources des Roches de Chamalieres south of Clermont Ferrand are
another good example.
lOsautel, J. (1926):284
llGreen, M.(1986):74 foll.
12cIL 2 2764, 2766.
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temple (plate 3). The smallness of the altars, the form of depiction and
the frequent aquatic location suggests a pre-existing system of worship
showing the encroachment of Roman influences. The remains imply a
public cult except for a single example which includes a serpent typical
of the iconography of the household genius 13. There are no specifically
stated collective or domestic dedications as in Britain14. Although the
iconography of the matres at Vasio does not extend to anything as
elaborate as the seated mothers with baby, napkin and bath sponge
from Vertault, their role as the bringers of fertility, renewal and
prosperity is commonly indicated by depictions of cornuacopiae,
garlands, fruitbaskets, fish, children and loaves15.
Seven of the fourteen dedications are of a rural provenance. Of the ten
identifiable dedicants nine are male, four of them being freedmen 16.
One of these, Ingenuus, offers a particularly interesting cognomen for
a freedman. On two occasions, a single male, perhaps the dedicant, is
featured standing, holding the accoutrements of cultl 7. A quick glance
at the inscriptions for Britain shows that a similar predominance of
male dedicants occurs. A wider cultic function not transmitted by the
iconography and away from the female fertility perspective might be
implied, such as a popularity among the military who held the Great
Mother of the East in similar affection. This would result in a level of
attestation disproportionate to its Celtic base. An equally likely
implication is that all aspects of Celtic religion were male dominated
and that the destruction of the Druidical system resulted in a shift of
practical control sideways at the highest level, into the hands of the
male elite (in the same way that the Christian princes acquired
sacrosanct attributes) and on a wider scale into the male domain at
large. The overall impression from the inscriptions is that the rate of
13Sautel Plate LXX.
14RJB 88:Matrib(us)/Italis Ger/manis/Gal(lis)Brit(annis)/[A]ntonius/
[Lu]cretianus/[b(ene)f(icarius)co(n)s(ularis)rest(ituit).
The Italian Mothers are probably Celtic types from Cisalpine Gaul.
Another dedication from Britain refers to them in a specific domestic context along
the lines of the lares, RIB 652:G(aius) Iuliu(s)/Crescens/Matri/bus
Do/mesticis/V.S.L.M.
15Green, M. (1989):191, fig. 84.
16CJL 12 1308:Matribus/L Epidius L L Murran/vslm
CIL 12 1303:Matribus/vslm/Q Abudius/Frontonis LTheodotus
GIL 12 1309:Matrabus/vslm/Euneos Sex/Afrani I
CIL 12 1306:Matrabus/Sex Co(e)lius/Nigri Lib/Ingenuus/vslm
17cJL 12 1306 and 1308.
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overt female participation in religion is low, and particularly so in the
inscriptions with Celtic cultural associations. This kind of evidence
does not support the generalisation that has been made that a
predominance of female deities in Celtic religion is indicative of
enhanced status for women in a matriarchy and, by implication, their
social empowerment18 . This view suggests an uncritical reliance on
ancient literary descriptions of the socially eminent and probably
atypical women like Cartimandua and Boudicca19 .
The social level of the dedicants is indeterminate except in the case of C.
Dunatius Gratus, who is recorded as Prefect of a Pagus. His position
implies some level of wealth and social connection as does the execution
of the statue to which the inscription is attached. His is the only
inscription to the matres that takes the form of something other than
an altar20. None of this helps to decide his cultural origin and he might
just as well be a romanised local as an appointed Roman
administrator. Cultural origin is a thorny question in the inscriptions
overall. There are some obvious examples of indigenous nomenclature
where specifically native personal names occur singly or in association
with a Latin or Greek name. Ingenua daughter of Solimutus and
Adcultus son of Vassedo are good examples of native nomenclature,
which will be discussed in greater detail in Part 6 of this thesis21.
Ingenua's inscription is a less sophisticated type than some of the
others and such types have generally been assumed to be associated
with lower social levels and representative of an indigenous underclass
accruing the trappings of romanisation. At this point it is worth
considering the probable social origins of the Celtic 'renaissance' of the
fourth century which is generally regarded as emanating from the
lower, less romanised, orders. It is just as feasible that some aspects of
native traditions were maintained by a class of merchants or artisans
operating in a polyvalent social sphere. Ingenua's inscription is
18 Green, M. (1986):73.
19Tacitus and Ammianus Marcellinus refer to the indomitable nature of Celtic
women.
20cJL 12 1307:Matris/C Dunatius Gratus/Praefectus Pagi Iuni/dsd. Although this
sample has been assigned to Vasio by Mommsen and Sautel, provenance is
uncertain, mainly because such a pagus division has not so far been identified
anywhere in or near the territory of the Vocontii.
2 1CJL 12 1304:Matribus/Adcultus/Vassedonis F/vslm
CIL 12 1310:Ingenua/Solimuti/Matris/vslm
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undatable and it is impossible to tell if it is a later, native, effort or an
early manifestation of romanisation by the native upwardly mobile.

If the fashionability of the praenomen is used as a dating criterion most
of the inscriptions to the matres are placed roughly as no later than the
second century with only the dedications by Sabinus Coelius and Catius
Mansuetus possibly in the third22. This argues not so much for the
cult's eventual demise but rather for its endurance through several
centuries of romanisation. It would be interesting to chart the demise
of female triplism according to patterns of Christianisation and the
development of Marian cult. A possible association between the Celtic
Mothers and the mystery religions popular in the army will be
discussed later. The fratres of the Catius inscription indicates a
collegial rather than a personal worship and a possible association
with commercial prosperity.

~

The Proxumae are little understood tutelary divinities which usually
appear in the context of altars (plate 4.1) Four were found in situ in the
town and dedicants' names are mainly male. The little accompanying
iconography parallels that of the mat res I matrae, with the best example
belonging to Potita daughter of C. Codo (plate 4.2) 23 . The woman
standing, holding a patera, probably represents the dedicant (as in the
example of L. Epidius Murranus). The cornucopiae and patera are
common to native and foreign iconography as emblems of well being
and florescence24. The nomenclature of the dedicants is varied, with
the filiation of Potita providing perhaps the only definite native
identification. Her name is an old Republican participial form possibly
derived from an ancient praenomen, so that the inscription could be
quite early25. The others are Lucceius Fuscus, T. Atilius Felix, C.
Cornelius Tarentin(us) and Seneca son of Secundus 26 . The last might
be of Celtic origin but is equally probably a slave. Note that there are
22walters, V.J.(1974):74.
CIL 12 1305:Matribus/Catius Mansuetu(s)/et fratres/V otum
CIL 12 1699:Sabinu(s)/Coelius/Matribu(s)/vslm
23CIL 12 1331:Proxsumis/Potita C Cod/oni<F vslm
24Green, M. (1989):208.
25Kajanto, I. (1982):354.
26 CIL 12 1330:Proxum suis/LucceiusFuscus vs
CIL 12 1332:Proxumis/Seneca Secundi/Fil/vslm
Sautel #30:Proxumis/V otumtr Atilius Felix
ILGN 198:Proxsumi(s)/C Cornel(ius)fl'arentinu(s)/v/s/1/m
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variations in the spelling and errors in carving. Whether Lucceius
Fuscus with the duo nomina and an imperfect dedication is a local who
is partly romanised is impossible to establish. The lack of a praenomen
or the presence of errors are sometimes attributed to a late date of
production, but there is no solid reason for such an assumption which
is predicated on the theme of 'decline'.
At Greoulx-les-Bains, (ancient Aquae Griselicae?) the Nymphae
Griselicae appear to have been the resident divinities27. T. Vitrasius
Pollio, while governor at Leon in Galicia, made a dedication to these
same nymphs and an inscription from Greoulx on behalf of Annia
Faustina, who might have been his wife, links Apollo with this site and
implies a healing capacity for the nymphs 28 . Their worship was not
confined to open spring sites however, as a dedication on a cippus from
urban Rasteau was found am ong material that appears to be part of a
fountain. Again there is an overall trend for the dedicants to be male.
There is one definite qualifying epithet to the Nymphae Augustae
Percernes, whose exact attributes and point of origin are unknown 29 •
Titus Gingetius Dionysius has the most intriguing nomenclature, the
nomen Gingetius being apparently unique in Gallia Narbonensis. His
name suggests citizenship and a servile origin, perhaps with a GalloRoman master. Lucius Carenus Carus is a strong possibility for a
romanised Gaul and while Maternus may be a rural slave the
frequency of that name in Spain, Gaul and the Germanies implies a
native origin, although ther e are quite a lot in Rome.
Singular goddesses also feature, most prominently represented by Dea
Andarta in seven examples from Dea Augusta and one from Lucus.
Five examples appear to be inscribed on altars, one on a statue base.
The motives are expressed a s ex voto or vs[m30. Her precise attributes

21CIL12361 and DAG 21 and 23.
2 BcIL 2 5679 and AE 86 #485:Apollini/Pamphorus/Faustinae n(ostrae)/actor, see the
comments included in this volume on her probable relationship with him.
2 9CIL 12 1329:Nymphis Aug/Percernibustr Gingetius/Dionysius/ex Voto
CIL 12 1327:N(y)mp/(h)is Ma(tern)u(s)/(v)slm
CIL 12 1326:Nymphis/L Caren/us Caru/s vslm
CIL 12 1325:Nymph
30cJL 12 1557:Deae Aug/Andartaetr Dexius/Zosimus
CIL 12 1559:Deae An/dartae/Aug Sext/Pluta(ti)us/Paternus/ex voto
CIL 12 1560:Deae Aug/Andartae/M Pomp/Primitivus/ex vot(o)
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are unknown but it has been proposed that she equals the warlike
Andrasta of the British nemeton, although the iconographic features
familiar in Britain are not evident here 31 . The formation of a title Dea
Andarta Augusta might have been a natural result of the removal of
Andarta's cult centre to Dea Augusta when it was established as the
religious capital of the Vocontii. The small sample of nomenclature is
all male and likely to be Celtic or servile in origin. The sevir Lucius
Carisius Serenus could have been a freedman associated with the
Imperial cult or a member of the local elite engaged in purely
municipal functions32. The dual dedicants featured on the statue base
are both Iulii. Huge numbers of Gallic Iulii attest to wide scale
patronage in Gaul, but here the Greek cognomen Theodorus implies
manumission33. The public and private spacesof the towns were the
obvious focal point for the conspicuous display of such acquired status.
It is interesting that such a display of status with all the forms and
images of romanisation took place in the context of non-Roman cult. In
any case the aspects and affinities of this cult remain obscure.
As pre-Roman iconography suggests, astral and lt1.t.-iar cult was
common to all western Celtic groups and Luna is attested at and
around Vasio by three inscriptions34. The two motives readable from
Patema and Annius are ex voto, with Patema showing Celtic filiation.
Luna was also a feature of Roman religion and these inscriptions may
show an affinity to Diana, in her capacity as goddess of female fertility,
as well as to any Celtic type, although Patema's name and connections
suggest otherwise. The ignes aeterni recorded ex voto on a cippus
probably refers to Sol and Luna 35. The presence of Iulius Placidianus,
dedicator, vir clarissimus and praetorian prefect, is known in Gaul in
the context of the campaigns between 269 and 273 AD36.
ILGN 230:(D)eae Aug (Andartae)/(S)ex Matici(us)
CIL 12 1554:Deae Andar(tae) and 1555:Deae Aug/Anda(rtae) are both fragmentary.
31nio 62.7,1-3 on Andraste.
32cJL 12 1556:Deae Aug/Andartae/L Carisius/Serenus/111111 vir Aug/vslm
33CJL 12 1558:De Aug/Andartae/Q Iul Anto/ninus and De Aug/Andartae/M
I uli usfl'h e odorus
34cumont, F. (1966):234-237 inc. figs. 54-59.
CIL 12 1294:(l)un(ae)/(vs)lm/...Verus/
CIL 12 1293:Lunae/Paterna/Litu(geni/filia)
CIL 12 1292:(L)unaef?(A)nnius/(v)slm
35cJL 13 6058, Sol et Luna:5026 Sol, Genius, Luna. Avienus mentions the astral, solar
and lunar cults in the sanctuaries (Ora Maritima, passim), as does Strabo 3.4,16.
36CJL 12 1551:lgnibus/aetemis Iul/Placidianus/V C Praef Prae/tori/ex voto posuit.
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A number of the cults, both female and male, are represented by single
examples. These are statistically meaningless in terms of determining
trends or cult vitality, but are useful reminders of the sometimes very
local nature of cult and the dynamism of religion at a popular level
which was a result of constant cultural interaction. One such
fragmentary inscription from Crest, to the east of Vasio, records Dalla
Conservatrix, on an altar dedicated by Quintus Volusius Valeri.anus,
decurion of the Vocontii37. The epithet, 'protectress', is usually
associated with Diana, Fortuna, Proserpina or Venus. Dalla is not
attested elsewhere and, if Le Blanc's restoration is correct, could denote
a specifically local native divinity, perhaps a tribal protectress.
Quintus' tria nomina and his office, again if Le Blanc is correct, imply
a man of the native elite, fulfilling municipal duties, acquiring
citizenship and status in the romanised sphere and maintaining a
personal link with his origin.
Images of male deities in Gallia Narbonensis embrace a wide range of
types and functions, some of them completely unknown like the god
Dullovius (or Dulovius, or Bullonius). The single example of
iconography of this god depicts a person, seated, surrounded by
palms38. The imagery is unclear and his attributes unknown. A
proportion of the male deities are abstracts which are not identifiable by
any single recurrent attribute and can be primarily associated with
natural places or places of settlement. As spirits of particular locations
they are approximate to the genii loci of Italy and in the domestic
context can be likened to the lares. Many of the genii loci lent their
name to the towns which grew up in their localities. Thus the spirit
Arausio presided over the town of the same name as did the CeltoLigurian spring deity Nemausus, Leno at Lerins, Telo at Toulon and
the Glanis at Glanum. In mountainous regions it was the spirit of the
high places who was sometimes named as in the Vosges where there
are dedications to the god Vosegus39.

37 CIL 12 1719 =LeBlanc 33:
Dallae/(C)onservatric(e)N olusiu(s)/(v)aleria(nus)/(praeto)r Voe.
3BcJL 12 1399:--ino B[?]ulloni/vivos
CIL 12 1280:Dullovi(o)/M.Licinius/Goas/vslm
CIL 12 1279:Dulovio
39Green, M. (1989):99.
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Ten genii are reported from the area of the Vocontii, six of them being
dedications to the genius loci Vasio. The others comprise a dedication
to the genius of the forum at Vasio (plate 5.1), a collegial genius
honoured by the town (plate 5.2), a fragment featuring the single word
genio and an inscription by Publius Aquila son of Terentius to what
looks like a personal genius akin to the lar40. All of the individual
dedicants are males from a variety of social levels but it is probable,
although not certain, that the collective dedication encompasses the
women of the community as well. The dedicators to the genius Vasio
include one freedman, Marcus Lucius Homullus, and the tabularius
Calomallus, who dedicated to the genius of the forum, could be a public
slave, although the linguistic root of his name implies a native ethnic
origin, as will be seen in a later discussion of peregrine onomastics.
There are few other examples of professional life at Vasio with another,
the trade of the river boatmen, probably represented twice. L. Messius
Rhodinus' cognomen might be reflective of his profession and an
inscription which features the words Vasioni rivii could link the genius
specifically to the river, although the dedication by Essius from
Merindol some distance away and inland from the river suggests not.
Similar locus-specific dedications are found near Lugdunum and
among the Treveri41.

~,
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Other examples are spread around the Vocontian territory such as an
inscription inscribed 'Alaunio' found in the region of the BasseAlpes42. Alaunio appears as a settlement on the Itineraries between
Apta Iulia and Segustero43. This dedication by one of the several Taciti
attested in the area, is de sua pecunia and might be a piece of
euergetism for the collective good. Also in the ager orientalis, near Gap

40GIL 12 1336:Vasion(i)/M L Hom/(ul)us L
GIL 12 1337:VlavNasioni/rivii
GIL 12 1338:Vasion(i)/Essius
ILGN 201:Vasioni/C Birrius/Fuscus/vslm
ILGN 202:Vasioni/L Messius/Rhodinus/vslm
GIL 12 1301:Marti/et Vasioni/racitus
GIL 12 1283 :Genio/forensi/Calomallus/Vas Tabul
GIL 12 1282:Genio/collegi cen/tonariorNasRPR
GIL 12 1284:Genio/P.Terenti/.. (f).(a)quilae/.. (va)lerius/.. (f).(he)rmes compared
with. Sautel #78 who construes this as (ge)nio (Pa)renti.
ILGN 191:Genio
41.zJAG 21, 179, 211, 243, 244.
42GIL 12 1517:--us Tacitus/--Alaunio/--sp vslm
43GIL

12, P 646.
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(Vapincum), Severus, son of Perpetuus, put up an ex voto altar to

Alambrima, a unique and obscure deity44. A dedication to Vinturius by
the people of the pagus Cadiensis, at modern Beaulieu, has been
classified etymologically as the geographical personification from
which the modern name Ventoux arises45. This is problematic since
the distance between the Ventoux and the inscription is considerable
and none of the water courses in the pagus Cadiensis even have their
source in the Ventoux, which might have explained it. Was the
dedicator honouring the tutelary spirit of his origin? Similarly the
contentious inscription to Messia Alpina is supposed to be a
geographical personification of the Basse-Alpes46.
The surviving imagery of the genii is entirely Roman. None of them
parallels the trio depicted in some British genii and genii cucullati47.
Two lively anepigraphic represehtations from Vasio show one genius
figure sitting on a throne with a finger to his lips and another winged,
standing on a plinth48 . The image on the altar bearing the single word
'GENIO' is of a male figure standing in a niche between two pillars,
draped, with torso and legs naked and feet shod (plate 5.3)49. He is
crowned with flowers and holds the emblems of florescence and wellbeing, a patera in his right hand and a filled cornucopia in the other.
He is probably the genius of the paterfamilias, since the altar was found
in the ruins of Roman style houses in the middle of the Puymin district.
Another personal genius is featured in the ornamentation on a basrelief tomb cover from Vasio. The sad face of the deceased, a young
child, is accompanied by depictions of his delights and occupations: a
bowl of fruit, a faithful dog, a table of birds and loaves and a figure in
between which looks to be the genius figure of the child. It is nude and
carries a bunch of grapes in one hand and a curved staff or serpent in
the other (plate 5.4)50.
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44CJL 12 5848: Alambri/mae/Severus/Perpetui/fil exs vot. DAG 82.
45cJL 12 1341:Vinturi/Cadienses/vslm. Also see DAG 82.
46JLGN 213:Messiae Alpinae/C Domiti Ruf/... pronius Atili/.. .ius Iulian.
Interpreted by Sautel, 126 bis, as 'To Messia Alpina; C. Domitius Rufus, Apronius
Atilianus Iulianus'. DAG 16.
4 7Green, M. (1986):201, pl.90.
4 8Sautel #739-40.
49ILGN 191
50sautel #409.
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Public lares appear twice, from Vasio and Pontaix51. The architectural
context of the example from Vasio suggests a sanctuary or even a
commercial forum and includes a list of slaves. They are not
designated as public slaves and their servile nomenclature in an
ancient form suggests the formalism of a collegial atmosphere.
Further excavation has yielded remnants of anepigraphic altars,
statuary, stelae and a section of paved road and mosaic pavement just
outside the entry. The area is reminiscent of that of the corporations at
Ostia. The dedication from Cinna, 'de suo dat , was possibly a donation
to some sort of public Zar on the occasion of his attaining the aedileship
for the second time.
Celtic male divinities throughout Gaul are sometimes documented
with a consort, often one with healing associations. A secluded valley
near St. Jalles in the Pagus Baginensis yielded an inscription to
Baginus and the Baginatiae, probably eponymous deities identified as
the tutelary spirits of the watercourse52. The consorts are probably a
triple nymph form. The pairing of Bormano and Bormana appears on
an altar from Dea and linguistic evidence demonst~ates that the stem of
their name is usually associated with moving water and in particular
warm springs53. At Bourbonne-Lancy the consort Bormana appears
alone at a curative spring site and is associated with the rite of
incubation54. The pair are found elsewhere in the Gauls and
Germanies as Borvo and Damona, singly or as a pair.
The early Greek cultural influence in the area is represented by a
fragment from the spring site at Malaucene, in a quasi-cursive GalloGreek script, which commemorates the local deity Graselos55. Another
example from Vasio shows a dedication to Belisamus on a small tablet
for which an early date after 50 BC has been estimated. It was found in
51Gallia 25 (1967):402:M(arci) ser/vus/... L(ucii)ser/vus/Hipp]archus Asui L(ucii)
[servus1'Epagathus Domiti Sex(ti)[servus/M]inestrei Lar[i]bus
CIL 12 1564:Cinna aed iter/Larib de suo dat
52JLGN 251:Fiilix Smii/ri f Bagino/iit Bagina/tiabus/(v)slm. Note that Sautel #5
records Baginahabus
53CJL 12 156:Bormano/et Borman(ae)/P Saprin(ius)/Eusebes vs/Im. DAG 82 for the
linguistics.
54Green, M. (1986):162-64.
55sautel #1: .. .lous/naliakos/raselou/ratoude/kantena. Reconstructed by Sautel
thus: .. .lus, son of ... naliacos has dedicated this (altar) with contentment, to
Graselos. DAG 56.
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an area that appears to have been a sacred grove56_ The divine name
Belisamus/a is known from inscriptions elsewhere including one to
Minerva Belisama in the Ardeche57.
Some of the anepigraphic iconography from Vasio suggests the
continuation of native religious tradition. Stylised gaping masks with
high-piled, elaborate hairstyles, probably a product of the first century,
are particularly alien to Roman ornamentation in their aspect (plate
6.1)58. The four examples from Vasio show a lot of variation with two of
them exhibiting a hollowness and gauntness reminiscent of elements
of the cult of the severed head (plate 6.2). The texture and
ornamentation of these two is very similar in appearance to that of the
actual fabrics used in ceremonial regalia found in the British temples
at Hockwold and Wanborough. These include chain, discs, feathers
and roundels formed into a head-dress to be placed over a leather
helmet59. These two masks from Vasio may provide a rare glimpse of
native liturgical paraphernalia. The other two examples, while in the
same style, show a greater realism in the facial features and appear to
be female. Other male figures on oscilla are heavily bearded (plate
6.3)60 .
There are a small number of dedications to purely classical divinities at
Vasio but the Roman gods most often emerge in syncretism with native
cult which is marked by a qualifying Celtic epithet or non-Roman
imagery. An exception is the cult of Silvanus. Despite the
romanisation implicit in the Latin forms of its expression and in mixed
iconography there is an absence of qualifying epithets directly linking
the native and classical types. In the West the god associated in Latin
literature with wild nature and the woodland beyond the farm melds
with a pre-Roman cult figure, originally concerned with vegetation,
hunting, fertility and the forest. In the pre-Roman form Silvanus
appears across Gaul as a hammer god alone or with a consort, the
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56sautel #2:cegomaroc/ovilloneoc/toovtiouc/namavcatic/eiorov bele/cami
cocin/nemeton. Sautel has translated it thus: Segomarus, son of Villonos, citizen of
Nemausus, made (a dedication of) this sanctuary to Belisamis. DAG 57 and See
Esperandieu Rece uil, plate.!, fig.1.
57Lejeune, M. (1976-77):43.
58Sautel Plate LIV, 1-4. Esperandieu, Bas-reliefs, t.1:219 and 222.
59Green, M. (1992):116.
60Sautel Plate XLIX, 4.
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hammer probably representing the promotion of fertility through the
striking of the ground 61 . The iconography of the cult in the Roman era
shows an interesting general divergence between the north and the
south which might be indicative of an irregular pace in romanisation.
The northern Silvanus usually appears as a hammer-wielding,
bearded, mature male wearing a short, belted tunic and a Gallic cloak,
or sagum with a small dog sometimes portrayed gazing up at him62.
In the south he appears generally naked except for a wolfskin over his
shoulders and a leaf crown but still accompanied by the long-shafted
mallet and often the paraphernalia of a pot, vase or goblet. The natural
themes of the south, rather than depicting a less sophisticated local
cult, are a close representation of the Roman rustic deity. The
iconography of the south is also much more variable on a regional basis
than that of the north and shows a cult attuned to a greater diversity of
local purposes. In the lower Rhone Valley for example, grapes, wine or
a barrel-like head to the mallet are featured. Such a regional variety
might be due to the reinterpretation and redevelopment of the native
cult under both Greek and Roman influence over a long period of time.
Seven names, six of them male, are clear in the fourteen votary
offerings to Silvanus63. The six examples from the Ager Orientalis all
include some aspect suggestive of native descent. Montanus'
cognomen probably refers to geographical origin rather than to a
profession, since his citizenship, if genuine, implies a social status
incongruous in a mountaineer or shepherd. Roccius is a nomen
specific to Gaul and the accompanying cognomen Titullus is
rareelsewhere, so that his tria rwmina probably do mask a native
origin64. A servile origin and enfranchisement is probable for Thallus
and for Pefirus a servile status. A fragmentary inscription on a small
altar features the distinctively native double headed mallet.
61 Green, M. (1992):110-111. His personality seems to have been very vague, for he
has no name, Silvanus being merely an adjective, unless, with Wissowa, RK 213,
we suppose that the substantive faunus is to be supplied, OCD (1961):839. In the
iconography of Silvanus at Vasio he is sometimes portrayed janiform with a faun.
62Green, M. (1992):111.
63cJL 12 1526:Silvano/SexMarius/Montanus/vslm. Quite a few examples of this
cognomen from elsewhere are cited by Kajanto.
CIL 12 1521:Silvano/C Iul/(T)hallus/ex voto.
CIL 12 1536:Silvan/D Roccius/l'i(t)ul(l)us/vs
ILGN 224:Silvano/vslm/Pefirus
64DAG cites the nomen Roccius as a commonly used one which does not appear in this
form elsewhere than in Gaul.
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There are several inscriptions from the rural area adjacent to Vasio.
P. Iccius Veratianus can safely be identified as being of native descent
by his name. His dedication features regular, well incised, lettering65.
A small stone from the same area is adorned simply with a mallet and
a band on which is inscribed the dedicators name, Attius66. A focus on
Silvanus the cultivator might be the origin of a sickle described on an
altar to the west of the town and is perhaps reminiscent of the
paraphernalia of old native cult67. A small sample represents Vasio
and Dea68. The cognomen of G. Asicius Silvinus commonly appears
outside the West and there is no accompanying iconography to suggest
native influence in his dedication. Masidia is an unusual name and
combined with Ingenua which is uncommon in this area might
indicate an indigene. Her cognomen could have been intended to
differentiate between a freeborn native with a single name and the
servile, an interesting comment on the continuation of native tradition
if the date, perhaps as late as the third century, which is suggested by
the letter form is correct. Some unusual abbreviations on the
inscriptions, like M.T.H. and QVEM may be local idiosyncratic
references to motive or simply the dedicants initials (plate 7 .1) 69 .
Another simple dedication from Dea is of particular interest because of
its late, albeit tentative, dating to the early sixth century70. If the dating
is correct it is indicative of the enduring pagan cult described in literary
sources 71 .
The iconography of anepigraphic dedications depicts both native and
classical cult and some of it seems consistent in quality and form with a

65cJL 12 1335:Deo/Silvano/P Iccius/us Vera/tianus/ex iussu.
66cJL 121334.
67CIL 12 1726.
68cJL 12 1333:Silvano/G Asicius/Silvinus/vslm
CIL 12 1571:Silvano/Masidia/Ingenua/vslm
69CJL 12 5841:Silvano/Sacrum/MTH. Possibilities range from 'monumentum
testamentum heredis', 'missus Titi heredis' or 'Marcus T ... H .. .'
AE 1990#712:Silvano/aram/QVEM. Possibilities are 'Quintus V ... Em .. .' or
'Quintus Ve... M .. .'
70cJL 12 5850:Silva/no ser/vand/us
71Liber in Gloria Confessorum, 76 records that the people of Autun dragged around an
image of Cybele in a cart until it was churlishly destroyed by St. Simplicius. Hist.
Franc. 8, 15 records the destruction of a statue of Diana in a shrine near Trier by
Wulfolaic the Lombard. The tree lopping activities of St. Martin of Tours in the
fourth century have been documented in his Life.
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low level of romanisation. In one instance the god is depicted with
costume and paraphernalia more familiar to the north, although
without specific dating criteria a pre-Roman origin cannot be ruled
out 72. The small sample of free standing sculptural evidence is well
executed, clearly classical in tone and suggests a wealthy, strongly
romanised or immigrant presence. A janiform marble statue from
Vasio depicts Silvanus and a faun in very typical Italian style. A single
stone relief from Seguret is reasonably assumed to be Silvanus,
appearing in Roman form, with beard, curly hair, tunic and draped,
with flute in hand73.
The dearth of qualifying epithets for Silvanus could be interpreted as
reflective of a greater degree of romanisation in that the native forms of
address have been completely subsumed. The native themes in the
local iconography, fitted to the wider pattern across the north and
south, suggest that this is not the case. If all aspects of the cult are
considered, the pattern emerging from the sample, given that it is
small, is that the communities of the peripheral areas mimic the social
diversity and aspirations expected of larger urban eentres. If this is a
criterion of romanisation then the peripheral eastern region shows
more evidence of it than the rural area closer to the town. An
explanation for this apparent paradox might be the proximity of the
former area to the busy alpine trade routes and subsequent exposure to
constant legionary and economic activity. This theory is supported by
Mithraic cult finds in the Ager Orientalis which are almost the totality
of the Vocontian examples and to be expected where military activity is
more pronounced. The evidence overall suggests a native cult which
accomodated familiar aspects of Roman cult.

1,,,

Dedications to Mars are the most numerous to an individual god and
show much stronger signs of transference between the native and the
classical traditions. Caesar's observation of a universal Gallic war god
was probably a conflation of individual warrior-guardians whose
function was the protection of specifically tribal boundaries. The
epithet teutates in the British inscriptions reflects that intimate bond
between each tribe and its protector. The accommodation that occurred
72see Sautel #713-5 and plate LXVI.
73Jbid., #321, #502 and plate LI. See fn.65 above for Silvanus as an adjective with a
substantive faun us.
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between native and classical cult in the Roman era is not surprising.
The original nature of the Italian Mars, as protector of local boundaries
and products of agricultural space, combined with the later martial
image, neatly approximated both the productive and combative
capacities of Celtic tribal cult.
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Six rural inscriptions link Mars to defining Celtic epithets, four of them
uniquely local 74. The Albiorix on the cippus of Sextus Cornelius
Sacratus is generally regarded to be a topographical personification
and was perhaps the mountain spirit and guardian of the little tribe of
the Albici, although the inscription was found at Seguret, near Vaison
(plate 7.2)75. The cippus is large and well executed in the Roman style
and this, combined with the cognomen, suggests native origin tied to
wealth and some status in both native and Roman spheres76.
Rudianus might well be the eponymous native genius of the area today
called Rayons and which was called the pagus Royanensis in
mediaeval times77. Le Blanc refers to a Mars Augustus Rudianus from
the adjacent territory of Colonia Valentia and the cognomen Roudius is
attested at Dea Augusta 78. Mars Bruatus is confined to a single
example from the Basses-Alpes and the dedicator Siccius Secundus'
duo nomina favours a non-citizen native status. Similarly, Mars
Masuciacus, recorded on a single inscription from Pontaix, is unique to
that locality and Verrius Albinceuelus' status probably approximates
that of Siccius Secundus. The specific native associations or attributes
of Bruatus and Masuciacus are unknown.

74CJL 12 1566:Deo Marti/Aug Ruclina/o curator/es curaver/unt
CIL 12 1300:Marti/Albiorigi/Sex Cornelius/Sacratus/vslm
ILGN 219 :(Marti)/Be la(doni)/Con(nius)/U r(sus)/vs(lm)
ILGN 220:(Marti)/Bela(doni)/vs(lm)tr Veni/cila (sic)i(iiiiivir/aug)
ILGN 221:Marti Bruato/Siccius/Secundus/vslm
ILGN 222:Marti/Nabelco/C Silonius/Frequens/lm See also CIL 12 1169-71.
AE 69/70 351:Mart(i)Masu/ciaco Verri(us?)/Albinceue/lus ex vo/to
s(uscepto?)veru(?)p(osuit).
75Green, M. (1989):111 Some scholars have disputed the etymological association
between god and tribe and have ascribed a wider interpretation of kingly function to
the epithet . See also DAG 82.
76solin, H and Salomies, 0. (1988):395, for the cognomen which appears in CIL 6
28376.
77 Ste-Marthe, D. (1970 reprint):Vols. 1 and 16.
78Le Blanc 18:Marti/Aug/Rudiano,CJL 12 381 and 382. Also ILGN 234.
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Both dedications to Mars Beladonus, who is attested elsewhere in Gaul,
belong to the Basses-Alpes 79 • The reconstructed altar of T. Venicila
(sic) suggests that he was a quinquevir Augustus and probably a local
personality rising through the various magisterial levels. One wonders
why he only has duo rwmina since incumbents of that office are
typically wealthy and of some status initially. Accumulated probability
suggests that Titus held the office by virtue of native elite status and
preferred to advertise his Celtic origin through his nomenclature and
religious affiliation. Such evidence suggests the maintenance of a dual
elite, at least in the peripheral areas, but it is impossible to date the
evidence and the stage in the development of romanisation that might
have been represented by such a phenomenon cannot be pinpointed.
Celtic identification is probable for Ursus whose cognomen is most
common among Spanish natives. C. Silonius Frequens, also from the
Basses-Alpes and dedicator to Mars Nabelcus, has a rare gentilic name
which suggests Latin origin, which is combined with a preference for
Roman cult expressed in a Celtic context. The acquisition of his name
through patronage cannot be discounted.

In the dedications without epithets the paradox of the peripheral areas
is repeated, with the areas closer to the town not necessarily displaying
•I

a more typical Latin pattern of nomenclature and dedication. At Vasio,
Masso's status seems peregrine, while the brothers Agileii appear to be
citizens80. Of seven further dedications from the territory of Vasio, four
show the tria nominaBl. The Iulii in the dual dedication from the Ager
Orientalis are probably brothers, possibly descended from the Gallic
Iulii who received patronage from Caesar, or who were manumitted
together. The latter is unlikely given the qualities alluded to in their
respective cognomina which are not servile in type but which might
appeal to a parent of Celtic descent. Another example from Mons
Seleucus might be from the Montanus who dedicated to Silvanus.
From modern St. Roman, nearer Vasio, a cippus carries a dedication
79GJL 12 503. At Aquae Sextae, as Mars Beladonnus.
BOGIL 12 1299:Marti/vslm/Masso
GIL 12 1295:Marti/r Agileius Q f Rufus/Sex Agileius Q f Pedo/vslm
Sautel #53 and ILGN 192:Marti
BlGIL 12 1297:Marti ex voto/.T.Cornelius/Pegasus
GIL 12 1298:Marti/v.s.l.m/Sex.Erucius/Maximus
GIL 12 1534:Marti/Sex.Marius/Montanus/v.s
GIL 12 1550:Mar(t)i/.... o/... ./v.s.l.m
ILGN 218:Marti/L.Iul.Valens!r.Iul.Verus/v.s.l.m
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by Lucius son of Ceionius. These were either servile or, if Whatmough
is right about Ceionius, Celts 82 . If Celts, this is an interesting example
of the introduction of a Roman praenomen into family nomenclature
and it is a pity that the inscriptions do not allow the progress through
successive generations to be charted. Seguret yields a straightforward
Latin type by Sextus Erucius Priscus, with nothing to suggest any
native associations. The sole piece of iconography among the twenty
examples is from the southern periphery, the mountainous
Vacqueyras in the Chaine Ventoux and shows Mars in a military
stance in the Roman style. T. Cornelius Pegasus' cognomen suggests
servile origin and his predilection for a more Roman type might reflect
the tastes of his patron or his own social ambition.
The popularity of the Mercury cult is attested in sixteen inscriptions
covering a wide geographical and social range. One of the few
collective dedications in the whole sample, discovered at Lucus
Augusta, belongs to Mercury and the serpent depicted on it, familiar in
Roman iconography as the genius, suggests that he is being
commemorated as tutelary spirit of the town83. A general
identification with Mercury as guarantor of economic well-being is
consistent with his commercial image at Rome, which is characterised
by the bourse included in his iconography84. A dedication from Dea to
Mercury Viator is a reminder that the town lay on the major road
traversing the northern perimeter of the Vocontian territory between
Colonia Valentia and Mons Seleucus, probably a heavily used trade
route, since the mansio of Mons Seleucus was a thriving commercial
centre85. The impression given is of the collective embrace of a foreign
deity for his specific commercial attributes, at Lucus in the guise of a
native tutelary protector. Cultural duality amongst many adherents is
epitomised by a dedication to Mercury by Sextus Silvius Silvester
Iccianus86. His tria nomina are accompanied by a Celtic agnomen,
82cJL 12 1296:Marti/L.Ceioni/f.v.s.1.m

83AE 1969/70 #357:Mer/curi/o/r(es)p(ublica)p(oni)i(ussit).
B4At Trier, in the north of Gaul, Mercury is paired with the Celtic Rosmerta and
between them is a money chest which seems to augment the commercial aspects of
the cult. Other symbols cannot be definitely interpreted but seem to be associated
with the Celtic god Esus, who was sometimes called Mercury if worshipped by
traders. Wightman, E.M. (1970):210-11.
85CJL 12 5849:(Me)rc(urio) Viat(ori). Note the similarity to CIL 12 1084 from Apta
I ulia:MercurioN eatori/vslm/Fron to/Ea(ri)ni
86cJL 12 1319:Mercurio/Sex Silvius/Silvester/Iccianus
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which could be a patronymic added as a form of filiation. His altar is
ornate with good quality, well formed lettering flanked by laurels in the
Roman style. The expectation is that he belongs to the native elite and
has attained the citizenship through the cursus or by virtue of a grant.
The majority of the Mercury inscriptions show Celtic nomenclature or
filiation87. An inscription from Vasio, which contains the word
vicinia, is interpretable as the sole recorded epithet for Mercury and
one which suggests a form of very local interpretatio. It has been
recorded elsewhere on a variety of media, including a funerary cippus
and gaming tesserae. The latter provides a further link with the
prosperity aspect of the cult88. The cumulative evidence suggests that
the cult was adopted idiosyncratically, individually or collectively by the
native population. Only two inscriptions with surviving nomenclature
lack any native feature and one other is from a freedman89.
The iconography of Mercury overall exhibits a mixture of Roman and
Celtic types with two particularly outstanding items, one full length
figure togaed in Roman style and another cloaked to the knee in a
Gallic sagum90. Seven small bronzes feature mainly Roman imagery,
where the god is nude, with caduceus and bourse and a winged hat,
although one example is clearly lame and another has an unusual
hairstyle which might be attributable to local artistic influence91. The
superior style and quality material of these small bronzes presents an
argument for a wealthy, possibly immigrant clique devoted to Mercury
(plate. 7 .3).
The foreign persona of Jupiter was widely adopted by the Celts of the
west as a sun-god analagous to their indigenous deity. Local territorial
epithets were retained and combined with Roman descriptive terms.
87 CIL 12 1570:Mercurio/Novellus/Iovincati/vslm
AE 76 398:Quinti/o Soli f(ilius)/M(ercurio) v(otum) s(oluit) l(ibens) m(erito)
CIL 12 5853:(m)er(cu)rium/Nonnus/vslm
CIL 12 1317:Mercurio/Messius/Sennonis/fil
CIL 12 1710:Mercuriotraurus Vera/tius vsl(m)
ILGN 195:Mercurio/Sacrum/Seranus Serani/lm
88AE 1963 #117:Mercu/rio Vici/nia
89 ILGN 252:Merc(urio)/vot(um)/Q Marci(us)/Marcell(us)
ILGN 194:Mercuri/C Birrius Fuscus/vslm
CIL 12 1315:Mercurio/Sex Marius
CIL 12 1314:Mercurio/voUSex Marcel/Ii lib
90sautel Cat.#503 and Plate LXIV.
91sautel Cat.#728-34.
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The Celtic radiate wheel remained a principal feature of cultic
iconography. This association probably had its roots in the pre-Roman
period when bronze model wheels were buried with the dead, possibly
as an embodiment of light and renewal in the afterworld. The radiate
wheel appears alone on a number of anepigraphic altars found around
Vaison (plate 8.1) and in some other areas, like the Pyrenees, where the
wheel and the swastika together symbolise Jupiter92. The durability of
the cult in its Gallo-Roman form is documented by the early Christians
in works like the Acts of St. Vincent which contain an account of the
extinguishing and reassembly of a flaming wheel, in Aquitaine in the
early fourth century93. The imagery evokes the mutual affinity in
Celtic religion of sun, light and water symbolism, the powerful
fundaments of nature also represented by the Roman optimus
maximus. The depulsor epithet is consistent both with Roman
iconography of thunder and lightning and with the Celtic warrior habit
of wearing solar amulets as protection in battle.
As a major presence in the pantheon of the Romans and widely popular
across Gaul, Jupiter is surprisingly underattested among the Vocontii.
Iconography in the sample of thirteen is minimal but striking and
exhibits a mixture of classical and Celtic imagery. A colossal statue
from Seguret, made of local stone, shows an imposing god clad in the
tunic, cuirasse and military cloak (paludamentum) of a Roman
general, a foreign image complemented by his companion eagle and
snake but countered by the Celtic solar wheel in his right hand94. At
Gigondas he is depicted holding both Roman thunderbolt and Celtic
solar wheel with Juno as consort (plate 8.2). This curiously squat and
unimposing duo is accompanied by an eagle, a snake and the peacock
which is a common and elegantly executed theme on the mosaics in the
villas of Vasio. The solar wheel, bird and serpent also feature with
Jupiter at Malaucene where he appears to be wearing a Celtic torc95.
The epithets and nomenclature in the Jupiter inscriptions reflect the
range to be expected in a dynamic society under Roman domination;
Gallic, Greek and Latin elements from the servile, the freed and the

i(

92Green, M. (1992):219-220.
93Green, M. (1986) :164 fn.
94Sautel #501, Plate LIII.
95sautel #705, 717 ter.
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freeborn. In five out of thirteen instances he is described in Roman
mainstream terms as Optimus Maximus and once in those terms with
the addition of the qualifier Achiropoius, which is more commonly
found in the East. The motive for this dedication, ex visu, is also
unusual. The epithet depulsor, or protector, is used twice, once by an
apparently servile individual96. On four occasions Jove is so named
without any epithet and the Celtic nomenclature of three of the
dedicants is clear, while the fourth seems to be servile97. The two liberti
made a dedication to Jupiter the Best and Greatest, possibly in
gratitude for freedom. The predominant motive was in fulfilment of a
vow and Entius, son of Daverus, even made a specific donation of
money from the year's produce.
Minerva accounts for a minute proportion of inscriptions from the
Vocontii. Her general recognition in the west probably revolved around
her Roman curative reputation which rendered her attractive in terms
of Celtic cult. She was assimilated with curative native deities across
Britain and Gaul, the obvious example being Sul Minerva from Bath.
She is recorded as Minerva Medica at Placentia in Cisalpine GauI98. A
silver patera handle from North Britain shows her presiding over a
sacred spring99. In the five inscriptions under consideration the sole
example of typical Roman nomenclature, Erucia Prisca, comes from Le
Barroux, while the three from Vasio are either primitive or marked by
unromanised names. Paterna seems peregrine, with Celtic filiation, a
spelling error and the single praenomen. The unrefined nature of
Marcus' inscription (remarked upon by Deloye), might be evidence for a
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96cJL 12 1289:IOM/M Domitius/Festus/ex voto
CIL 12 1290:lovi O Max/Gaviata Q L At/tica vslm
CIL 12 1291:1 0 M/sac/L Nor(banius)Mur(anus)
CIL 12 1563:IOM/C Venaes(ius)C(aii)Coeli Her/magorae/et Venaes(ia)/
Atticil(l)ae/lib Epaphro/ditus ex vot(o)
CIL 12 1721:IOM/M(arcus)I(ulius)/Se/rv(atus), includes fulmen.
AE 83 666:l(ovi)O(ptimo)M(aximo)Achiropoio/Iulia Servata/ex visu
CIL 12 1287:I(ovi) O(ptimo)/Depulso/rio/M(arcus)I(ulius)F ... vsl/m
CIL 12 1288:Iovi/Depu/lsor/io/Serva/ndus/vslm
97 CJL 12 1285:Iov iintius/Daviiri JC SV/lm anoni/riidi
CIL 12 1286:Iovi/Proculus/vslm
AE 87 756:lov(i)/Smer(us?)/et(. .. )
98Pascal, C.B. (1964):37, note 2.
99rfoynbee, J. (1962):#96, for Sul Minerva and Henig, M. (1984):46, fig.8 for the
Capheaton patera.
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romanising Celt of inferior social originlOO. Despite the obvious pitfalls
of generalising from such a small sample, the evidence might be said to
fit a view of Minerva as a primarily Celtic type popular among the less
romanised native population. Iconographic evidence is entirely absent.
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Recuperative qualities were a characteristic shared by Apollo. The
wider evidence suggests a ready identification of Apollo with local gods
of healing in Gaul, and a speedy assimilation with deities like Bonno
and Belenus and the curative Nymphae of the springslOl. A possible
association with the Nymphae Griselicae has already been mentioned
and the only other inscription to Apollo from Vasio itself tells us little,
although speculation about the cognomen suggests a romanised native
dedicator102. Two examples of sculptured heads from Vasio are
presented in the classical style with no apparent native influence103.
Romano-Celtic chthonic deities are represented by a bilingual dactylic
elegaic, of the early first century, identified by Beuecheler as a carmen
to Dis Paterl04. This god appears elsewhere singly or with consort,
concerned with death and the underworld. There is evidence to suggest
that his Roman identity was adopted by the Celts because it conformed
to their own conceptions of an underworld deity. Caesar notes that the
Gauls considered themselves to be descended from such a god, called by
him Dispater (BG 6.18). The Berne scholiasts identified the Celtic god
Taranis as such a onel05. South German dedications show him holding
a scroll, presumably a book of the dead, or perhaps the will in classical
imagery. While he took the name of his Roman counterpart his consort
retained the Celtic one, Herecura or Aericura. In the very Hrnited pool
of iconographic representation from Vasio we see Dispater as Jupiter

lOOcJL 12 1320:(M)inerv(ae)/Attia fv

CIL 12 1321:Minervae/Erucia Alliola/vslm
CIL 12 1322:Mine/Marcus/v(otum)r(edidit)l(ibens)/m(erito)
CIL 12 1323:Minervae/Paterna/Patemi/f uissu(sic)/l(ibens)m(erito)p(osuit)
ILGN 196:Minervae Ceoli
101Ausonius notes the association with Belenus. Thevenot,E. (1968):97 foll.
102AE 86 485:Apollini/Pamphorus/Faustinae n(ostrae)/Actor
CIL 12 1276:Apollini/M Licinius/Maxsuminus/vslm
103sautel #309-310.
104CJL 12 1686:---s pater/(p)arve sepulcro/--una domus/---hsato paida ---isi domov
Beuecheler, F. (1972):II,2. 1072.
105Green, M. (1992):80.
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Hospitaller depicted in the classic style as opposed to an example from
Tricastorum with a Gallic cloak:106.

I

i!

Diana the huntress might be supposed to be popular but the Vocontian
territory yields only two examples. She had several aspects in the
Gallo-Roman period, as keeper of the grove, as Lunargoddess specific to
female fertility and as huntress. At Aricia her epithet and cult name
was Nemorensis. Celtic huntress-goddesses such as Abnoba of the
Black forest and Ardvinna of the Ardennes are sometimes depicted in
the style of the classical Diana but often have canine companions. At
Mainz a Celtic Diana appears as consort to a mallet god107. Both the
dedications fom the Vocontii are from men, and show a reversal of
expectation. One to Diana Tifatina offers an intriguing epithet in
company with depiction in the classical style, Diana in the dress of the
chase accompanied by hunting dogs. The dedicant uses a Celtic nomen
in the tria nomina. The other is ambiguous and may refer to an
unrelated goddess, or be a colossal error in transcription. The
palaeography is unrefined but the dedicant shows no non-Latin aspects
of nomenclaturelOB.
Both freeborn and freed dedicated to Vulcan109. He appears
infrequently in the dedications from northern Gaul and the
Germanies. To date the most spectacular find in Gaul is the huge
sanctuary to Vulcan, the remains of a colossal bronze and a dedication
to a lame smith at SensllO. The only other recorded inscriptions to
Vulcan in Gallia Narbonensis, outside of the civitas of the Vocontii, are
from Narbo and Nemausus. All of the iconography related to the above
is classical in form. Only one of the dedicants from the Vocontii has a
definitely Celtic name. Vulcan is surprisingly absent considering the
Celtic preoccupation with mallet gods, fire imagery and the tradition of
exquisite metal work, to which the power and industry of Vulcan are
allied. One might also expect more than the single dedication to

1'. ..

I

106Sautel #738 and Plate LXXIII.
107Green, M. (1989):49.
l08cJL 12 1705:Dianae/(ti)fatinae/S .. .in ... cis/M Iccius Mummius
CIL 12 1278:Dean·e Aug/M Fufius/Matemus/ex voto
109CJL 12 1342:Q Teren/tius/Volkano/aram/lm
CIL 12 1552:L Matem(i)us Optatus/Vulcano Aug Sacrum
CIL 12 1572:Patemi/lib/ex voto/Volcano
ILGN 253:Deo/Volkano/sacrumN aleria/Sextia eUiccius Gra/tion ex/iussu
llOMackendrick, P. (1972):pl. 7.4, and pages 174 and 190.
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Hercules from Gigondas~ near Vasio, given the magnificence of the
bas-reliefs depicting the 'Ten Labours' at the Villa de Marigny and his
association with power.
There are three feminine entities represented in a classical Roman
form, the Fates, Fortuna and Victoria. To Victoria, who had an equal
claim to be a goddess as well as a personification, five certain
dedications survive. She was usually associated with the military and
the Emperor but could be the subject of unrelated civilian dedications,
as in Britainlll. Our examples cover all of these spheres. Two
inscriptions to Victoria Augusta suggest her well documented
association with Augustan ideology and another, if correctly restored
as Dea Victoria Constituta, is redolent of Augustan associations with
the Senate and the State112. Only one of the inscriptions is definitely
military in nature, a fragment of a monument from the late second
century which invokes the goddess so that she might destroy the
enemy. The formula is an interesting Ciceronian paraphrase113.
Victoria here is rather more like Nike. An ex voto dedication from
Publius Romanius Socrates might refer to a personal victory of some
sort, an interesting, almost domestic aspect. It is worth noting
Leblanc's inclusions of fragments from Colonia Valentia which refer to
the Matres Victoriae. The finds and environs indicate a second
centurysanctuary elevated to this triple deity by a servile devotee,
perhaps the cellarius of the cult114. The single dedication to the Fates
shows three women standing. Redone, freedwoman of Marina, was
responsible for the sole ex voto dedication to Fortuna.

lllHenig, M. (1984):77.
112 CIL 12 1537:Vict Aug/d d/VictorNitalis film
CIL 12 1707:Victoriae/Aug/Cornelia/Decumina/vslm
CIL 12 1339:Dea/Victo/ria/Cons(ti)/tuta
CIL 12 1549:Vict(oriae) ... ./dico ita testor ita conse(cro deinde?)/hostias immolavit
e( t)/ ..

ILGN 225:Deae Victoriae/P Romanius/Socrates/ex voto/lm
The Classics Department Museum, ANU, holds relevant coins showing an
association between Victoria and Q.Antonius Balbus (65.06), Appius Claudius
(66. 75), Julius Caesar (68.13), Augustus (85.04), Nero (67.07), Domitian and
Agrippa II (81.07) and Trajan (66.43). An excellent description of Victory and her
associations can be found in Fishwick, D (1987-92):111-114 and Wisemen, T.P.
(1981):35-52.
113Cicero.Verrine Oration N, 67.
114JLGN 257=Leblanc 31a-k.
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Oriental religions thrived among the legions and achieved a wide
geographical range through the association. Although the territory of
the Vocontii remained relatively free of military intervention after 50
BC because of their early alignment with Rome, the Mystery Religions
of the east are attested there. The honorary inscription to C. Sappius
Flavus, Prefect of the banks of the Euphrates, indicates that there was a
population in the town of partly orientalised, ex military individuals
(plate 9.1)115. Isiac and Mithraic inscriptions and dedications to Sol
Invictus and Cybele are represented, usually in pro salute dedications
for the Imperial House and its specific members.
A number of taurobolia or criobolia can be attributed to the cult of the
Great Mother, for which there are five inscriptions and some detailed
depictions of the paraphernalia of cult (plate 10). As has already been
suggested the relative popularity of this cult might be explainable by its
transplantion onto that of the Celtic mothers. One notable example
from the late second century, commemorates a criobolium and a
taurobolium dedicated by a man and a woman and celebrated by a
priest with an eastern name, who is possibly an archigallus. Another,
specifically datable to October AD 245, marks the sacrifice of a triple
taurobolium by four civitates for the health of the Imperial House116.
This apparently combined the cults of Mithras and Liber Pater with
that of the Great Mother. Three of the participating civitates are
adjacent, the V ocontii, Arausio and Colonia Valentia, but the fourth,
Albi is far to the north of these. The participants are all of elevated
social status, municipal office holders, priests and their families. It
raises interesting speculation that it is a response to the turbulence of
the period following the murder of Alexander Severus in AD 235 which
was exacerbated by the incursions of the Alemanni into Northern Italy
and Gaul. The importance of the taurobolium is signified by a
municipal pro salute dedication, one of few collective efforts listed by
Duthoy117. Two further private dedications display theophoric
cognomina associated with Attis and typical iconography118.

11scIL 12 1357.
ll6c7L 12 1311, 1567.
117Duthoy, R. (1969):94.
11scIL 12 1568-9.
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Two Isiac ex voto inscriptions feature women of Latin nomenclature.
At Dea the goddess attracts the epithet regina, which is an interesting
foreshadowing of the Christian cult of the virgin and the inscription
found on a small column from Mons Seleucus has an error in
spellingl 19. The presence of this cult at Mons Seleucus is consistent
with speculation that there was a Mithraic college, with membership of
both cults probably drawn from the same elements of society. There are
no examples from the town of Vasio.
Although over eighty items associated with the cult of Mithras have
been collected from Roman Gaul, only six Mithraea have been definitely
identified and the sole example from Gallia Narbonensis is at Bourg StAndeol, on the right bank of the Rhone, about 50 kilometers from
Vaison120. A single inscription from Vasio does however establish the
probability that one existed there. Lucius Apronius Chrysomallus'
dedication of an altar in gratitude for his elevation to the fifth grade on
the ladder of initiation, Gradus Persicus, tells us that the cult was
active in the town121. Chrysomallus' social status might be that of a
freedman although Thylander cautions against making such
assumptions122. A connection of several generations with the
merchants of the early Greek colonies on the coastal areas cannot be
discounted either and indeed, in a summary of the type of people who
dedicated monuments to Mithras, V.J. Walters has made the general
observation that the inscriptions from the mouth of the Rhone, which
have been collectively dated to before the end of the second century, are
all dedicated by men bearing Greek cognomina123. Chrysomallus'
dedication is a rare example as only the grades of perses, pater, pater
sacrorum and pater patrum are extant from Gaul.
Another example from Mons Seleucus consists of a marble statuette of
the bull-slaying scene dedicated by M. Iulius Maternianus who was
probably a romanised Gaul of some prosperity124. It is of particular
interest that cult adherents outside of the Mediterranean littoral are
119CJL 12 1562:Isidi/Reginae/Birria/Secundilla/ex voto
CIL 12 1532:Insidi (sic)/Cornelia/Materna/vslm
120walters V.J. (1974):31 and maps at the end of the book.
121CJL 12 1324:L.Apronius/Chrysomal/lus/ob gradum per/sicum/dedicavit
122Thylander, H. (1952):144-5.
123Walters, V.J. (1974):31.
124cJL 12 1535:(deo soli in)victo M Iul Maternia/(n)us ex voto
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often from among the indigenous population and that cult statues were
sometimes locally produced. Pascal's evidence for Cisalpine Gaul
draws attention to the wide geographical and social range to be
expected of Mithraism in that province125. A similar social range for
the Vocontian population is probable, despite the inadequacy of the
sample size, when a rudimentary inscription which is likely to be
Mithraic is added. It is a graffito dedication on a red earthenware bowl by
two slaves which, if genuine, represents an expression of religion by
men of humble background126. Such commonplace items may be relics
of the ritual feast and even if Gaudentius and Euporius were of a low
grade and excluded from the meal, the use of their dedicatory bowl
would have promoted a sense of inclusion. The position of Mons
Seleucus on a major military route makes it a likely place for a
Mithraeum.
There is no evidence of a collective worship of any of the other Eastern
cults in the civitas of the Vocontii. The bilingual dedication to Belus,
the result of an oath apparently given at Apamaea, is unparallelled in
the region127. Egyptian deities are recorded by Goudineau who found
offerings of baked clay to Horus, not in the Egyptian form, but as
Harpocrates the Greek infant god of silence. At Maraudy a find of two
cinerary urns contained ushabtis in the Egyptian tradition, which
suggests that there was someone at Vasio who was familiar with the
practical forms of Egyptian cult128.
A surprising omission is the evidence for priesthoods outside of the
Imperial cult and this must largely be confined to speculation about the
meaning of Celtic names like Sacratus and Servandus which might
refer to priestly status in Celtic customary terms. The predominant ex
voto motive points to a reality of strong personal belief and the combined
evidence of iconography, archaeology and nomenclature points to the
cosmopolitan appeal at diverse social levels of many cults. The system
is characterised as much by the tenacity of the Celtic cultural character
125Pascal, C.B. (1964):60-61.
126walters, V.J. Cat~#l5, red earthenware bowl. Note that Hirschfeld considers this
dedication to be false.
127 CIL 12 1277:Belus/fortunae rector/mentisque magis/ter/ara gaudebitlquam
dedit/et vovit. EI81NTHPI TIXHI.IBHAOlEEELTOL 8ETO Bo/MON/TQN EN
AITAME I AIMNHLAMENOT.IAO fl QN

128Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):119.
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as by Roman religious pragmatism and it is clear that attempts to
identify 'Celts' and 'Latins' definitively from the religious inscriptions
are doomed to failure, given the obvious multivalence of the society. As
a focus on romanisation the evidence of the religious inscriptions is
valuable for its depiction of the dyna~c and multidirectional nature of
the process.
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Plate 4. Dedications to the Proxumae. 4.1, Sautel: pl. 6.1. 4.2
Goudineau and de Kisch: 117.
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Plate 6. Masks. 6.1, tomb ornaments, Sautel: pl. 54. 6.2, sculpture of a
severed head, Mackendrick:30. 6.3 oscillum, Esperandieu: 10.7459.
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Plate 9. Honorary inscriptions. 9.1, Gaius Sappius Flavus, Goudineau
and de Kisch: 48. 9.3, Antistia Pia Quintilla, Goudineau and de Kisch:
46.
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The Imperial Cult.
The development of the ideology of the Imperial cult in the West is well
known as a unifying factor in the process of romanisation1. In Gallia
N arbonensis there is little direct evidence for the pr escribed activities of
the cult at a Provincial level, apart from the fragmentary Lex
Narbonensis, and most of the evidence for cult pr actice at a municipal
level comes from the public and private inscriptions and the
archaeological record. The precise form of worship is difficult to define
but the thirty line fragment of the Lex does indicate that the liturgy and
ceremonial of the cult at the highest level of its practice followed the
Roman model, with clearly regulated honours and the probable use of a
fixed calendar of ceremonies and festivals. Sacrifices and spectaculae
are mentioned as is the priesthood of the fiamen and an allusion to a
specific temple of the cul t2. The real face of the cult is to be found in the
public and private inscriptions of the province at large, in the regional
centres and smaller towns like Vasio. The record of the Vocontii shows
cult practice in the collective and individual form and permits
consideration of the influence of local factors on the more official form of
the cult.
No single area at Vasio or at Dea has been pinpointed as a cult centre.
A range of possibilities exists according to the archaeological evidence
from elsewhere in the Province3. At Narbo, the monument to the
numen Augusti was placed in the forum, which h as not been positively
identified at Vasio. At Nemausus an Augustan complex was situated
within a landscaped area. This featured wat er gardens which are a
consistent feature of Celtic religious rites and it is possible that one of
the similar areas identified at Vasio was dedicated to the cult. Price has
shown that the theatre was often the central point of cult in the East and
it is possible that the theatre at Vasio fulfilled this function. This might
explain the large amount of Imperial st atuary found at the theatre site.
At Nemausus the theatre was directly a ccessible from the porticus
triplex that surrounded the temenos of the Augusteum and at Arausio
and Arelate the colossal statue of the Emperor was set on the scaena on
1Duncan Fishwick, (1987-92).
2Williamson, C.H. and Crawford, M. (1987):173-189.
3Fishwick, D. (1987-92):522-4.
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the same register as the statues of the gods. The pr ovenance of the
inscriptions pertaining to cult at Vasio and Dea is largely lost so that
they offer no clue to the location of a cult precinct. The fragments of the
Coligny calendar from eastern Gaul suggest that classical style
calendars which outlined the religious festivals were familiar in such
temple precincts4.
Thirty inscriptions from the territory of the Vocontii pertain to the
Imperial Cult in the context of epitaphs, religious dedications (ex voto
and otherwise) and honorific inscriptions. Fifteen of these originate at
or near to Vasio, twelve are from Dea Augusta and it s immediate
territory and one originates from the peripheral area of the Haut-Alpes.
The expectation that the inscriptions might come mostly from the
religious capital at Dea is not realised, probably because of a dichotomy
of purpose among the seviri as administrators in both civil and religious
spheres, operating by necessity in both centres. Indeed the instances of
seviri in the inscriptions are divided almost equally betwen Dea and
Vasio. Limited evidence to date has suggested that Dea superseded the
northern settlement of Luc as the religious capital in the second or third
century, but the lack of inscriptions at Luc for the Imperial cult
suggests an earlier date, especially given that some of the priestly titles
from Dea suggest dates from the first half of the first century5.
The inscriptions comprise epitaphs (the most numerous), pro salute
dedications, honorific texts and some ex voto dedications erected by
individuals on the occasion of their having attained the priesthood. Of
priestly titles commemorated in this sample overall the most common is
the fiamen and the fiaminica, with six instances of seviri, several
pontifices and a sacerdos. It is probable that Vasio had a college of
priests of the Imperial cult which was modelled on the Provincial
Charter. Although no inscription distinctly identifies such an
organisation, common sense and two examples suggest it. An epitaph
from the territory to the east of Vasio names Q. Caetronius as {/,amen of
Augustus. He, a veteran, appears to have been in charge of the public

4The fact that such a classical style calendar, in a Gallic script, outlines Celtic
festivals is an interesting demonstration of the romanisation of local religion.
The calendar is reproduced in detail in Whatmough, J. (1970):996-1060.
5Bromwich, J. (1993):25.
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monies earmarked for the payment of cult at Dea Augusta6. Duncan
Fishwick has noted such a person in the inscriptions of Narbo. In
addition a sarcophagus cover from the area of the Haut-Alpes, although
fragmentary, may refer to a fiamen templi 'Divi Augusti curator', a
guardian or supervisor of priests 7. Some other fiamines have no such
specific appellations suggesting jurisdiction within their collegia other
than sacrificing8.

An honorific inscription for Sextus Venicius Iuventianu s, names him
simply as fiamen of the divine Augustus, but he is also curat or of the
gladiatorial games of the villiani9. Evidence is plentiful elsewhere for
the production of games at the celebration of the Imperial cult and these
would have been useful in fostering a spirit of association, cohesion and
even reconciliation between the orders and ethnic groupslO. At Narbo
the connection of the amphitheatre to the provincial cult centre shows
that games were a key element of cult practice there, unlike Lugdunum
where the cult precinct and the amphitheatre were well removed from
each other. No adjacent areas have been found at Vasio either, and
Fishwick suggests that the cult games there were a dministered by the
municipalityll. This view is damaged by an inscription from
Nemausus, naming a sevir of the Imperial cult as curator of ludi on
behalf of the corporations at Dea12. It is possible that the main arena for
such sports was at Dea, while the theatre at Vasio formed an integral
part of the cult there with both ludi scaenici and blood sports enacted.
The combination of theatre masks and gladiatorial graffiti found in the
theatre supports this13.

6CJL 12 1529:D(is) Manib(us)/ Q(uinti) Caetroni fil(i)/ Volt(inia) tribu Titulli
veter(is)/coh(ortis) VI Pr(aetori) loco II viri pon/tif(ici) col(oniae) Aug(ustinorum)
Arim praef(ecti)/ pagi epoti flaminis Aug(usti) et /muner(is) publici curat(oris)/ ad
Deam Aug(ustam) Voc(ontiorum)/ hered(es) ex test(amento)
7CIL 12 5846:(flamen templi?) Divi Augusti curator
8 CIL 12 1586:(ux)ori sanctissimae /(Iul)ius praetor flamen
9 CIL 12 1585:Sex(to) Venicio/ Iuventiano/ flamini divi Aug(usti)/ item flamini et
cura/tori muneris gladi/atori villiani adlec/to in curiam Lugudu/nensium
nomine/ incolatus a splen/didissimo ordine/ eorum/ ordo Vocontior(um)/ ex
consensu et pos/tulatione populi/ ob praecipuam/ eius in edendis/ spectaculis
li/beralitatem
10SuetAug .59.3.
llFishwick, D.(1987-92):580ff.
12CJL 12 3290:D M/C(aii) Verati Tro/phimi sevir/Aug(usti) corporat(ionis)/
Dea(e) Aug(ustae) Vocon/tior(um) curator/lu d(i)...
13Deniaux, E. and Bartaud, F. (1976):255-60.
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The bilingual inscriptions from the Augusteum of Nemausus are clear
evidence of a direct link between ruler cult and thymelic contests held by
a synod of Dionysiac artists linked with a thymelic, Hadrianic group at
Neapolis 1 4. Such displays must have been effective in spreading aspects
of Greco-Roman culture and perhaps of more value than gladiatorial
contests in the continued romanisation of an urban populace with
sophisticated tastes 15. Inscriptions relating to public benevolence from
Vasio show construction and restoration of baths, public facilities and
the theatre area16. The epigraphic and architectural evidence, together
with the knowledge that the tribe of the Vocontii was administered from
an urban centre in pre-Roman times, reflects a well organised
populace, with little potential for internal conflict, attached to the
traditional forms of Roman amusement, cultural and otherwise in a
town that is both wealthy and well served by local munificence. In such
a social environment it is possible that the romanising impact of the
arena was diminished in favour of the scenic pursuits and that
gladiatorial games enacted during the observance of ruler cult were
farced to share the theatre.
The pontifices in the inscriptions were undoubtedly the premier priests
who were responsible overall for the public side of the cult, as they were
at Rome, preserving and interpreting religious traditions, the calendar,
formulae and sacrifices. Several appear to have been local notables who
had held a succession of posts. Quintus Pompei us and Lucius Laelius
Fortunatus both show a similar progress through the cursus to become
fiamen of Augustus and then Pontifex of the fiaminesl 7. Ase vivo
fragment from Lucus Augusta shows the nameless dedicator to have
been either praetor or decurion of the Vocontii as well as pontifex at Dea
Augusta 1 8 . Another dedication shows a praefectus fabrum as fiamen of
14GIL 12 3232 and discussion in Fishwick, D. (1987-92):519-23.
l5Clavel-Leveque, (1983):2556f. The late fourth century Querolus, written in Gaul, is
an example of the provincial imitation and reprise of classical pieces for the theatre.
16See this thesis, Part 4.
17 GIL 12 1371:Q(uinto) Pom(peio)---(f)/ Volt(inia tribu)/ aedili (Bocontii)
praef(ecto)Bo(con)/tior(um) pr(aetori) V(asiensis Vocontiorum)/ flamini D(ivi
Augusti)/Pontif(ici) Dea(e Augustae)/ Pompeia S(ecunda)/ filial patri opt(imo)/ ex
(m)odic(itate sua)
GIL 12 1368:D(iis) M(anibus) L(uci) Laeli(i) Fortunati/ praef(ecti) praesidio(rum)
etlprivat(orum) Voc(ontiorum) fla/mini Aug(ustali) pontifi/ci L(ucius) Laelius/
Olympus filio /piissimo
18AE 1976 400:[---decu]r(ioni) or [---praeto]r(i) Voc(ontiorum) pontific[i D]eae
Aug(ustae) [V oc(ontiorum?/---coniugi?] optima et sibi v[iva] fecit
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the Divine Augustus and pontifex 19 • The acquisition of priestly rank in
an honorary capacity was also a feature of public life at Vasio as is
shown by the inscription naming the eminent Lucius Duvius Avitus as
augur20. His curs us shows that he must have left Vasio at an early
stage in his public life and that it was practically impossible for him to
have fulfilled any such priestly obligation in the town. The integration
of the V ocontii into the wider sphere in this way is further indicated by
three inscriptions, two found at Vaison and the other from the canton of
Buis in the region to the west of the town. A commemoration of a
fiaminica of the Vocontii, possibly a Iulia, cites her having held the
same title at Vienne, which means that she held them simultaneously
or, more interesting still, that the office was portable. Antistia Pia
Quintilla's apellation of fiaminica (plate 9.2) is solely associated with
Colonia Flavia Tricastinorum, despite her interests in Vasio and
Arelate implied by the inscriptions there. Was portability a feature of an
honorific title? Quintus Valerius Macedo, on the other hand was active
at Vienne and is commemorated as patron and priest by the people of Le
Buis and Noviomagus21
The fiamen at Rome was often assisted by a priestess who was usually
his wife, but evidence from Africa and the Iberian peninsula indicates
that a fiaminica might not necessarily be the spouse of a fiamen22. A
single inscription from Arelate indicates that the phenomenon of the
independent fiaminica was not unknown in the south of Gaul2 3 •
Caecilia's priestly designation might have been purely honorary,
granted upon her death in the same way as some Spanish youths seem
to have been admitted to the decuriate from among the praetextati while
still below the age limit prescribed by the jurists24. If her title was not a
19 CJL 12 1373:(praefecto f)abr(um) fla(mini) Divi (Au)gusti pontif(ici lu)lia
Pompullina
20Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):44.
21AE 1979 402:Antistiae Q(uinti) fil(iae) Piae /Quintillae flamini/cae
colonia. Flavia/l'ricastinorum patro/nae optumae Philocr/(a)tes lib(ertus)
CIL 12 1366:(Iulia)e fl(aminicae) Voc(ontiorum) item fl(aminicae) V(iennae)/-I(uli)i Politicus et He(rmes)/ (liberti?) (patronae opti)mae
22Ladjimi Sebai, L. (1990):651-686. Etienne, R (1958):170.
23CJL 12 690:D.M. Caeciliae D(ecimi) f(iliae) Aprullae Flam(inicae)/designatae
col(oniae) Deae Aug(ustae) Voc(ontiorum)/Q (thanatos) annos XIIII mens II dies
V/maritus uxori piissimae po/suit
24 Quartermaine, J.M. (1992) An Epigraphic Survey of Baetica in the Early Empire,
submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of
Arts with Honours at the ANU, unpublished.
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posthumous honour several questions arise. Were independent
fiaminicae sometimes selected from amongst suitable applicants and
trained for the position as were the Vestal Virgins at Rome? Is it
possible that an hereditary fl,aminate was developing? There are no
discernible family connections among the priesthoods of the Vocontii
which would support such a theory. The most obliqu e alternative,
assuming that she was actually resident at Arelate, is that such
positions were elected at a Provincial level and imposed at a municipal
level on the various civitates.
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Lerla Ladjimi Sebru's study of the female £laminate in Africa provides a
valuable comparison. Where status is obvious for any of the sixty six
women in her sample, they were usually equestrian, rarely clarissima,
and showed both Latin and indigenous names. Th e office seems to have
been associated at times with a particular family, the fl,aminica being
the daughter of a past fl,amen or fl,aminica or the mother of a fl,amen.
Sebru concludes that the office might sometimes have been honorary, a
civic fulfilment for women of influential families and honour for that
family. Examples of parents with native nomenclature and a daughter
with a Latin name who is fl,aminica underline the use of religion as a
valuable tool in the romanisation of women and probably of the
household in general.
Sebru concludes that some of these women were often very wealthy in
their own right, as they were often mentioned in the context of
municipal euergetism (ob honorem fl,amonii) in the year of their office
or after. A statue from Bulla Regia showing the distinctive dress of the
fiaminica points to them honoring themselves after their year of office
in the same way as the fiamen. Honorific inscriptions are also of two
sorts in the style of the fiamen, put up by the priestess or one of her
family on the occasion of her accession, or by the city thanking her for
her generosity during her term of office or upon her retirement. Most
are from the late second and early third centuries with only a few texts
from the first and the beginning of the second centuries. In Gallia
Narbonensis the Lex de Flamonio Provinciae Narbonensis prescribes
the official costume and the place in the theatre and other honours for
the fiaminica in the same way as it is usually prescribed for the
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The African inscriptions show that the title could be
bestowed perpetually but it is unknown whether the recipient remained
active or was merely honorary.

fiamen25.

So the pertinent questions to ask of this office are; the object of the cult,
the method of election, the duration of the office, the meaning of
'perpetual' and the real value of the function of the office as an integral
part of the cult. The object of their cult is not clearly defined unless the
women are specifically mentioned as a priestess of the cult of the
Empress. These individuals might pay cult to that person on behalf of
the town. Since most of the fl,aminicae in the Vocontian inscriptions are
of this sort, it is a sensible assumption that the municipal council must
have chosen them for the payment of collective cult, although at Cirta,
in Africa, is an example of election 'fl,am. perp. ex consen(su po)puli '26.
If an unmarried fl,aminica was selected, it is not certain that she had to
have a male counterpart, as did the priestess of Cybele in her joint
sacrifice with the priest of Mithras. The young age of some of these
women in Africa, Gaul and Spain makes the reality of their office
suspect. The legal age at which males could take on the flaminate was
twenty five, although the precise age for female eligibility is unclear.
One young woman on an inscription from near Bulla Regia was a
priestess designate, like Caecilia Aprulla, but with the addition that it
was in perpetuity(f/,am. p)p designata 21. The young Flavia Pacata from
Thelepte was only 15 when she became fl,ami nica perpetua2B. The texts
allow no precise answer as to the real duration of 'perpetual' office. The
probable male convention is that the perpetual decree probably followed
the year of actual service of an annual priesthood as a due paid, perhaps
for exceptional service or, more probably, for exceptional expenditure.
The use of the perpetual title by the very young, male or female, points to
it as being honorary but juridically void and therefore not honorific in
the sense of a job well done. It is possible that such a title is
economically determined according to family status and was exempt
from the usual age requirement. If the restoration of Esperanclieu for
the honorific inscription to the wife of Lucius Duvius Avitus is correct,
25cJL 12 6038
26cJLS 7119
27CIL B 25490.
2BcJL B 211.
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she receives the title of fiaminica perpetua perhaps because of the
building restorations mentioned in the text29. Whether she was
resident at time cannot be determined.
Among the other fiaminicae are some whose inscriptions can be dated
to the Augustan period or immediately after it. Catia Servata is titled as
fiamina of the divine Augusta specifically, as is Bellica30. Catia and her
spouse are both involved in the Imperial cult, but he is a sevir of
Augustus and not fiamen. Their inscription has been dated to before
the time of Claudius on the strength of her specific association with
Livia. An epitaph for a woman, whose name does not survive, at Vasio,
states that she was afiaminica of the town ofVasio Vocontiorum.31. It
might be argued that the status given to Vasio as the civitas capital in
this instance reflects a wider, regional, sphere of influence rather than
the purely municipal, although it appears widely and may be a simple
convention This would imply that the centre of cult was probably not at
Dea. She is commemorated by the heirs of her freedman as some other
priestesses are commemorated by their freedmen. This suggests that
they were women of status and wealth in their own right, as were many
of the North African women.
The priesthood of the seviri augustales was responsible, on behalf of the
cities and municipalities, for the upkeep of the public temples and
religious ceremonial in the public sphere. In the secular municipal
realm, the sevirate fulfilled a separate administrative function. The
municipal laws record the privileges due to the freedmen who usually
comprised the sevirate, a place of honour at the games, the toga
praetexta and two lictors. For the year of their office they were elevated
to the council of the decurions. It is the function of the seviri augustales
in relation to the Imperial cult which is of significance here and the
social role offered, through it, to men of servile origin, who were
29CJL 12 1378:(L. Du)vii Aviti cos/--uxor--(per)petua flam(inica)---(cum/ fen)estris
qui ab inv(adente/---cate)rva funditus su(bversi era)nt de sua pecunia/
(restituit)
30CJL 12 1363:Catiae T(iti) fil(iae) Servatae flam(inicae)/ Iul(iae) Aug(ustae)
Vas(iensium) Voc(ontiorum) Q(uinto) Secundio !Zmaragdo Sevir(o) Aug(ustali)
marito /eius T(itus) Catius Severus frater et h(eres) f(aciendum) c(uravit)/ ex
testamento
CIL 12 1361:(B)ellica flaminic(ae) divae Aug(ustae) prop(ter merit.a?)
31CJL 12 1362:D(iis) M(anibus) ---naeni/ fil(iae) flaminic(ae)/ Vas(ionis)
Voc(ontiorum) here/des Callsiti/ lib(erti) eius ponen/dam curaver(unt)
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ineligible for the decuriate and other civil magistracies. It is possible
that the inscriptions will define the predisposing factors allowing
selected freedmen to reach for this elevated social role.

In his work on the inscriptions of the Iberian peninsula Le Glay draws
the conclusion that the gens of the patron played an important part in
the options open to the freedman, including entry to the sevirate. From
African material he demonstrates that the participation rate of
freedmen in public life was substantial and often achieved through the
Imperial Cult, the evidence of the inscriptions showing sportulae and
epulae given in association with cult practice32. Regrettably there is
insufficient evidence for Vasio and Dea to afford a comparison.
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The inscriptions attest eleven seviri augustales , six from Dea, four from
Vasio and one commemorated at Nemausus for offices held at Dea33. It
must be supposed that the individual, commemorated se vivo, and
simply sevir, was concerned with civil municipal affairs and the
maintenance of old mainstream Roman religion rather than the ruler
cult34. None are specifically identified as liberti . In eight cases the
nomenclature survives, with seven examples of cognomina of Greek
origin. The exception is Quintus Passerius Ter tius who is
commemorated, according to his will, by his freedmen as is Marcus
Iulius Theodorus. Commemoration by freedmen might have occurred
32Le Glay, M. (1990):623, 637.
33CJL 12 1370:D(iis) M(anibus)/ Q(uinto) Passerio Ter/t io sevir Aug(ustalis)
Vas(iensium)/ Q(uintus) Passerius Va/lenti(n)us et Q(uintus)/ Passerius
Fortu/natus liberti/ patrono optimo/ ex testamento
CIL 12 1581:D(iis) M(anibus) M(arci) Iul(i) Theodori Seviri (Augustalis Dea)/
Aug(usta) Vocontiorum M(arcus) Iulius Reg(ulus) (libertus)/ et heres patrono
optim(o)
CIL 12 1583:D(iis) M(anibus) C(aii) Venaesi Fortu/nati sevir Augusti/ Venaesia
Eutychis/ patrona et heres
CIL 12 1363:Catiae T(iti) fil(iae) Servatae flam(inicae)/ lul(iae) Aug(ustae)
Vas(iensium) Voc(ontiorum) Q(uinto) Secundio /Zmaragdo Sevir(o) Aug(ustali)
marito /eius T(itus) Catius Severus frater et h (eres) f(aciendum) c(uravit)/ ex
testamento
CIL 12 1580:L(ucio) Iul(io) Clada(eo)/ sevir Aug(usti)/ L(ucius) lul(ius) Iulianus/
patri cariss(imi)/ et Iul(ia) Carpime/ matri V(ivi) f(ecerunt)
CIL 12 1367:T(itus) Iul(ius) Pothinus sevir Aug(ustalis) Seren(--CJL 121364:---sio Diadumeno sevir(o) A(ugustali)
AE 1976 403:[----] (seviro) Au[g(ustali)---/---issi]mo
AE 1976 400:[. ... decu]rioni) or [. ..praeto]r(i) Voc(ontiorum),pontific[i D]eae
Aug(ustae) [Voc(ontiorum)?[. .. coniugi?] optim o et sibi v[iva] fecit
CIL 12 1582: ... v ../serva(to) ../sevir (aug) . ./.. nia pp ...
34 CJL 12 1365--Festus sevir si(bi et suis)
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as a genuine expression of sentiment, by direction of the will for reasons
of ostentation, or because the defunct, himself of servile origin, had no
extended family to rely upon. The last is likely for Theodorus, since the
freedman is also the heir. The reverse applies for Caius Venaesius
Fortunatus, whose patroness is the commemorator and the heir,
herself having a name denoting a servile origin. The long Greek
influence in the area of Southern Gaul cannot be discounted as a source
of these names and it is likely, judging by his cognomen, that Quintus
Secundius Zmaragdus had such a heritage. His wife, Catia Servata
and his brother-in-law, also his heir, show all the t rimmings of
citizenship, she showing filiation which indicates that her father was
also a citizen. Lucius Iulius Iulianus, citizen, put up a se vivo
inscription for his parents, Lucius Iulius Cladaeus and Iulia Carpime,
also citizens, probably by virtue of Cladaeus' cult participation.
Iulianus would have suffered no social bar to aspirations to the
magistracy if he was the son of freedmen. The numbers of Iulii, in
such a very small sample, could be supporting evidence for Le Glay's
assertions about the importance of being patronised by the right gens,
Titus Iulius Pothinus being another example. Caius Veratius
Trophimus, encountered above, was probably a freedman and one of the
three remaining fragments shows a Greek cognomen, Diadumus, in
the same category.
There are four definite and one possible pro salute inscriptions in the
sample from Vasio and Dea. Such vows for the salus of the princeps
were first decreed for Octavian in 30 BC and subsequently performed
annually in Rome and the provinces. Eventually the day was divorced
from the annual vow to the state on the first of J anuary and moved to the
third of January, probably AD 3835. Four dedications involve a
taurobolium or a criopolium, described in words and iconography.
Three involve the cult of Cybele. Although this was an oriental religion
celebrated in its own right, these inscriptions are relevant to the
Imperial cult. Duthoy notes, in his study of the transitional phases of
the taurobolium, that it was incorporated into the cult of Cybele early in
the decade of the 160's AD, probably under Antoninus Pius in 160/161
AD36. The name taurobolium was probably restricted to those sacrifices
35pliny the Younger Ep. 10.35 writes of the taking of such a vow in the Province of
Bithynia.
36Duthoy, R. (1969):116-117.
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of bulls taking place in the context of the Great Mother, to the exclusion
of all other cults. A close association followed between the performance
of the taurobolium and the Emperor, expressed pro salute imperatoris.
Prudentius provides a detailed description of the course of the
ceremony37 .

An impressive example from Dea Augusta, associated with the cult of
Cybele, commemorates a triple taurobolium for the health of the
emperor Philip Augustus and the Imperial house and possibly includes
representatives of all cults practised in the regions named38. It is
dateable to 245 AD and was made by the 'leading priests' of Alba,
Colonia Valentia, Arausio and the Vocontii, under the auspices of
Lucius Dagidius Marius, 'pontifex perpetuus', either of Cybele or of
Mithras, since the two became closely associated in the West39. His wife
and daughter are mentioned specifically, but without priestly titles, and
may be devotees of Cybele or Isis. In addition, Fabricius Orfitus, priest
of the cult of Bacchus Liber Pater, was present as was Iunius Titus,
sevir and sacerdos of Arausio and 'other priests standing by'. These
were probably the priests of other cults who could no longer offer a pro
salute taurobolium themselves because of its exclusivity to the cult of
Cybele. This policy had thus had the useful result of joining disparate
cults of native, Roman and Oriental origin under the auspices of the
Imperial house. Similarly, the fostering of valuable regional and
municipal links through such a pro salute sacrifice wa s a powerful tool
in the consolidation of romanisation. It may be speculated that such a
collective dedication might have been a response t o the political
destabilisation which had characterised the immediate period. The
combination of peoples represented could be an interesting remnant of
pre-Roman tribal associations.
Collective dedications were also a way of ensuring that the lower social
ranks had entree to this complex and expensive ritual. The 'nation' of
the Vocontii made a taurobolium of a bull and a ram, according to the
iconography, pro salute of the Imperial family, dateable to 198-209 AD40.
37Prudentius, Hymns #10, in Duthoy, R. (1969):55.
38CJL 12 1567.
39Cumont, F. (1956):65.
4 0JLGN 231:Matri Deu(m) M(agn)a(e)/ pro salute L(uci) Septimi Severi Pii
P(ertinacis Augusti) et M(arci Aurelii) Antonini Aug(usti) (et Pertinaci Septimi
Getae Caesaris) et (Iuli)ae Aug(ustae) (Domna?) taurobol(ium) fec(it) R(es)
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Duthoy believes that the small group dedications of the 'facere' type
were typically made by 'unsophisticated' persons41. An individual
dedication from Dea, shows the cognomen of the dedicator as theophoric
and probably indicative of his priestly status 42. This is a criobolium 'de
suo pecunio ' with specific, good quality iconography depicting the bull
and the ram festooned with cult paraphernalia . The expense involved
in this individual effort suggests some level of social success and is not
entirely consistent with Duthoy's theory. Another criobolium from Dea
was effected, ex voto, by Helvius Marcellinus and Valeria Decumilla
with the priest Attius43. The iconography is explicitly that of animals
and paraphernalia, again indicative of expense. At Vasio, Aulus
Pompeius Avitianus and Claudia Firmina presented a taurobolium and
criobolium, with the priest Aulus Titius Phronimus, which is only
tentatively assigned as pro salute for the Imperial house and is
undateable«. It may otherwise belong to the category described by
Duthoy, where the dedication omits the phrase pro salute imperatoris
which implies a celebration of the rite for the prosperity of the dedicator.

P(ublica) Voc(ontiorum) Fl(avio) Talusio Appiano [i(n)v(icto)]-after the
reconstruction by Duthoy.
41 Duthoy, R (1969):92.
42CJL 12 1568:(pro) sal(ute) Imp(eratori) (taurobolium f)ec(it) At(i)nus Att(ini fili)
de suo (sumptu?)
4 3CJL 12 1569: pro sal(ute) Imper(atoris) taur(obolium) fex(it) T(itus)
Hel(vius)Mar/cellin(us) et Val(eria) Decumilla ex voto/ sacerd(oti) Attio Attiani
fi l(io)
44 CJL 12 1311:Matri Deum/ Magna(e) I(d)eae/ [pro sal(ute)/] domu(s divi)na(e)
tauro/po(l)ium (et c)riopoli/um fecerunt Aul(us) Pompeius Avitian(us) et Claudia
Firmin(a) praeunte Aul(o) Ti/tio Phronimo sacerd(ote)
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Christianity: the epigraphy and literature of Christian
communities in Southern Gaul
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Irenaeus' defence against Gnosticism, written sometime after his
appointment as Bishop of Lugdunum c. AD 178, provides evidence of
the existence of relatively early Christian communities in Gaul and
inscriptions from Roman Vasio, itself not far from Lugdunum, prove
the definite existence of a Christian community t here. Written sources
confirm that the town had become an episcopal seat by AD 314, in
which year the Bishop of Vasio, Daphnus, and his exorcist, Victor, are
recorded as attending the Council of Arles. The establishment of
another episcopal seat at Dea Augusta, at an unknown date, implies a
Christian population distributed over the whole geographical range of
the Vocontii, with the administrative organisation of both Sees, which
endured until the seventeenth century, apparently being based on the
pagus and vicus divisions of the Roman era 1. In AD 442, Vasio
increased again in importance as a Christian centre when its Bishop,
Auspicius, formed a separate regional council there 1 after attending at
Arles in AD 4392.
Early excavations and some more recent ones unearthed many
demonstrably Christian burials at Vasio, some of which reused Roman
monumental materials3. Unfortunately, the expectation of a large
sample of Christian inscriptions is not now realisable since many of the
epitaphs discovered earlier by Suares were not pr operly provenanced
and have since disappeared4. The surviving inscriptions are a very
small sample ranging in probable date from the third to the early sixth
centuries, with a predominance of examples from the fifth and sixth.
They comprise only 8% of epitaphs. Overall, dating is only probable,
unless specified by consular year, since the source cemeteries
continued to expand for some time in the Christian era. Twenty two
examples are entire or lacking a single line, with a further three
fragments still usable. Only seven are rural in origin, three being from
the ager orientalis, two from the modern village of Aouste (Augusta?)

l
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lde Ste-Marthe, D. (1970 reprint):Vols.I and XVI.
2Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):14 7.
3Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):14 7.
4Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):147.
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and two from Dea. Some useful comparative epigraphic material is
available from Colonia Valentia, thirty kilometres to the north of Vasio,
which are pertinent to the earlier inscriptions from Vasio in
particular. They are fairly fragmentary but are valuable evidence that
the Christian community at Vasio was not unique in its immediate
.
region.
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The inscriptions by themselves do little to define the character of the
communities at any stage of their development, but they are a useful
additional source in conjunction with the Christian writers, such as
Caesarius the sixth century Bishop of Arelate. Caesarius
communicates the diversity of a late antique Christian community in
terms of its practice, belief, rank and ethnicity. The collective and
individual detail facilitates the formation of a social profile of the sort of
Christian community one might expect to see reflected in the later
inscriptions from Vasio. In addition, he relates the difficulty he still
experienced in the sixth century, in 'christianising' both town and
country and it is clear that there was a continuing vitality in the
'pagan' social matrix in which Christianity was one of many religious
persuasions. It is clear that the 'pagan' persuasion of the countryside
is mainly predicated on the syncretism of Celtic and Roman religion
already described.
The mainly urban provenance of the sample from Vasio is notable
compared with Le Blanc's observation that the bulk of his sample from
Colonia Valentia is rural in origin5. He has surmised that the
Christian cult was most popular among the lower class peasant
component of the population. This is a view at odds not only with the
sample from Vasio, but also with the evidence of Caesarius' difficulty
in 'de-paganising' the countryside as opposed to his urban successes.
Caesarius' experience of rural resistance seems to be related to a lesser
reliance on the patterns of patronage which were familiar to the city
communities. The reciprocal obligation associated with patronage had
been a powerful tool of romanisation and was used to similar advantage
by the Christians of Arelate, where they relied on the patron-client
relationship to spread the influence of their preaching in the urban

i11

5Le Blanc includes twenty six examples of which only five are from Valentia. 14 are

very fragmentary.
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environment6. Within rural Christianity Caesarius reveals the
persistence of traditional 'pagan' cultural and religious practices and
community evolution predicated on respect for local expectation and
tradition rather than a new order based on Christian religious texts.
The Vocontian inscriptions vary in complexity. Ten are simple
dedications, undated, giving a name, sometimes age at death and
proclaiming the faith of the deceased through a typically Christian
formula, either hie requiescit in pace or pax tecum, or minor variations
on these. Nine include the Chi-rho anaglyph, usually encircled, and
three feature the alpha and omega signs. All nine came from a
cemetery in the Pommerol, in the west of the town and are possibly
datable to the third century, for reasons which will be discussed. The
tenth simple dedication is a double one, of rural provenance, adorned
with a cross. None of these are as late in date as some of the British
types 7. The remaining inscriptions, nine of them from a rural
provenance, which will be discussed in various other contexts, are of
much greater length and include some formulaic or other textual
feature which marks them as Christian. The most common formula is
hie requiescit in pace or a close variation.
Christian epitaphs differ generally from those of pagans in several
respects. The associated iconography is usually confined to the use of
small anaglyphs already mentioned and the more elaborate decoration
is usually based on Christian scriptural themes rather than the
depictions of ritual or ritual paraphernalia that appear on many pagan
epitaphs. There is little in the way of elaborate iconography associated
with most of the inscriptions at Vasio, although one particularly fine
sarcophagus, attributed to the fourth century, shows two monumental
doors representing Jerusalem and Bethlehem and the apostles
honouring Christs. Determining the social profile of the Christian
population from epitaphs is difficult, with family and tribal affiliation
being rare and nomenclature usually reduced to a single name, often a
cognomen used as a nomen. There are insignificant examples of
identifiable freedmen and slaves. On the positive side, the age at death
and the date of death is more often included in Christian epitaphs.

11i

6Klingshirn, W.E. (1994):esp. chapter 9.
7Mawer, C.F. (1995):vi and 19 #C2.Pe.l
8Sautel Cat. plate XXX, fig.4.
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It has been suggested that the reduction in nomenclature and filiation
is reflective of a general falling into disuse of these habits over time9.
But the letters and inscriptions which are datable to the fourth and fifth
centuries provide plenty of evidence that, in the aristocratic circles, at
least, this was not the case and that the traditional habits of
nomenclature were still used to adver tise statuslO. An alternative
explanation for the Christian variation might rest on the theoretical
principles of Christian baptism. The text s in the New Testament,
particularly Paul, record the practice in terms of obtaining freedom
from the prebaptismal state of enslavement to pagan sin (1 Cor. 7.22) or
even to Mosaic law (Gal. 2.4, Paul in Jerusalem; 5.1). In contrast to
this slavery was the 'glorious freedom of the children of God' (Rom.
8.21) in which the affirmation of a new spiritual identity signified
admission to the Christian 'body'and subsumed the familial ties
implicit in Roman nomenclature (1 Cor. 12.13). Filiation and family
nomenclature thus became redundant. Similarly, the new concept of
freedom, of being a 'freedman' of God, made obsolete libertination as a
definition of social status. There is not a single example at Vasio of
filiation, servation or libertination among t he Christian inscriptions,
compared with the appearance of all three in the sample at large.
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In sharp contrast to pagan usage Christian epitaphs often stated the
date of death as a specific calendar day within a particular civil
administrative period or consulship. This pa rticularity was probably
due to the belief that the dies depositionis was the true dies natalis of a
Christian and should be specifically comm emorated11. Twelve of the
sample from Vasio are dated in this way and eleven of them also state
the age at death. Five are sixth century epitaphs of important men in
the church, an abbot, presbyters, and deacons12. Deacons and
9 Kajanto,

.I

I. (1963):5.
10 Ausonius and Sidonius, epistolary circles.
l l Kajanto, I. (1963):11.
12CJL 12 1553:in hoc tumolum/requiescit in pacem/bone memoriae Ur/bicius abba
nobe/lis natalebus sed/beatus ex opere/bus castus su/brius benignus
CIL 12 1505:hic in pace quiescit/Pelagius pre(s)bit(er)/qui vixit ann(os)/obiit( ... )
CIL 12 1500:(hic) in pace/requiesit (sic)/sanctae/memoriae/Eripius
p(res)b(yte)r/qui vixiUan(no)s xxvii/mens(es) x dies xviii/ obiit viii k(a)l(endas)
f(e)br(uarias)/p(ost) c(onsulatum) iterum/Agapiti v(iri) c(larissimi)/cons(ulis)
CIL 12 1501:hic in pace requiesciUbonae memoriae amicus/diaconus qui vixit
annos/xxx obiit sub d(ie) iii idus/ianuarias (post ) c(onsulatum) eter(n)um
Pau/lini iun(ioris) indic(tione) quarta decima
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subdeacons are recorded by Caesarius in his community at Arles and
Le Blanc's sample also includes these two clerical positions13. The
short, simple, self-effacing commemorations are not dated. Sautel has
suggested that the Chi-rho anaglyph denoted a date earlier than that of
the examples with the cross, possibly early fourth century, since the
formula, pax tecum, which often accompanied it, was common in the
fourth century catacombs of Rome. A third century date is also quite
probable, with the minimalist nature of the dedications explainable in
terms of hostile atmosphere. Eusebius informs us that there was
sufficient hostility to the Christian presence in Lugdunum and Vienna
in the third century to have engendered a violent response to Christian
cultic activities14.

I

In the majority of cases only the name of the deceased appears in the
text. Only one example lists dedicator and deceased and it is also 'fecit
voto suo'15. This is datable to AD 4 70, against the expectation that it
might be quite early due to its more classical form. Rusticus'
adherence to the old forms might reflect a recent or tentative conversion
to Christianity. It would be a bold generalisation from a sample of one
to suggest that the area was not as Christianised as the fifth century
literature implies. But it is consistent with the observations of
Caesarius that the Christian community, comprising a culturally and
ethnically heterogeneous group, sometimes accomodated the Christian
religious system within family and traditional religious needs,
retaining pre-Christian beliefs, practices and values16. The epitaph of
Stafilus also shows an atypically pagan formula, the salute to the dead
of passers by, 'Have Vale '1 7.
The meaning of classical names was of importance in Roman society,
often reflecting praiseworthy moral or physical characteristics,
religious affiliations or hopes. Humour also played a role in the
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CIL 12 1695:hic requiescit/in pace bone me/moriae Deside/rius diaconus/qui vixit
ann(o)s xxxi obiit iii id(e)s apr(i)l(e) ind(ictione)/xii
1 3 Caesarius of Arles Vita 2,19; Testamentum. 285, line 6. Le Blanc 160=1LGN 260,
Constantinus, Subdeacon and 154, Saturninus, Deacon.
14Eusebius Hist.Eccl. 5.1 (AD 177).
15CJL 12 1497:Rusticus/voto suo/fecit/moritur bonae memoriae/mater mea
Stephania sub die/xiv K(a)l(endas) novembris die lunae/luna xvii vixit ann(os)
xlvi/Severo et Iordane cons(ulibus)/Rusticus voto suo fecit
16KJingshirn, W.E. (1994):171.
17 CIL 12 1506:Stafili/pax tecum/in deo/have vale
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formation of idiosyncratic names based on personal peculiarities where
defects of the physique, temperament and intellect were noted in
nomenclature. This trend is sometimes assumed to be uniquely
Christian, with names like Damnata and Contemptus/a which were
presumably evocative of humility, but were common in the Republican
era. Slaves were also given such names which reflected the baseness of
the servile character and temperament. In Christian nomenclature
the name meaning was still important, with appellation drawn from
the scriptures or creating compound names redolent of belief or
expectation, just as pagan theophoric names did18. Pejorative names
or those reflecting a desire for martyrdom were given to infants or
assumed in post-conversion adulthood, reflecting an attitude of self
reproach consistent with humility before God and an apocalyptic
expectation. In general, Christian names are derived from participles,
adjectives, nouns and verbal stems or are compound names or names
derived from geographical and mythological names. Some cognomina
are Greek in origin, derived from compound or short names or
common words. A few derive from Hebrew, although there are none of
these in our sample.

i

I

Although there are few uniquely Christian names in the sample, some
do have meanings consistent with the ideals of Christian behaviour,
reflecting desirable character traits, such as Vera, meaning upright,
honest or sincere19. Desiderius, a cognomen coined from a noun,
probably refers to a longing for God. Ferreola is a rare cognomen taken
from inanimate nature and referring to iron, metal or the firing of it
and might be used in the Christian context to denote strength of
purpose or of character20. Vincentius is a laudatory wish name
meaning victorious or perfect and is participial in origin and common
in the Christian inscriptions at Rome21. Similarly, Florentiolus seems
to be a uniquely Christian derivation from the participial Florens,
related to one's state of vitality and meaning in one's prime or

18Kajanto, I. (1963):87.
19CJL 12 1509:Vera/pax te/covm (sic)
20CJL 12 1725 ab una parte:hic re(q)uie(s)/cent in pace/bonae mimo/(riae)
Rodanic(u)s/... i. .. ------------- ab altera parte:in hoc titolu/requiescit in pa/ce bonae
memo(riae)/Ferreola ---. The Vita Apollinaris 10, notes a Christian nobleman of
local origin at Arles called Ferreolus.
21Goudineau, C. and De Kisch, Y. (1990):146. Vincenti/pax/tecum
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blooming, in this case perhaps a vitality of Christian spirit is implicit22.
Neglicta is a purposefully pejorative name which evokes contempt and
Eripius is named for the social defect of rapacity (although a servile origin
cannot be ruled out)23. Stafilus is a t ranscription into Latin of a Greek
personal name which, in Greek and Latin, has several divergent forms24 .
A Stafulus, archon and archisynagogus , is listed in Diehl's Jewish
inscriptions at Rome and the Corpus Inscriptionum Judaicarum lists
others in Europe, Asia and Africa25. Stephania is probably a scriptural
name and is derived from Greek26. Another name of Greek origin is
Susomine, which approximates the more familiar Sozomene27. Plyminus
and Papitus are unrecorded elsewhere.
The Christian epitaphs are quite formulaic and restricted in their
descriptions of the dead or their enunciation of afterlife expectation, the
main requirement seemingly to be 'at peace'28. The usual omission of a
dedicator's name or relationship removes the possibility of establishing
the level to which Christian commemorative patterns conform with the
non-Christian ones. The focus on the deceased probably illustrates the
view that worldly connections are peripheral and irrelevant and the
epitaphs are likely to have been set up by the community as a whole.
Apart from Rusticus' dedication to his mother, already mentioned, only
two examples show any definite family r elationship. Ampelius and
Singenia are married, but their dedicator is anonymous29. Rodanicus
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22CJL 12 1498:quiescit in pace/bene memoriae Plymi/n(e) vixit an(no)s xxv mens/es iii
dies xxci recessit/sue k(alendas) Iunias pos(t) con/solatum Veri/venanti(i)
c(larissimi) c(onsulis)/in (a)et(e)rnum pax t ecum
CIL 12 1502:Florentiole/pax/tecum
23CJL 12 1503:Neglic(t)a/pax tecu/m casta/cristiana
CIL 12 1500:(hic) in pace/requiesit (sic)/sanctae/memoriae/Eripius
p(res)b(yte)r/qui vixit/an(no)s xxvii/mens(es) x dies xviii/ obiit viii k(a)l(endas)
f(e)br(uarias)/p(ost) c(onsulatum) iterum/Agapiti v(iri) c(larissimi)/cons(ulis)
24cIL 12 1506.
25Diehl, E. (1961): #224 7. Frey, Pere J-B, CIJ, vols 1&2.
2 6CIL 121497.
27 CIL 12 1507 :Suso/mine/pax tecum
28As observed, the formulae hie requiescit in pace and pax tecum are the most common
and Le Blanc records the most commonly used formula at Colonia Valentia as hie
requiescit in pace, with a single semper in pace.
29CJL 12 1724:in Xri (sic) nomene in hue loc(u requiescunt)/in pace fedelis
famu(lus deiArnpeliu)/s et Singenia qui vixer(unt coniu)/gali adfectu et carita(te
eximia) anniscirciter LX aut an(nos ... cont)/inuos in pace dominica f(idi
perman)/serunt quorum vita talis f(uit ut lin)quens coniux maritum XX
an(nos)/excedens in castitate perpet(ua)/perduraret/obiet venerabilis memoriae
Ampe(lius)/subdie XVI kl Decembris Fisto et/Marciano con(ss)/transiet bone
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and Ferreola, who share a marble slab might be husband and wife, or
equally, siblings30. One unusual form commemorates two brothers,
whose relationship is defined specifically as being full brothers, or
germani 31 .
'i
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Notably, even the examples specifying family relationships include few
expressions of the sentiment familiar in the pagan epitaphs to beloved
spouses, parents or children. Being 'bonae memoriae' is the most
common, with one being 'sanctae memoriae'. Six are exhorted to 'be at
peace'. A brief review of the material from Arelate and Colonia Valentia
shows the favoured epithet as bonae memoriae. P ersonal qualities are
rarely included, although Neglicta is described as 'chaste', Dalmata is
'redeemed in Christ' and the abbot Urbicius is innocent, sober and
generous. Arbacia's Christianity is qualified as being part of the
'famulus dei ' and it has been speculated that this denotes membership of
a religious house32. The inscription to Tetus records the sole real example
of personal sentiment, being 'cum concordia'33. The complex inscription
to Ampelius and Singenia is atypical, being quite emotive about the
standards they represented and their attachment to each other34.
Just as family relationships and commemorative patterns are not easily
definable, neither is social status. There are instances where a name
denoting geographical origin might signify servile status, as in the case of
Dalmata. Despite the lack of libertination and servation it is likely that
slaves are concealed in the sample and some of the names, particularly
those of Greek origin, may reflect that. In the Christian community,
slavery continued as an acceptable part of the social order.

3ocIL 12 1125.
31c1L 121s10:TITULo
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32CJL 12 1694:hic Dalmata cr/isti morte redem/tus (sic) quiiscet in pa/ce et diem
futuri/iudicii intercede/ntebus sanctis (a?)l/letus (ex)spectit
CIL 12 1692:(hic) requiiscit in pa/(ce f)edeles famula/(dei) Arbacia qui/(vixi)t
ann(os) xxxiiii et/(obiit kalendas ... ) Iunias sena to/re v(ir) cc(clarissimus)
ind(i)c(tione) viii
33CJL 12 1508:Teto cum con/cordia anno/xxvii
34:cIL 12 1724.
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Salvian, in attacking the vices of the wealthy among his fifth century
congregation at Massilia, compared their behaviour unfavourably with
that of their own slaves35 . There were no doubt many slaves who
became Christian under duress from their masters and indeed
Caesarius still advocated, a century later, a degree of coercion to be
used to facilitate the conversion of such dependent people (serm 53.2).
The ample evidence of slavery in Christian households, and sometimes
of the cruel treatment meted out to slaves, is certainly at odds with the
view that the Christians desired to do away with social distinctions and
attendant inequalities among themselves, as being incompatible with
Christian ideas. Such a notion assumes universal social homogeneity
and religious orthodoxy.

!t;
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Along with the ordinary freeborn and slaves, the Christian community
at Arelate included high ranking aristocrats and lower ranked
officials. One would expect that the major clerical positions in these
communities would be filled by aristocrats by virtue of their pre-existing
social position and access to education. Caesarius constantly stresses
the importance of communication in the successful establishment of a
Christian community among 'pagans' and Jews36. The power of
rhetoric is required to refute other theologies and to pass the messages
on to the uneducated. Pliny's early second century perception of the
socially unempowered performing clerical positions of worth, women
as deacons for example, seems remote in the pronouncements of
patriarchs like Caesarius. Strict social control along traditional lines
contributed to an exclusive hierarchy within the Church and it is likely
that the minor clerics who appear in our inscriptions were not of
humble origin, but were minor civil officials, as were those of Arelate.
The importance of the educated clerical hierarchy in transforming a
community is recorded at Arles by virtue of their direct teaching
influence but also indirectly, as when Caesarius deliberately
transformed the 'romanised' urban topography by acting contrary to
the custom of burial extra muros in the case of clerical burials37. One
suspects that the church officals afforded such an accolade were also
socially elevated.

35Salvian de Gubematione Dei 4.2,10-4.3,18.
36Kiingshirn, W.E. (1994):183 ff.
37Kiingshirn, W.E. (1994):174.
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By the fourth century the senatorial hierarchy had increased, as had the
new hierarchical categories recorded in the inscriptions by abbreviation
in the same way as v.c. had been38 . Women could be clarissima femina
(c.f.). For men the vir clarissimus had become the lowest senatorial
rank. One of the highest ranks was that of the vir inlustris (v. i) within
which were contained other high ranks like v.m.
(vir magnificentissimus) and v.g. (vir gloriosissimus). Pantagatus was
vir inlustris , a rank recorded on his ornately decorated marble epitaph
(plate 11). He evidently lived a meritorious life in the fulfilment of public
affairs on behalf of his compatriots and there is nothing in the text to
indicate that his was a career dedicated exclusively to the Christian
community39. His epitaph was discovered in the nave of the cathedral,
which seems to be its original provenance. It is Pantagatus' desire for
the direct intercession of the saints and a resting place with them that
suggests some sort of unorthodoxy, (which is mirrored in the epitaph of
Dalmata at Die)40. Mawer has pointed to the likelihood of Arianism in
the Christian inscriptions of Britain and it is not impossible that
Pantagatus' inscription reflects that or Pelagianism41. Some sources
ascribe to the Council of Vaison in AD 529 a canon proscribing such
burials in the church 'ad sanctos', which provides a possible
terminus post quern for this inscription42. It is possible that this burial,
intra muros, followed Caesarius' attempt to christianise public space
through clerical burials within the towns. Whatever the psychology
behind it, the placement of the burial is a significant gesture of self
identification for Pantagatus and his community. The laudatory tone of
his epitaph does not suggest exclusion from the community

38Mathison, R.W. (1993) lists some of them in the appendix and gives individual
examples in the text.
39CJL 12 1499:inlustris titulis meritisque haut dispar avorum/
Pantagatus fragilem vitae cum linquerit usum/ malluit hie propriae corpus
committere terrae/quam precibus quaesisse solum si magna patronis/ martyribus
quaerenda quies sanctissimus ecce/ cum sociis paribusque suis Vincentius ambit/
hos aditos servatque domum dominumque tuetur/ a tenebris lumen praebens de
lumine vero/ militiam si forte roges quam gesserit ille/ praestiteritque boni
positis in luce supernal quern sic xpicolae (Christicolae) celebrent post fata
iacentem/ invenies quod iura dedit iustissima sanxit / arbitriis nam custus patriae
recturque vocatus/a patria rexit quoniam promptissima cives/libertate animi
parcus sibi largus amicis/ et fidus dominis primum quod postulat ordo/ vitae ei
aetemum fama transmittit in orbem/ abstulit hunc rebus decimo mors invida
lustro/ namque senatoris posuit post cingula vitam/...
40cJL 12 1694.
41Mawer, C. F. (1995): passim.
42Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1990):148.
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because of views unacceptable to the Church. The abbot Urbicius, who
is described as nobly born and sanctified through (holy) work, also
appears to be of elite social status.
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In such a small sample there is no information about the professions
practised by individual Christians. Using comparative material from
Arles and the evidence of the inscriptions from Vasio, it can be
assumed that the Christian community there comprised a diversity of
occupations ranging from the menial to high public office. The
occupations practised by the Christians of Arelate include negotiatores,
fabri, medici and artifices and it is probable that the pattern was
repeated at Vasio43. If the Christians there were integrated into the
community at large, a range of occupations would be expected and if it
were introspective and exclusive, a necessary self-sufficiency would
require a similar range of specialist occupations to be developed
anyway. The inscriptions furnish little real information on the
relationship between the Christian community and its pagan
neighbours. The level of integration into the community is
unquantifiable, but speculative views may be formed from the available
evidence. Was the simple and understated epitaph always a reflection
of Christian humility or was it sometimes a deliberate attempt to
maintain a low profile in the face of public and official hostility? What
the epigraphic evidence omits is the extent of the pagan influence that
continued to plague the Christian proselytisers of the sixth century and
which was a frequent source of annoyance for Caesarius and his
fellows. When the Christian epitaphs are put into the context of all of
the religious inscriptions of the Vocontii, it is clear that Christianity, by
the fourth century, was an emerging social force, but that it was still
only one of many religious inclinations evident in the population at
large.
The overall frequency of Christian epitaphs in the Rhone Valley from
the fourth to the sixth centuries is worth consideration in this context,
since the numbers observed in towns like Vasio, Massilia and Arausio
are well below the levels of expectation set by the literary sources. The
confined scope of the Christian literary circles and a lack of balance
resulting from a paucity of parallel non-Christian literary material for

iii

43Caes. Serm. 6.2; 72.1; 5.5; 72.1.
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this region has possibly fostered a false general sense of the social and
political importance of Christianity. This chapter has demonstrated
that the commemoration of death was as desirable to those of the new
sect as it was to their unconverted neighbours. Although the forms
differed, the desire to commemorate and honour remained. The
Christian habit of destroying and reusing earlier 'pagan' monuments
ought to have augmented the relative frequency of Christian epigraphic
survivals in towns like Massilia where the rhetoric of powerful men like
Caesarius implies the presence of a solid and numerous Christian
population, but the remains comprise a very small proportion of the
whole. Even if the numerous inscriptions which are known to have
been recently lost to Vasio are added to the Christian corpus there, it is
still smaller than that which might be expected in a territory which
boasted an early episcopal see. The inescapable conclusion is that, apart
from in a few major centres like Lugdunum, the Christian comunity
was less numerous, less well entrenched and less distinctly defined
than has generally been believed.
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Plate 11. Epitaph of Pantagatus. Goudineau and de Kisch:148.

Part 4: Social Relationships.
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Public and personal patroruu?e.
Caesar's commentary establishes that some system of patronage
existed in pre-Roman Gaul but the levels of obligation and control and
the exact nature of the social relationships involved is unclearl. In the
late Republican period the introduction of Roman forms of patronage
served to extend the influence of the great generals like Caesar and
Pompey. Reciprocal obligation was also central to the Roman system of
patronage, which in the long term, combined with the principle of
public munificence, succeeded in involving local elites, native and
immjgrant, in the process of romanisation. The environment of
competition fostered by the system resulted in the provision and
maintenance of the urban and rural infrastructure typical of
romanised areas. The commemoration of deeds of patronage in public
and private was an inherent part of the reciprocity of the system and
surviving records are useful pointers to formal social convention.
Instances of real sentiment are sometimes discernible.
The inscriptions of Vasio and surrounds note instances of actual
patronage and associated euergetism, as well as indicating a pool of
potential patrons and clients. Public honorific inscriptions directly
name individual patrons of community groups and sometimes specific
acts of munificence. Gaius Sappius Flavus, having acquitted himself
well in the military sphere, is shown to have bequeathed a large sum of
money 'rei publicae Iuliensium' for the purposes of investment so that
the interest should be used. In addition to this a separate sum was
made available for a porticus at the front of the thermae2. A better
known luminary of Vasio was Sextus Afranius Burrus, the mentor of
Nero, who is collectively honoured and named as patron by the town3 •
1Caesar de Bello Gallico 6.15.1-2. A good discussion is provided by Dunham, S.

(1995):110-115.
2 CIL 12 1357:Vasiens(es) Voc(ontii)/C(aio) Sappio C(aii) filio Volt(inia
tribu)/Flavo/praefect(o) Iuliensium tribun(o) militum leg(ionis) XXI Rapacis
praef(ecto)/alae Thracum Herculaniae praef(ecto)/ripae fluminis Euphratis/qui
HS xii rei publicae Iuliensium/quod ad HS xxxx ussuris perdu/ceretur testamento
reliquit idem/HS Lad porticum ante thermas/marmoribus omandam legavit. See
plate 9.1.
3 CIL 12 5842:Vasiens(es) Voc(ontii)/patrono/Sex(to) Afranio Sex(ti) f(ilio)/
Volt(inia tribu) Burro/ trib(uno) mil(itum) proc(uratori) Augus/tae proc(uratori)
Ti(berii) Caesar(is)/ proc(uratori) divi Claudi(i)/pra(e)f(ecto) pra(e)tori(i)
orna/m(ent)is consular(ibus)
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Similarly, an association between Vasio and Lucius Duvius Avitus,
governor of Germany, is attested in an inscription which records an act
of euergetism by his wife, an interesting example of feminine influence
in the municipal sphere 4 • The illustrious public career of each
individual reaches far beyond the scope of municipal life and is
evidence that the people of the town were not isolated from external
political, social, military and economic trends. Another collective
commemoration of a patron who was involved in political life outside is
that of Quintus Valerius Macedonicus, patron of the vici of the Boxsani
and Noviomagenses. His social stature is unmistakable as he is
recorded as having the latus clavus and being exempted from
competing for the office of quaestor by the emperor Hadrian. This
quaestorship was acquitted at Vienna and he was probably a member of
the ordo theres.
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Patronage by individuals whose spheres of activity were focussed
beyond Vasio was matched by those with a more local focus. The
recipients of this generosity range from small collegial groups to the
population at large. The collegium of the ut"Ficlarii at Vasio benefit
from a donation of a pediment, although the donor need not be a patron
and may simply be one of their colleagues6. A marble tablet found in
the theatre at Vasio records the testamentary order of a local man,
prefect of the craftsmen at Vasio, who ordered in his will that the
proscaenium of the theatre be decorated in marble. Since the work was
undertaken by the municipality, it is to be supposed that the inscription
was erected at the same time as a vote of thanks 7. Similar activities are
recorded in the pagi. Lucius Veratius Rusticus, as aedile, used money
from a personal inheritance for the restoration of an unidentified

4Tac. Ann. 13.54-56.
CIL 12 1378:fragment, ... (Lucii Du)vii Aviti cos/.... uxor ... (per)petua
flam(inica) ... (cum/ fen)estris qui ab inv(adente/... cete)rva funditus
su(bversi)/(era)nt de sua pecunia/(restituit) ...
5Sautel #126:Q(uintus) Val(erius) C(aius) fil(ius) Volt(inia
tribu)/Macedoni(cus)/flam(en) iuvent(alis) q(uaestor) c(oloniae) V(iennae)/
duumvir aer(arii) auguri/triumvir ... p(ater) p(atriae) huic/divus Hadrianus/
latum clavum c(larissimus) v(ir)/quaest(or) optuli(t)/et petentis/excusationem
acc(ipiendus)/v(icani) Boxs(ani)/et N o(v )iomagens( es)/patrono
6JLGN#209:fragment, Sil(vanus)/ base utriclaris Nas(iensibus) Voc(ontiis)/
donum d(edit)
7CIL 12 1375:fragment, ... Rufus/praef(ectus) fabr(um) praeflectus)/(Va)siens(es) II
aed(ilis) Voc(ontiorum) /(p)roscaenium marmorib/(us) ornarii testament(o)
iussit/vetustate consumpt(um) r(es) p(ublica) rest(ituit)
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monuments. An inscription from Le-Pegue, which falls within the
boundary of the pagus Aletanus, details the erection of either a building
or a statue in marble by Publius Annius, prefect of the pagus, for his
honour and that of his son9. The whole community at Vasio benefitted
from some donations, one of a porticus, another to the theatre and an
unidentifiable restoration on behalf of a woman named Primula, 'for
her honour'lO. A gift to the Lares is of interest from the perspective of
the imposition of forms of Roman public religion in the provinces,
perhaps upon the occasion of the donor being aedile for the second
time 11 .

I

I

One inscription records the gratitude of the community to an individual
on account of the successful acquittal of his responsibility for the
provision of public games. Erected by order of the local ordo or senate
with the formula 'loco dato (ex) decreto senatus Vocontiorum', the
inscription honours Sextus Venicius. A second inscription which
incorporates the same formula is dedicated to the collegium
venatorium, the hunters, either in their capacity as providers of beasts
or as the gladiators who were attested in the graffiti at the theatre. This
may be an expression of public gratitude or patronage of a collective sort
where the ordo, on behalf of the town, has assumed the responsibility
for the maintenance of the collegium whose members play a pivotal role
in public entertainment12.
Other municipal officers whose acts of benevolence, testamentary or
otherwise, are not specifically recorded represent potential patrons in

8 CIL 12 1377:L(ucius) Veratius Rusticus aed(ilis)/ pag(i) Bag(inensis) leg(ata et)

beneficiaria/ ex mul(tis) et aere fracto (restituit)
9CJL 12 1708:fragment, P(ublius) Annius P(ublii) f(ilius) V(oltinia tribu)/
praef(ectus) pa(gi) .. ./suo et P(ublii) Anni(i. .. filii /n)omine (sic) marm(oribus)/
(ex) cultum ha(. ..
lOCJL 12 1383:fragment, ... us L(ucii) fil(ius) Vol(tinia tribu) Festus et/...... eli
sesterces n(umero) CCCL in bane porticum...
CIL 12 1380:fragment, ... us (th)eatrum d(e) p(roprio) d(edit)
CIL 12 1441:fragment, ... (Pri)mulae restituti f(ecit) v(ivus)
llCJL 12 1564:Cinna aed(ile) iter(um)/ larib(us) de suo dat
12CJL 12 1585:Sex(to) Venicio/Iuventiano/flamini divi Aug(usti)/item flamini et
cura/tori muneris gladi/atori villiani adlec/to in curiam Lugudu/nensium
nomine/incolatus a splen/didissimo ordine/eorum/ordo Vocontior(um)/ex
consensu et pos/tulatione populi/ob praecipuarn/eius in edendis/spectaculis
li/beralitatem
CIL 12 1590:fragment,coll(egio) venator(um)/ Deensium qui mi/nisterio
arenario/fungunt (loco) d(ato) ex d(ecreto) s(enatus) V(ocontiorum)
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public and in private. These individuals who were potential patrons
are recorded as dedicators or deceased in the epitaphs or as dedicator in
religious and honorific inscriptions. It might be expected that they
extended their personal influence, while alive, through the exercise of
private patronage and public munificence that is a hallmark of
progress through the cursus. Included in this category are those men
and women who occupy positions of influence in the Imperial Cult.
Instances of public generosity by such people have already been
discussed and their inscriptions will not be repeated here. Also
mentioned in the context of the Imperial Cult was the Spanish evidence
suggesting that the social status of a patron was a crucial factor in the
level of influence attained within the cult by the freedman13. There is
not enough evidence from among the Vocontian inscriptions to support
a similar survey, but this is an area with rich potential for a province
wide survey of the patterns of patronage.
The cursus honorum of several individuals appears on inscriptions
from Vasio and her territory, demonstrating successes in public life on
a local, provincial and Imperial scale. Two fragments have been
combined to reconstruct a partial cursus for Lucius Duvius Avitus14.
These, combined with the example of public patronage by his wife and
the text of Tacitus, suggest that he was an important person of local
origin, likely to have endowed the town in some way as well as lending
to it the prestige of his own achievements. Several viri clarissimi are
attested, one being a local senator, another a praetorian prefect15. The
latter is so far untraceable as a prefect of the Praetorians at Rome and it
is interesting to speculate that the province may have boasted a
Praetorian guard of its own, especially since there are several similar

''i

13This thesis p.86.
14frag.a (AE 1976 #391):[L(ucio) Duvi]o L(ucii) f(ilio)/[Volt(inia) Avi]to
co(n)s(uli)/[auguri leg(ato)] propraetore)/[ ... ]
frag.b (CIL 12 1354):auguri leg(ato) pro/pr(aetore) exerc(itu)
Germ(aniae)/infer(ioris) leg(ato) propr(aetore)/ provinciae Aqui/tanicae
(p)raetori. ..
reconstruction, L(ucio) Duvio Uucii) f(ilio)N olt(inia tribu) Avito
co(n)s(uli)/auguri leg(ato) propr(aetore) exerc(itu) Germ(aniae)/ infer(ioris)
leg(ato) propr(aetore)/ provinciae Aqui/tanicae (p)raetori ...
15CJL 12 1514:D(is) m(anibus)/l'(iti) Viriati Tempor(ini)/aed(ilis) v(ir)
cOarissimus) et Viri/atiae Piae T(itus) Viria/tius Priscus se(nator) Voc(ontii)/ et
Sex(tus) Viriatius Sequens H(eres fecerunt)
CIL 12 1551:ignibus/aetemis Iul(ius)/Placidianus/ v(ir) cOarissimus) praef(ectus)
prae/tori(us)/ ex voto posuit
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examples in Gallia Narbonensis 16. Another fragment records what
seems to be a provincial prefecture, perhaps a representative of the
government at Narbonne, either resident at Vasio as such or retired
there17. The praefectus praesidiorum et privatorum is likely to have
had a high public profile. The 'praesidium' in the title suggests a role
in public policing, literally prefect of the 'garrison'. This was probably
not a military title given the inclusion of privatus, which implies a
policing of the private citizenry, perhaps in the capacity of enforcing
sumptuary laws or quelling civil disturbance associated with
entertainmentslS. This office does not occur elsewhere and may have
had its origin in the local administrative structure of the pre-Roman
era, interesting evidence for a pre-existing native infrastructure and its
successful melding with Roman style administration. The
nomenclature of the parent in this inscription suggests that the family
was of servile origin, but Lucius Laelius Fortunatus, as a fiamen of
Augustus, was definitely a citizen. His father may have been an exslave or the son of one. Other local prefectures are recorded at Vasio
and in the pagi. Caius Dunatius Gratus, prefect, made a religious
dedication in the pagus Junius, the whereabouts of which has not been
ascertained1 9 • Both Quintus Pompeius and Felix are recorded as
prefects of the Vocontii20. At a more local level two praefecti fabri at
Vasio are attested21. An unspecified prefecture is held by Marcus
Calpurnius Tutor, in an inscription found at Malaucene22. Valerius
Maximus, who died at the age of thirteen, is recorded as prefect of the

16Mathison, R W. (1981):97 notes that the father of Sidonius acted in the capacity of
praefectus praetorio Galliarum in 448-9 AD.
17 CIL 12 1355:fragment, (pr)aeftectus) pro(vinciae)
lBCJL 12 1368:D(is) M(anibus)/ L(ucii) Laeli(i) Fortunati/ praeftecti)
praesidio(rum) etl priv(atorum) Voc(ontiorum) fla/mini Aug(ustali) ponti/fici
L(ucius)Laelius/Olympus filio/piissimo
9
1 CJL 12 1371:fragment, Q(uinto) Pom(peio) ... (f) Nolt(inia tribu)/ aedili
(Bocontii)/ praef(ecto) Bo(con)/tior(um) (sic) pr(aetori) V(asiensium)/ flamini
D(ivi Augusti)/ pontif(ici) Dea(e Augustae)/ Pompeia S(ecunda?)/ filial patri
opt(imo)/ ex (m)odic(itate sua)
CIL 12 1307:matris/C(aius) Dunatius Gratus/praefectus pagi Iuni/d(e) s(uo) d(edit)
20CJL 12 1578:fragment, ... Felix praef(ectus) Voc(ontii) ...
21CJL 12 1373:(praefecto f)abr(i) fla(mini) divi A(u)g(usti) pontif/(ici)/.. .lia
Pompullina (fecit)
CIL 12 1375: ... Rufus/ (praefectus) fabr(um) praef\ectus)/ (Va)siens(es) II aed(ilis)
Voc(ontiorum)/ (p)roscaenium marmorib(us)/ omari (ex) testament(o) iussitl
vetustate consumpt(um) r(es) p(ublica) rest(ituit)
22CJL 12 1359:M(arcus) Calpum(i)us/ tutor/praefectus/f... o
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vigintiviri of the pagus Deobensis, possibly a post mortem honorary title
which would not normally be held by one so young23.

Praetorships are attested besides those held by the individuals above.
Quintus Caetronius Titullus, from the ager orientalis, was praetor and
an unidentifiable person dedicating to his dead wife at Dea, is also
listed as having held this office24. There are three other possible
praetors in the fragments25. Two aediles are recorded, one from the
pagus Aletanus26. A single inscription records a decurion, furnishing
details of his military career and emphasising his social status as a
prominent equestrian qualifying for the equus publicus27. A single
fragment records the office of censor2B.
Since this evidence is largely undatable, it is only possible to reflect in
general terms upon what it says of the political and socal vitality of the
community. The range of offices attested in a relatively small sample
overall would seem to indicate a community that was well organised
along Roman lines, with some aspects of pre-Roman administration
retained and amalgamated. The prospect of social and political
advancement through the fulfilment of offices was probably good and
the potential was high for the community at large to benefit from the
resulting atmosphere of competition and the extension of the personal
client base. Examples of patronage by Imperial office holders of a local
origin indicate a wide political scope for ambitious individuals in the
23GIL 12 1376:D(is) M(anibus)/ Valeri Maximi/fil(ii) defunct(i)
ann(orum)/XIII/praef(ecti) vigintivi/rorum pag/Deobensis/Valeria mater etl
Cass(ius) Eros maritus/eius
4
2 GIL 12 1529:Dis Manib(us)/ Q(uinti) Caetroni Q(uinti) fil(i)/ Volt(inia tribu)
Titulli veter(is)/ coh(ortis) VI pr(aetori) loco II viri pon/tifUci) col(onia)
Aug(ustinorum) Arim(inum) praef(ecti)/pagi Epoti flam(ini) Aug(usti)
etlmuner(is) publici curat(oris)/ ad Deam Aug(ustum) Voc(ontiorum)/ hered(es) ex
test(amento fecerunt)
GIL 12 1586:fragment, (ux)ori sanctissimae/ (. .. )ius praetor flamen ...
25GIL 12 1589:fragment, (praeto)r(i) Voc(ontiorum) pontific(i)/ (coniugi) optimo et
sibi v(ivus fecit)
CIL 12 1369:fragment, .. t ... Marciano pr(aefecto) or pr(aetore) Vas(iensium)
AE 1976#400:fragment, ... decurioni or ... praetori Voc(ontiorum), pontific(i
D)eae Aug(ustae) Voc(ontiorum)/... coniugi optimo et sibi v(iva])fecit
6
2 GIL 12 1579:fragment, Iulius P(ubli) f(ilius) V(oltinia tribu)/ aed(ile)
Voc(on tiorum) ...
GIL 12 1711:L(ucio) Voturio Maximo aeclili/pagi Aletani patri/C(aii) Voturi Aviti
27 GIL 12 1358:(equo pu)blico de quinque dec(uriis) pra(efecto cohortis Brac)arum
Augustanorum praeposito vexillationi exercitus M(oesiaci)/ (. .. )inus vivos fecit et
sibi
2BGJL 12 1520: ... censor ...
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community of the Vocontii, while patronage of Vocontian communities by
influential men and women from elsewhere indicates some level of
community interaction on a wider than local scale.

In the sphere of private patronage, records of manumission show that the
social bond between libertus and patron and, by extension, the patron's
heirs, was a familiar part of the social order. The sample is small,
however, when we consider that the obligation to commemorate the
incidence of manumission must have been strong. Where the liberti were
also heirs a double obligation to commemorate must have existed. The
examples come from epitaphs and ex voto religious dedications which
name patrons and inscriptions specifically honouring them. Three
patrons are male, two of them being seviri and probably freedmen
themselves. Marcus Iulius Theodorus is commemorated by his 'libertus
et heres' and Quintus Passerius Tertius is commemorated by his
freedmen according to testamentary obligation. We can only speculate
about any sentiment or personal relationship associated with Romania
Cale's commemoration29.

t

I
II:

Four patrons are women. Venaesia Eutychis, whose name suggests that
she was a freedwoman names herself as heir of her own freedman, who
is also sevir. There is no common nomenclature between Cupitia
Felicissima and the family of Verilla, and she may not be liberta,
although her cognomen suggests it. Verilla is likely to be a Celtic
cognomen, since it is confined to Celtic territories and Verinus
is common to Cisalpine Gaul, North Central Italy and Gallia
Narbonensis. This is a possible example of patronage exercised in the
manner familiar to Celtic society. Antistia Pia Quintilla has been
discussed in a previous chapter as a woman of means and some social
influence within and beyond the territory of the Vocontii and is here
commemorated by a freedman from Vasio. A further inscription, with
two freedmen as co-dedicators, is to a female patron who was fiaminica
:1 ..

29 CJL 12 1581:D(is Manibus) M(arci) Iul(i) Theodori Iiiiil viri (augustalis
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dea)/Aug(usta) Vocontiorum M(arcus) Iulius Reg(ulus libertus)/et heres patrono
optim(o)
CIL 12 1370:D(is) M(anibus)/Q(uinto) Passerio Ter/tio Iiiiil Aug(ustalis)
Vas(iensium)/ Q(uintus) Passerius Va/lenti(n)us et Fortu/natus liberti/patrono
optimo/ex testamento
CIL 12 1662:D(ecii) Romani/V eruli/Romania Ca/le patrono
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at Vasio and Vienne 30. Iulia Primella reversed the process and dedicated
to her liberta optima, with an epithet usually reserved for, in this sample
at least, patrons and fathers31.

r
I

The existence of a patron is implicit in the term libertus, and where a
relationship is not specified the commemoration by a libertus of a free
person most likely stems from the patron-client obligation. There are two
such inscriptions detailing liberti in the territory of the Vocontii32. There
is an additional large pool of liberti who will be discussed later in the
context of family relationships and status. Even though they do not
mention patrons, it may be assumed that they do represent quite a
number of them. Similarly, there is a pool of prospective clients
comprising the members of corporations and those servi listed, who might
look forward to manumission33.

t
The strong showing of the gentilic names of the Iulii and Pompeii is a
notable feature of the Vocontian inscriptions34. This is consistent with the
circumstances noted by Curchin in Spain and by Sherwin-White in Africa
and northern Gaul, where the vast majority of magisterial
gentilic names are those of illustrious republican administrators35. It
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30CJL 12 1583:D(is) M(anibus)/C(aii) Venaesi Fortu/nati Iiiiil vir
Aug(usti)Nenaesia Eutychis (sic) /patrona et heres
CIL 12 5844:D(is) M(anibus)Nerill(a)eNerini fil/iliae Cupi/tia Felicis/sima
patro/n(a)e optum(a)e
AE 1962#143= AE 1979#402:Antistiae Q fil(iae) Piae/Quintillae flamini/cae
colonia Flavia/fricastinorum patro/nae optumae Philocr/(i)tes lib(ertus)
CIL 12 1366:fragment, ... (a)e fl(aminicae) Voc(ontiorum) item fl(aminicae)
V(ienneae?)/.. .l(uli) l(iberti) Politicus et He(rmes?)/(patronae opti)mae
3 lCIL 12 1418 :D(is)M(anibus)/I uliae/Rufinae/(I)ulia/Primella/libert(a)e/
optimae
32CJL 12 1638:D(is) M(anibus)/Iul(iae) Philumenes/Sex(tus Pomp(eius)
Eutyches/maritus et/Iul(ia) Calinice lib(erta)/pientissimae
ILGN 236:D(is) M(anibus)/P(ubli) Calvis Tro/phimi Calvis/Secundilla/lib(erta)
e(t) s(ibi) v(iva) f(ecit)
33JLGN#209:fragment, Sil(vanus)/ base utriclaris Nas(iensibus) Voc(ontiis)/
donum d(edit)
Gallia 25, 1967: ... M(arci) ser[vus/.. .] L(ucii) ser[vus/Hipp]archus Asui L(ucii)
[servus:V Epagathus Domiti Sex(ti) [servus/M]inistrei Lar[i]bus
CIL 12 1412:Iilinai Titi/niai ancilO)a/Licnus dat
CIL 12 1595:D(is) M(anibus)/ Severi/ Myron(i)/ Voc(ontiorum) ser(vi)/ et
Verina(e)/ fil(iae) kar(issimae)
CIL 12 1598:(. .. )us Voc(ontiorum) serv(u)s (. .. )rius (sibi fe)cit et suis
CIL 12 1600:D(is) M(anibus)/ Achillei/ ser(vo) ...
34Appendix A.
35Curchin, L. A (1990):93 foll. for Spain; Sherwin-White, AN. (1973):294 for Africa
and Gaul.
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implies large scale personal patronage in the late republican period
and subsequent unofficial customary usage. The overwhelming
dominance of the Iulii in particular is consistent with the overall view
for Gaul that they are attributable to the influence and patronage of
Caesar in the first instance36. The inscriptions, already noted, which
refer to the community at Vasio as the res publica Iuliensium, are also
consistent with this view, although the tribal filiation of the whole of
Gallia Narbonensis is tribu Voltinia and not tribu Galeria, as was
usually assigned to peregrines by Julian municipal grants elsewhere.
All of the relationships detailed above are vertical social relationships
which exist between individuals of diverse social statuses. The
reciprocal obligation inherent in ties of amicitia between those more
equal in status is not addressed in the epigraphic evidence.
Relationships at this level in Narbonnese Gaul are best illuminated by
the letters and writings from the late Roman era. The
acknowledgement of Church writers of the usefulness of the patronclient obligation to the enhancement of Christian influence, rural and
urban, is testimony to the lasting and universal importance of the
system of patronage and reciprocal friendship which our sample
illustrates37. In its highest form of expression, one might expect to find
evidence, in the literature of late antique Gaul, of amicitia and
patronage between the aristocrats of Roman Italy and the province, or
at least of mutual regard. But by the late antique period the Gallic
epistolary circles certainly show little such evidence, with Gallic family
associations accounting for a significant amount of the
correspondence38. This is surprising in the case of Sidonius' letters
after AD 468, in which year he held the important secular post of
Prefect of Rome. Even the greetings to Agricola, the son of the Emperor
Avitus, a Gaul who elevated Sidonius, are familial in context, as he
was a brother-in-law39. This is surely partly due to the Christian
influence, since the like minded tended to form a close knit,
introspective, self perpetuating clique. The epistolary circle of late
Roman Gaul maintained the cohesion of a narrow familial circle,
whose members were related by blood, marriage and experience.
36Drinkwater, J.F. (1978):818-9 and 827-8, agrees with Sherwin-White on this issue.
37Salvian de Gub. 3.10: Caesar de Bello Gallico 6.13.1-3.
38Ennodius, Sidonius, Avitus and Ruricius are cases in point.
39Sidonius Apollinaris Ep. 1.2
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If the pattern of correspondence on an ecclesiastical scale is not
uniquely Christian and reflects what might be seen on a secular level,
it indicates the emergence of a late, introspective Gallic trend.
Mathison notes that the correspondence of the alumni of the monastery
of Lerins revolves around a narrowly defined quasi-familial sphere
based on blood and monastic affiliation. Such introspectivity is unlike
that of the contemporary epistolary collections of Jerome, Augustine
and Paulinus of Nola40. Is it possible that patronage in Gaul was a
paradox? As a familiar component of social organisation it might have
facilitated the continuation of tribal localisation at the same time as it
was encouraging the formation of a romanised landscape. Where
there was tribally confined patronage, one might expect to see a rich
regional variety in romanisation, the paradox of promotion and
restraint.

ii
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j.,

40Mathison, R.W. (1981):95-109.
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Familial relationships.
For a more detailed understanding of Roman society one must look
beyond the formal, more public relationships of patronage and
clientship to the personal values held by individuals. Of particular
interest is an understanding of aspects of family life, both the formal
qualities within it which were considered worthy in the wider social
context and the more personal sentiments deriving from genuine
attachment between family members. The most important source for
familial relationships outside of the literary and legal spheres is the
theme and idiom of commemorative funerary practice. As Beryl
Rawson has noted, such epitaphs have the advantage of being
contemporary, often simple and pertinent to social levels other than the
elitel.

I
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Latin funerary inscriptions were set up for all age groups within each
stratum of society across the empire in the West and the adoption of the
monumental and inscriptional formulaism of this epigraphic habit at
Vasio is itself an indication of romanisation. Generally the
inscriptions combined several conventional elements in a variety of
orders. The most conventional type was as follows: an opening ~ddress
(usually in abbreviated form), the name of the deceased (which might
have included personal and tribal filiation), the name(s) and /or
relationship(s) of the dedicators, a laudatory epithet and a closing
formula (usually in abbreviated form). Extended epitaphs could
include the age at death of the deceased, his or her occupation or an
indication of a testamentary obligation, rather than sentimental or
ritual motivation for the dedication. In addition, a proportion of the
epitaphs include a se vivo intention on behalf of the dedicator. Another
category within the Vocontian sample is that which features pedatura,
where the above mentioned formulaic features are usually absent
(plate 12). In some instances the inscription features the pedatura
alone, or pedatura and the name of the deceased with no
commemorator. No inscription with pedatura includes the name of a
commemorator. The area delineated by some of the pedatura is very
large and based on examples with similarly stated dimensions and
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named multiple kin occupiers, it is reasonable to assume that the site
was designated for multiple burials within the family.
Epitaphs can show the formal legal and socially worthy status of
individuals in a number of ways, for instance, in the order of names in
the inscriptions or in the demonstrable under-attestation of very young
children2. Saller and Shaw have noted the formalism and precision of
the Latin terminology used in epitaphs to denote the complex
relationships, rights and duties within the Roman family. As Ian
Morris has pointed out, the funerary inscriptions were created to serve
the ritual needs of the dedicator and to represent what the dedicator
'thought ought to be said in such a context', which usually represents
the legal and moral view of family and the status of its individuals3.
Even the laudatory epithets, which might have been supposed to
indicate actual sentiment, show distinctly conventional patterns of
application. Examples which stray from the observed conventions are
of interest in the search for the personal side of familial life. Informal
personal feeling may emerge through unusual epithet or prose or in
accompanying iconography. The balance between local idiosyncrasy
and Roman convention in these forms of expression can be a useful
measure of the regional variation in assimilation to romanitas.
For the purpose of defining the proportion of Vocontian inscriptions
which are epitaphs everything identifiable as such was counted, no
matter how fragmentary, including stones which display pedatura
only. The proportion of epitaphs, 278, in the total sample of 531 is 52%,
a very low figure in comparison with the general observation by Saller
and Shaw that about 80% of the inscriptions across the Empire as a
whole are epitaphs4. The discrepancy occurs because of the unusual
frequency of religious inscriptions, comprising ex voto dedications,
honorific inscriptions for the purpose of noting religious offices held
and dedications to the Imperial cult, which account for 38% of all of the

2Marleen Boudreau Flory (1984):216-224, provides a useful discussion of status
factors which may influence the order of names in Roman epitaphs and Bellemore,
J. and Rawson, B. (1990):10 discuss status and the order of names in inscriptions
relating to alumni in Italy. The under-attestation of children in the epitaphs at
Rome and in Italy is dealt with by Hopkins, K. (1983):225.
3Morris, I. (1992):159 foll. The legal obligation to commemorate is expressed by
Ulpian Dig. 11. 7 .2. 6
4Saller, R. and Shaw, B. (1984):124
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inscriptions. This variance is not easily explainable. A theory that the
existence of Dea Augusta as a specific religious capital would elevate
the proportion of religious dedications is not credible since 82% of the
certainly identifiable inscriptions from Dea and Lucus are epitaphs.
The preoccupation with religious dedication may be an indigenous
idiosyncracy which obviously does not preclude high levels of
romanisation in the forms of commemoration and in the physical
environment, which is what we see in the Vocontian towns and
countryside. There is a high proportion of rural inscriptions in the
Vocontian sample and it may be that this has skewed the data,
especially since many of the ex votos are of rural provenances. Some
indigenous character is also indicated here since some of the rural
shrines are probably associated with traditional nature-based sites and
have yielded numerous examples of native deities, although these are
by no means confined to the rural sector. It is possible that the remote
rural territory in this area has been better surveyed than usual due to
the interest shown by M. Joel-Claude Meffre and that other areas
similarly surveyed would yield a substantial number- of religious
dedications to counterbalance the material gleaned from urban and
villa burial grounds6. An alternative explanation may be that we are
seeing manifestations of a bivalent population with distinct differences
in attitude based on levels of romanisation. One section comprising
mainly immigrants with some highly romanised natives is responsible
for the epitaphs and the other comprising a less romanised, more
'Celtic' native is more preoccupied with religious dedications.
It remains axiomatic that certain patterns of familial commemoration
mark romanised populations. For the purpose of determining such
patterns within the Vocontian sample a pool of 220 epitaphs was
gleaned after 58 epitaphs were excluded as being of no practical use
due to their fragmentary form. The Christian epitaphs, of late date or
different commemorative form, were also excluded7. 71% of the
admissable inscriptions recorded relationships, yielding 171 separate

5Part 3.1 of this thesis.
6Meffre, J-C. (1992), thesis for Doctorate and other publications.
7Brent Shaw (1984) discusses Christian commemoration. Part 3.3 of this thesis
provides a discussion of the Christian inscriptions.
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examples, excluding 'no commemorator' and se-vivo types which
were, for the sake of comparability, defined and counted according to
the criteria laid out by Saller and Shaws. Table 1 shows the relative
proportions of types across a range of regions and some of their
regional and social variations. Table 2 shows the specific data from the
Vocontian inscriptions.
(
Region

Rome-lower
orders
RomeSenators
and equites
ItalyLatium
ltaly-Regio
XI
Britain
Spain
Germania
Inferior
Germania
Superior
AfricaAuzia
Narbonese
Gaul
Vocontii

A:Total
population

B:Se vivosibi as% of
A

381

7

)
C:Nil
D:Relation- E:nuclear
commemor- ships
family as%
ator as% of recorded as ofD
A
%of A
31
62
78

113

4.5

23

72.5

71

274

11

9

80

71

666

2'2

15

63

80

127

16

49.5
80

80
83

127

21
4.9
4

71

1745

2
1.5

201

2

'Zl

72

89

265

2

16

82

91

476

13

11

76

83

234

17

10

7J

&5

86

The data in table 1 demonstrate the variations in the data on a regional
basis. There is some variation between the V ocontian data and the
general data for Gallia Narbonensis, with a slightly higher level of se
vivo-sibi types, a fractionally lower rate of the recording of relationships
and a marginally higher frequency of nuclear family dedications. The
variations at this gross level appear to be minor compared with some of
the divergent results from other regions and it can be said at this point

8156 epitaphs recorded single or multiple relationships. The validity of this sample
size is confirmed by Saller and Shaw (1984) and the same article delineates their
method. The individual relationships between the deceased and multiple
dedicators was counted as follows. A commemoration to a father by a son and a
daughter was counted as two single relationships. Multiple ocurrences of the same
type of relationship was counted as one, so that two sons commemorating a father
were counted as a single relationship.
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Table 2. Family Relations.
Dedications-{Saller and Shaw's figures for Gallia Narbonensis are bracketed)
As% total

As% total

N=l

relationships

nuclear family

From

To

Husband

Wife

31

18.1 (20)

21.4 (24)

Wife

Husband

19

11.1 (13)

13.1 (16)

Total: Conjugal Family

&)

29.2 (33)

34.5 (40)

Parents

Son

15

8.7 (3)

10.43 (3)

Daughter

0

0 (1)

0 (2)

Son

9

5.3 (4)

6.2 (5)

Daughter

5

2.9 (3)

3.4 (3)

Son

14

8.2 (5)

9.7 (6)

Daughter

6

3.5 (4)

4.1 (5)

Nuclear Family

49

28.7 (20)

33.7 (24)

Father

12

7 (7)

8.3 (9)

Mother

10

5.8 (7)

6.9 (8)

Father

10

5.8 (4)

6.9 (4)

Mother

6

3.6 (4)

4.1 (5)

~

22.2 (22)

26.2 (27)

Brother

2

1.2 (4)

1.4 (5)

Sister

3

L 75 (1)

2.1 (1)

Brother

3

L 75 (2)

2.1 (2)

Sister

0

0 (1)

0 (1)

8

4.7 (8)

5.6 (9)

145

84.8 (82)

100 (100)

Extended Family

5

2.9 (5)

Heredes

7

4.1 (1)

Amici/Contubernales

4

2.3 (5)

Patron

Freedman

2

L2 (2)

Master

Slave

2

1.2 (0)

Freedman

Patron

5

2.9 (5)

Slave
Master
Conservi I Liberti

0

0 (0)

1

0.6 (0)

Total Servile

10

5.9 (7)

Total Relationships

171

'no commemorator'

2A

se uivo-Sibi

:E

Total

Z34

Father
Mother

Total: Descending
Son
Daughter

Total: Ascending
Nuclear Family
Brother
Sister
Total: Siblings
Total! Nuclear Family
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that the typological pattern of the Vocontian epitaphs fits the general
sample for Gallia Narbonensis.

I'I'

While the data for the nuclear family from the Vocontian sample
further verify Saller and Shaw's observation that it accounts for about
eighty percent of civil funerary dedications, it is clear from Table 2 that
the overall correlation between the Province and the Vocontii in Table 1
masks significant differences in the patterns of attestation within the
nuclear group. Table 3 demonstrates the relative frequencies of
dedications between siblings, spouses, parents and children within
this category.
Table 3. The Nuclear Family (dedications expressed as a percent.age of the total
nuclear family)
Conjugal
Region
%
Rome-lower
orders
RomeSenators
and equites
ItalyLatium
ltaly-Regio

Sibling
%

42

Descending Ascending
nuclear
nuclear
%
%
14
33

24

~

:Ji

5

40

36

14

10

44

21

ai

9

45

41

31

10
25
18

13

~

32
36

9

31

22

34

13

~

32

32

4

40

24

'El

9

34

34

ai

6

10

XI

Britain
Spain
Germania
Inferior
Germania
Superior
AfricaAuzia
Narbonese
Gaul
Vocontii

10

There is a significant variation between the tribal and provincial data
in the frequencies of dedication to spouses and children. In both
instances the frequency of dedications to parents by children is
relatively high. From table 3 it is clear that the Vocontian data show
the greatest parity with Auzia and Spain in that the relative
frequencies of all types of dedication are roughly equivalent. The data
for Gallia Narbonensis as a whole most closely approximate that of

--

-
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Italian Regio XI, that far north-western part of Italy comprising some
of the Po valley, and the lakes and alpine regions of Gallia
Transpadana. The highly romanised culture of Regio XI was
attenuated by some native cultural survivals, some of it evident in the
syncretistic religious types similar to those of Gallia N arbonensis9.
Both areas show a high degree of romanisation on the whole. The
interpretation of the Vocontian evidence so far does generally concur
with this view but the patterns of attestation in the Vocontian sample
suggest the presence of some confined cultural idiosyncrasy which is
skewing the results at a very local level. The archaeological,
epigraphic and iconographic evidence so far does not support the
suggestion that this is synonomous with a lesser degree of
romanisation.
When the data in Table 2 are expressed as a gender ratio, as shown in
Table 4, the level of attestation of females among the Vocontii is seen to
be significantly lower than for Gallia Narbonensis as a whole. This is
despite the large numbers of commemorations of wives among the
Vocontii which is balanced by the vast under-attestation of daughters
and a marked preference for commemorating sonslO.

Table 4. Dedications. Gender Ratio
Region
Rome-Lower
Orders
RomeSenators and
equites
Italy-La ti um
ltaly-Regio XI
Britain
Spain
GermaniaInferior
GermaniaSuperior
Africa-Auzia
Narbonese
Gaul
Vocontii

HusbandWife:Wife-toHusband
1.5

General ratiofem ale :male

2.0

0.4

1.8
3.7
3.4
1.1

1.0
1.4
1.7
1.0

2.6

1.1

2.6
0.8

0.9
0.6

1.5
1.6

1.0
0.7

0.9

9Pascal, C.B. (1964).
lOvocontian wives are 1.6 times more likely to be commemorated than their
husbands but females in general are less likely to be commemorated than males.
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Only Auzia and the elite at Rome show lower figures for the attestation
of females. At Auzia there are more wife-husband than husband-wife
dedications. At Rome there is a high frequency of dedications to
fathers, few to daughters and sisters. The fact that wives are
commemorated twice as often as husbands in the Roman elite does not
elevate the overall level of female attestation because the proportion of
conjugal dedications is quite small.
The anomalies in the data may be variously interpreted on
demographic lines considering rates of mortality and ages at death, or
in behavioural terms as reflective of the social expectations linked with
kinship and status in different cultural settings. The underattestation
of daughters at Vasio, as opposed to sons may be explainable in kinship
terms, in that a girl was deemed to be lost from her family upon
marriagell. If a married daughter died, kinship etiquette might have
precluded commemoration by her parents, despite sentiment. That is,
her status in society as a wife was superior to her status as a daughter
and her husband was expected to commemorate. This hypothesis
would explain the elevated frequency of dedications to wives and the
under-attestation of daughters in Gallia Narbonensis and among the
Vocontii in particular. But it is a contentious one which contradicts
the prevailing view that filiafocality was a pivotal aspect of tribal
structure in western native societies. Using material from the ancient
ethnographers and some corroborative evidence from Rome, it has
been argued that women enjoyed enhanced status as wives as well as
biological continuators of the blood line of the father12. The
commemorative evidence is contradictory. A demographic analysis
might also argue that wives were attested more often than husbands
because thay were more likely to predecease their spouses due to health
problems associated with childbirth. It follows that fathers are more
likely to be commemorated than mothers, as is the case in both the
Provincial and Vocontian samples, because they were more likely to
have lived until their children were old enough to commemorate.

11 At Rome, as can be seen from Saller and Shaw's data, the senatorial classes
commemorated daughters twice as often as sons, but sons were more often
commemorated among the lower classes. The level of attestation of daughters is
still much higher overall than among the Vocontii.
12Hallett, J. (1984):263-98.
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Representation of the extended family is small, as Table 5 shows, and
Saller and Shaw have noted that not only is the percentage small in
comparison with that of the nuclear family, but that it represents a
fraction of commemorators from outside the nuclear family. The data
in Table 2 show that this is the case for the Vocontian sample where
the frequency of servile commemorations exceeds that of the extended
family. Saller and Shaw have pointed out the likely demographic
factors influencing the type of relatives from the extended family called
upon to commemorate their kin, calling into question the reality of the
patriarchal family, basing their argument on the lack of
grandpaternal dedications and noting that where a grandparent is
involved it is more likely to be the grandmother13.

Table 5. Extended Family Dedications.
Region
Rome-lower
orders
RomeSenators and
equites.
Italy-La ti um

'i

Extended Family Dedications
as % Total relationships
4.6
4.9

8.2

ltaly-Regio XI

5

Britain

6

Spain

4.7

Germania
Inferior
Germania
Superior
Africa-Auzia

1

111(

Narbonese
Gaul
Vocontii

4.2

5.5
5
3

Indeed the sole grandparental dedication from a Vocontian is that of a
grandmother to her adult grandson, aged 2214. Claudius Primanus,
specifically described as gener, was the co-dedicator with his wife to his

13Saller, R. and Shaw, B. (1984):136-7.
14cJL 12 1391:D(is) M(anibus)/ C. Anni(i) Atilia/ni annor(um) XXII/ Annia
Pupa a/via nepoti/ piissimo
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mother-in-law15. Brothers-in-law are commemorated only twice. In
the inscription to Macia Severina her brother, the brother-in-law of the
dedicator, is also named. Titus Catius Severus dedicated his
inscription to his sister and her husband16. Finally, the extended
family category includes the sole example of an alumna,
commemorated by her foster mother with a little known diminutive
redolent of affection17. There is no age at death and no certainty that
this sentiment is aimed at a young child18. Cicero refers to his
'Tulliola' even in her adulthood19. Since the child sports the same
nomen as the foster mother it is reasonable to surmise that she might
have been a foundling or that she had been a slave.
Epithets, mostly superlative, are included on 46% of the Vocontian
epitaphs with a clearly identifiable relationship, that is on 40% of the
whole sample of epitaphs20. It is a reasonable assumption that
epithetic commendations of both dedicator and deceased represent the
qualities most desired in a society and it follows that the application of
epithets along conventional Roman lines indicates very romanised
expectations of the public face of social relationships. Regional
variations from convention should indicate local social expectations, as
Saller and Shaw have pointed out21. Single epithets are usual in the

15GIL 12 1723:D(is) M(anibus)/ et quieti aeter(ne)/ Segudiae Maxi/millae Frontia/
Marciane fili/a et Cl(audius) Prima/nus gener/ ponendum/ curaveruntl et sub
ascia/ dedicaverun t
16GIL 12 1356:Maciae Seve (sic)/ Severin(a)e m/emoriae aetlern(a)e Aureli/us
Valerian/us se vivo co(n)/iugi et sibi/ civis vir verg/elle(n)ses Maci Se/verini
soror(i) tlribuni legion/is secundes ltlalices
GIL 12 1363:Catiae T(iti) fil(iae) Servatae flam(inicae)/ lul(iae) Aug(ustae)
Vas(iensium) Voc(ontiorum) Q(uinto) Secundio /Zmaragdo Sevir(o) Aug(ustali)
marito /eius T(itus) Catius Severus frater et h(eres) f(aciendum) c(uravit)/ ex
testamento
17 GIL 12 1602:D(is) M(anibus)/ Aleticiae/ Doridis Ale/ticia Trophi/me
alumnulae/ et sibi viva/ fec(it)
181 have not been able to find examples elsewhere. It may be a regional usage of the
type from which many Romance language words arose, being derived from the
diminutive rather than the proper form of a Latin word.
19Cicero ad fam. 14.1 'Tulliolae et Ciceroni salutem die. valete.' Dated at 58BC, she
was 20 years old.
20Hanne Nielsen (1994):153 foll., drawing on Harrod and her own research on the
epitaphs in GIL 6, records that 49% of all commemorated, excluding selfcommemorations, are commemorated with at least one epithet.
21saller and Shaw (1984):130, 'The skewing is not an effect upon our data but rather is
produced by the very differences in cultural preferences for funerary
commemoration that we are studying. Whatever skewing there is in these data,
therefore, represents the phenomena that we are seeking to measure.'
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Vocontian epitaphs but some multiples do occur, either as two
conventional epithets together or as an epithet accompanied by an
expression22. Multiples also occur when co-commemorators each
choose one which is specific to their relationship with the deceased23.
Sometimes the commemorator and not the deceased is described by an
epithet, with the deceased being simply named. Thus a grieving
mother is pia constans and bereaved parents are infelicissimi.
Children usually describe themselves with a pius compound as do the
children of Sextus Quintus Sextianus and two sisters who are
dedicating to their most dear parents24. The former is the only
occasion when both dedicator and deceased receive an epithet. Twelve
different epithets or expressions are used for the deceased although
some of them only occur once or twice. In the compilation of the
statistics spelling variations have been discounted, even though they
are sometimes useful evidence that a particular epithet has continued
in use over time. It is not possible to relate the application of epithets to
specific age-sets to any great degree, as Hanne Nielsen has done,
because of the small sample size of inscriptions recording ages at
death25. Tables 6 and 7 show the distribution of the epithets recorded
in the Vocontian sample. What is most notable about the distribution is
that it generally corresponds to the patterns of recorded relationships
as shown by Table 2 in that epithets for spouses and children
predominate and that the epithets are predominantly employed within
the nuclear family group. Some variation occurs within each familial
category.
22cJL 12 1683:(dis) m(anibus)/ .... ae Urbi/(ci)llae/ Iul(ius) Asclepiades/ coniugi
karissi/mae piissimae et/ sibi vivus f ecit
CIL 12 1703:D(is) M(anibus)/ Q(uinto) Iulio Quintili/ani filio Quinti/ano
def(uncto) annor(um)/ Villi et (mensium) VII et/ d(ierum) II Iulius Quin/tilianus
et At/tia Avita filio dulcissimo et/ omnibus oris de/si(derantissimo)
23CJL 12 1466:D(is) M(anibus)/ Valeriae Se/verin(a)e Sex/tilianus et/ Valeria
Vin/centia m(a)tri/ obmerentis/sim(a)e et co(n)iu/gi inco(m)pa/rabili posu/erunt
CIL 12 1677:fragment, ... aes fil(iae) pientissim(ae)/ Verinus sorori/ karissimae et
si/bi vivus fecitl an(norum) XXII d(e)f(unctae)
24CJL 12 1544:D(is) M(anibus)/ B(a)ebiae Gratinae/Aelia Fortunata/ mater p(ia)
c(onstans) (fecit)
CIL 12 1597 :D(is) M(anibus)/ Veri Severiani/ argentari an(norum) XXIX/
Severinus et Iulia/ parentes infelicis/simi et sibi v(ivi) f(ecerunt)
CIL 12 1629:Pater(no)/ et Iuliae Pompe/iae Iul(ia) Paezon(a)/ et lul(ia)
Patemil/la filii pientissimi/ parentibus carissimis fe/cerunt
CIL 12 1442: ... S(iixto) Q(uinto) Siixtia/no/ fi(l)ii piiin(t)is/s(i)mi ...
25Nielsen, H.S.(1994):134-5 and figs. 1-5. Ages at death will be discussed separately
towards the end of this chapter while some pertinent examples will be included
during a discussion of the epithets.
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Table 6. Epithets -nuclear family. (The figure in brackets shows the relative
percentage of the total epithets applied to that group)

Epithet

.

car1ss
.. .
pnss1m
pientiss
optimis
incomp
obmeren
dulciss
. .
m1rr1ss
sanctiss
bene
expr.
no.
epithets
no.
epitaphs

Recipients -nuclear family
husband mother
wife
12
3
3
3
5

father

parents

son

daughter

3

1

1

2

5

2
5

7
5
5
2

1

1

.

1

1
1

1
1

2

1
1

2

31(33)

8(9)

3(3)

9(10)

2(2)

23(25)

4(4)

29

8

3

9

3

23

4

patroness

liberta

2

3

1

Table 7. Enithets
-oth.1
Epithet

2

1

:lati,

·--· --h.

""

Recipients -other relationships
nepos
patron
brother
sister

2
car1ss
.
.
.
pnss1m
pientiss
optimis
.
1ncomp
obmeren
dulciss
. .
m1rr1ss
sanctiss
bene
expr.
no.
epithets 2(2)
no.
epitaphs 2

1
1

1(1)

1(1)

2(2)

3(3)

1(1)

1

1

2

3

1

Wives are described almost four times as often as husbands compared
with being commemorated only twice as often while husbands receive
few epithets. The frequent application of epithets to sons is
commensurate with their high level of attestation overall. The
infrequency of epithets applied to daughters, siblings, and the extended
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family is quite consistent with the overall commemorative pattern and
generally comparable with Nielsen's findings for the application of
epithets at Rome26. The Spanish evidence provides a useful comparison
from the West and an analysis of the laudatory terminology in Spanish
epitaphs reveals that, as in the Gallic sample, most are contained in
nuclear family commemorations27.
Nielsen reports that the most frequently used epithets at Rome are bene
merens (50%), dulcissimus I a (12%), carissimus I a (12%),
pientissimus I a or piissimus I a (10% ), optimis I a(5% ), sanctissimus I a
(2%) and incomparabilis (1%) and that these represent 93% of the
epithets in CIL 6 along with a small percentage which employs a
sentence describing circumstance (1%). As the tables show the
Vocontii favoured the same commonly employed epithets as Roman
dedicators but with altered frequencies of use: carissimus I a (33%),
optimis I a (27% ), pientissimus I a or piissimus I a (22% ), incomparabilis
(8% ), dulcissimus I a (2% ), sanctissimus I a (2% ), an expression or
sentence (3%), obmerentissimus I a (1 %), mirrissimus I a (1 %) and bene
merens (1%). The most marked variation occurs in the use of bene
merens, which is popular at Rome but only appears in a single
example, a wife, at Vasio28. The disproportionate use is perhaps due to a
habit at Rome of using it as a formula, often b.m, to mark.the end of an
epitaph29. Epitaphic end points among the Gauls are more likely to
be variations on the sub ascia dedicavit formula30. As well, Nielsen notes
that the use of b.m. at Rome and in Latin literature is to describe
predominantly non-familial relations, reflecting circumstances of
obligation and gratitude31. Since these relationships occupy little of the
Vocontian sample, it is to be expected that bene merens would be
under-represented. Given some use in spousal commemorations at
Rome, however, one would expect the frequency of bene merens to be a
little higher, unless the Vocontian commemorators viewed its usage as
an attestation of conjugal obligation with little real sentiment attached.
The relative frequency of pius compounds (22%) is much higher than at
26Jbid.:133-6.
27 Curchin, L. (1982):179-82.
28cJL 12 1634:D(is) M(anibus) Iuliae Acme/ vix(it) ann(is) XXVII/ C(aius) Iulius
Asclepiades/ coniugi b(ene) m(erenti) fecit
29Nielsen, H. (1994):139-141.
30rbe topic will be developed in chapter 6.
31cicero de Prov.24.2: de Leg .1.43.3
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Rome. The Spanish evidence provides a useful comparison with slightly
more than half of nuclear family commemorations using pius
compounds, most commonly pientissimus 32 . Expressions of pietas are
strongest between children and parents and between siblings in the
Spanish evidence whereas the Vocontii employ pius compounds most
often between parents and children but not at all between siblings (in so
far as we can make such a bold assertion from a sample space of three).
Table 6 shows that as the most common recipients of epithets with 33%
of the total, Vocontian wives are most often carissima,
pientissima I piissima or incomparabilis33. They are also optima
sanctissima and benemerens in descending order of frequency34. Nielsen
notes that carissimus I a is primarily applied to adults rather

32Curchin, L. (1982):179-182.
33JLGN 254:D(is) M(anibus)/ lul(iae) Marcianae/ P(ublius) Heraclius/ coniugi/
karissimae s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)
CIL 12 1434:D.M. Musae Grani/ani lib(ertae)/ Victorinus/ Lucini fil(i)/ uxori
caris/simae et Chry/sippus fil(iae)
CIL 12 1458:D.M.Q(uintae) Titiae Q(uinti) l(ibertae)/ Veratianu/s
uxori/k(a)r(i)s(si)mae/ S.A.D.
CIL 12 1462:fragment, M(arcus) Val(erius) Paulinu(s)/ Eucar(p)us uxor(i)/
carissim(ae)
CIL 12 1516:D(is) M(anibus)/ Viator Sabini f(ili)/ lul(iae) Ma(r)iae/ coniugi
carissi/mae
CIL 12 1593:D(is) M(anibus)/ Ma(r)tin/ae Cam/asius Mac/ellarius/ coniug(i)/
cariss(imae)
CIL 12 1704:D(is) M(anibus)/ Sev(er)iniae/ Atticae Iulia/nus Aviti fil(ius)/
coniugi karis/simae s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)
CIL 12 1717:D(is) M(anibus)/ Verillae filiae Verati/ Flavian(us) Iuli fili/coniugis
charissimae
CIL 12 690:d(is) m(anibus)/ Caeciliae D(ecii) f(iliae) Aprullae flam(inicae)/
designatae Col(oniae) Dea(e) Aug(ustae) Voc(ontiorum)/ thanatos annos XIIII
mens(es) II dies V/ maritus uxori piissimae po/suit
AE 1976#389:D(is) M(anibus)/ memoriae [a]etem(a)e Mar/[c]ian(a)e Chrys/
ogones coni/[u]ge pientissime/ [-]derius Paulus/ posuit maritus/ bonus
s(epulchrum) d(edit)
CIL 12 1638:D.M.llul(iae) Philumen(a)es/ Sex(tus) Pomp(eius) Eutyches/ maritus
et/ Iul(ia) Calinice lib(erta)/ pientissimae
CIL 12 1636:luliae Eu/tychiae/ C(aius) Venates/ Asclepio/dorus/ uxori
in/compara/bili et s(uis) V(ivus) f(ecit)
CIL 12 1700:D(is) M(anibus)/ et memori(a)e (a)eter/n(a)e Severio/la(e) Sirini
co(n)/iugi inco/mparabili/ Titulum/ (p)osuu(it)
34cJL 12 1702:D(is) M(anibus)/ Gelliae Paulinae/ L(ucius) Car(e)ius Severianus/
coniugi optimae et sibi/ vivus f ecit
CIL 12 5843:D(is) M(anibus)/ Sabinius/ V(e)ra(t)ia/nus Atili(ae)/ (De)utera(e)/
c(oniugi) optim(ae)
CIL 12 1652:fragment, ... mmius Pothinus/ (u)xori sanctissim(ae)
CIL 12 1634:D(is) M(anibus) Iuliae Acme/ vix(it) ann(is) XXVII/ C(aius) Iulius
Asclepiades/ coniugi b(ene) m(erenti) fecit
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than children and that it does seem to be a favourite epithet applied to
spouses elsewhere. The next most common recipients are sons (25%)
and they are also most often characterised as pientissimus I piissimus
or carissimus35. It is noted that at Rome dulcissimus is associated
with age-indications of young children and this might mean that sons
commemorated in our sample are mostly adult36. The frequency of
epithets in their dedications is consistent with their level of attestation.
Parents only receive 16% of epithets which is low compared with their
relatively large level of attestation in the epitaphs overall. Generally
they are not commemorated together and are individually mostly
optimis, although one dulcissimus recipient is a senivus, aged 60 who
is commemorated by his children. Fathers tend to be optimus when
commemorated by daughters as Table 8 shows37. In the epitaph of
35GIL 12 1394:P(ubHo) Atilio Ingenuo/ fil(io) pientissimo/ Iulia Ingenua/ mater/ et
Q(uintus) Iul(ius) Marcellinus Lae(na?) maritus (eius fecerunt?)
GIL 12 1368:D(is) M(anibus)/ L(ucii) Laeli(i) Fortunati/ praef(ecti)
praesidio(rum) et/ priv(atorum) Voc(ontiorum) fla/mini Aug(ustali) ponti/fici
L(ucius)Laelius/Olympus filio/piissimo
GIL 12 1649:D(is) M(anibus)/ L(uci) Pomp(ei) Faustini fili piissimi defun(cti)/
Ann(orum) XX quern post mortem fratr(is)/ eius Severiani L(ucius) Pomp(eius)
Herme/ros pater amisserat
GIL 12 1675:D(is) M(anibus)/ Veratio/ Verinus Marcelli (fili?)/ filio pientiss(imo)/
et s(ibi) v(ivus) ftecit)
GIL 12 1463:D(is) M(anibus)/M(arci) Valeri(i) Severi/ Licinia Vera mater/ filio
karissimo
GIL 12 1609:D(is) M(anibus)/ Cariniani Va/leriani fil(i)/ annorum XV/ Acne
fil(io) cariss(imo)/ et sibi viva fec(it)
GIL 12 1611:D.M./ Charmides At/tiae lib(erti)/ ann(orum) XVIII Philume/ne filio
carissi/mo
GIL 12 1669:D(is) M(anibus)/ Valerio fil(io) pientis/simo/ Mercator Secundi fil(i)/
Victorina (T)emporini fil(i)
GIL 12 1674:D(is) M(anibus)/ Verati Al/bini fil(i)/ Vera mater/ filio optimo
36only GIL 12 1703, above, names a boy dulcissimus and supplies one of the few ageindications. He was nine years old.
37 GIL 12 1626:D(is) (manibus)/ Iuliani V(er)/inae fil(i et)/ Glycerae u/xori
eius v/ivae Verin(a)/ fil(ia) pare(n)tib(us)/ optimis f(ecit)
GIL 12 1629:Pater(no)/ et Iuliae Pompe/iae Iul(ia) Paezon(a)/ et Iul(ia) Patemil/la
fl.Iii pientissimi/ parentibus carissimis fe/cerunt
GIL 12 1395:D(is) M(anibus)/ memoriae/ (a)eteme Atiliae/ Avitian(a)e T(itus)/
Sallustius/ Marcellia/nus matri/ optimae
GIL 12 1466:D(is) M(anibus)/ Valeriae Se/verin(a)e Sex/tilianus et/ Valeria
Vin/centia m(a)tri/ obmerentis/sim(a)e et co(n)iu/gi inco(m)pa/rabili posu/erunt
GIL 12 1427:Marcian/us et Secu/ndinus m/emoriam/ posuerun/t Patruvi p/atri
dulci/ssimo sen/ivo annor/um sexsagi/nta
GIL 12 1455:fragment, Sextiola patri optumo
GIL 12 1668:D(is) M(anibus)/ Successi/ Vitalis fil(i)/ Vera pa/tri optim(o)
GIL 12 1701:D(is) (manibus)/ et m(emori)/ae M(arce)/lli M(arce)/lla pat(ri
pi)/entiss(imo)
GIL 12 1718:D(is) M(anibus)/ Atticini Afventini f(ili)/ Atticianu(s)/ et
Matem/atius patr(i)/ optimo
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Lucius Iulius Cladaeus both parents are named by the dedicator but
only the father is awarded an epithet. One may speculate that Lucius
Iulius Iulianus is the son of Lucius Iulius Cladaeus but not of Iulia
Carpima and that this is a neat device for saying so38. Alternatively,
Iulia Carpima may still be alive and applying an epithet to her might
have been regarded as tempting the fates.

From
wife
husband

To
husband
,vife

parents

son/s

fathers
mothers

son/s
daughter/s
sons

sons

daughter/s
fathers

daughters

brothers/s
sister/s

mothers
fathers
mothers
both parents
sister/s
brother/s

Epithet

optimus(5), c I karissimus(3)
c I kl charissima(12),
incomp.,pientissima I piissima
(5), optima (5), sanctissima(2),
bene merens, expr.(1)
pientissimus I piissimus(3)
karissimus(2),optimus,
. . .
.
mz.rrz.ssz.mus, z.ncomp.,
dulcissimus, expr.(1)
pientissimus I piissimus( 4)
carissima I incomp.(1)
c I karissimus(5),
pientissimus I piissimus(3)
optimus(l)
pientissima, karissima( 1)
dulcissimus, pientissimus,
carissimus, optimus( 1)
optima(2)
optimus(4), pientissimus( 1)
obmerentisima(l)
optimi, carissimi( 1)
karissima( 1)
carissimus(2)

Husbands are either optimus or carissimus and they are underattested in epithets compared with wives and sons39. Likewise
daughters who receive only 6% of attestations overall receive few

ii !

38The size and cost of an inscription always needs to be taken into consideration.
Nielsen discusses the probability that cost sometimes dictated content, especially
the inclusion of age-indications at the expense of an epithet. It probably did not
affect the inscription here as both parents could easily have been carissimi.
CIL 12 1580:L(ucio) Iul(io) Clada(eo)/..... L(ucius) Iul(ius) lulianus/ patri
carissimo/ et lul(ia) Carpime/ matri v(ivus) f(ecit)
39cJL 12 1605:D(is) M(anibus)/ L(uci) Atili Diony/si Iulia Chrysis/ marito
caris/simo et sibi/ viva fecit
CIL 12 1628:D(is) M(anibus)/ L(uci) lul(i) Onesimi/ lul(ia) Secundi/na marito/
optimo
CIL 12 1654:D(is) M(anibus) M(arci) Primi Mes/soris Atisia/ Paulina mari/to
optimo
CIL 12 1663:D(is) M(anibus)/ Saturnini/ Secundini (fl.Ii?)/ (M)ercatilla .. ./fil(io)
coniu(gi)/ cariss(imo)
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epithets. They are described as carissima, pientissima and
incomparibilis in four of their eleven epitaphs40. Epithets are only
accorded to siblings in three out of eight dedications and they are all
variables of carissima41. The extended family is represented only once
when a grandson is remembered as piissimus by his grandmother42.
Patrons attract epithets at a greater rate than the extended family, and
are inevitably optimi43. In a single case the reverse occurs and a
liberta is listed, probably by her mistress, as optima«.
The use of epithets is not only suggestive of the expectations of society
and the personal attitudes between individuals, but when used in
epitaphs also evokes certain themes which reflect attitudes towards
death. Thus from the theme of untimely death emerges the suffering
of the bereaved, the loss of the adult potential of a dead child, concern
over the resting place of the body or the secure knowledge that a life has
been well lived45. The notion of filial piety seems to dominate the
relationship between Vocontian sons and fathers. But when both
parents together remember a son there is a greater range of epithets
applied and a commensurate sense of greater personal sentiment. So
too might the pius epithet convey actual sentiment if it represents the
ultimate positive statement that can be made by a father about his
child's character. It might be just as reflective of the keenness of a
parent's loss as of the legal and literary conventions of filial piety. The

40ILGN 255:D(is) M(anibus)/ Nicasius pa/ter fili(a)e ca/risim(a)e que/vixit
anno/s XVII me(n)ses/VI ...
GIL 12 1397:D(is) M(anibus)/ Atti(a)e Iuli/ae Julia Ti/tul(la) maUer filiae/
pientissi/mae quae/vixit an(n)/is XXVIIII m(ensibus)/ 1111 di(es) 1111/ ave/ s(ub)
a(scia) d(edicavit)
GIL 12 1673:Val(eriae) Verae defunc/tae ann(is) VI L(ucius) Val(erius)
Ve/ratianus fil(iae) incom(parabile)
4 lGIL 12 1620:Gratin(i)/ Mercatoris/ fil(i)/ Gratina fra/tri carissimo
GIL 12 1677:fragment, ... aes fil(iae) pientissim(ae)/ Verinus sorori/ karissimae et
si/bi vivus feciU an(norum) XXII d(e)ftunctae)
.GIL 12 1678:(V)erin(o) Pupil f(ili) Vera Pupi fUliae)/ fratri car(issimo)
42GIL 12 1391:D(is) M(anibus)/ C(aii) Anni(i) Atilia/ni annor(um) XXII/Annia
Pupa a/via nepoti/ piissimo
43GIL 12 1370:D(is) M(anibus)/ Q(uinto) Passerio Ter/tio Sevir Aug(ustalis)
Vas(iensium)/ Q(uintus) Passerius Va/lentinus et Q(uintus)/ Passerius
Fortu/natus liberti/ patrono optimo/ ex testamento
GIL 12 5844:D.M./ Verill(a)e/ Verini fil/iliae (sic) Cupi/tia Felicic/sima
patro/n(a)e optum(a)e
44GIL 12 1418:D.M./ Iuliae/ Rufi.nae/ Julia/ Primella/ libert(a)e/ optimae
45Lattimore, R. (1962):172-211. Such themes are expanded with regard to both Greek
and Latin epitaphs.
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epithetic description of the deceased reflects on the living. Thus the
father is automatically deemed worthy of the piety of his child and
wives bask in the certainty that they were worthy of the 'best' from their
'best of husbands'. This criterion for selection need not diminish the
extent of real affection behind the commemoration.
Nielsen's description of bene merens as being preferred in
circumstances evoking gratitude and obligation has already been cited.
These are the sentiments expected in dedications recording patronage
and inheritance. Few inscriptions in the sample record
commemorators as heres, although many must have been and there
are no grateful epithets accompanying the few samples46. Patrons are
always optimus but so are husbands, wives, parents and children.
Surely the 'best of fathers' in the dedication from a daughter conveys a
deeper sentiment than that of a client for his patron, especially since
the circumstances of commemoration are likely to be that she is his
sole surviving family member. It is reasonable to assume that the
selection of this epithet is reflective of a deeper sentiment. Despite this,
there is a certain restraint about the Vocontian epithets. Vivid
outpourings of grief are rare, with only a very few examples where
multiple epithets and extended expressions convey a tangible sense of
bereavement47 . In the epitaph of Quintus Iulius Iulianus in particular
there is a greater sense of the mors immatura, that the parents are
mourning a future with their child that is lost. Albus Licinulus is
adulescentus mirissimus, dead before the realisation of his adult
potential. Sapricia is anima innocens to her husband. This gentle
sentiment is accompanied by a more formal declaration by her mother
of her piety. Thus the private and public aspects of the relationship are

46For example CIL 12 1362, see fn. 14 in this chapter.
4 7CIL 12 1390:D(is manibus)/ Albi Luci(nuli)/Adulescenti mi/rissimi qui vixit
an/nos XV mens(es) 1111 di/es V Albius Gra/tus et Attia Lucinu/la filio
pientissi/(m)o sub ascia dedi/caverunt
CIL 12 1449:D(is manibus)/ Sapriciae/ animae in/nocenti M/arinus con/iugi et
Mari/na matri pi/entissimae
CIL 12 1683:(dis) m(anibus)/ .... ae Urbi/(ci)llae/ Iul(ius) Asclepiades/ coniugi
karissi/mae piissimae etl sibi vivus fecit
CIL 12 1703:D(is) M(anibus)/ Q(uinto) Iulio Quintili/ani filio Quinti/ano
def(uncto) annor(um)/ VIIII et (mensium) VII etl d(ierum) II Iulius Quin/tilianus
et Atltia Avita filio dulcissimo etl omnibus oris de/si(derantissimo)
CIL 12 1927:D(is) M(anibus)/ Valeriae Iadi(ae) Vocontiae/ defunctae anorum
XXVII/ L(ucius) Livius Severus/ coniugi carissimae/ ob eius eximia merita/ et sibi
vivus posterisque suis
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covered. The declaration of parents that they are infelicissimi is
redolent of grief and a remjnder that it is the survivors who are
suffering48. The death of these offspring is an inversion of the norm
and they are being buried by parents who should have been buried by
them.
The innate conservatism of the Vocontian sample is clearly seen in a
comparison with the epithets employed elsewhere in the West.
Baeticans exhibit a far greater degree of variability and idiosyncracy in
their choices, even though some of the expectations of a romanised
population are upheld, as in the frequency with which bene merens is
applied to spouses49. Spanish spouses are also commonly carissimi or
optimi, but husbands are also indulgentissimi and wives sanctissimae .
Children are dulcissimi as at Rome, while infants are clarissimi and
suavissimi. Women are specifically castissimae and pudicissimae.
In only 23 cases, or ten percent of the whole, is age at death recorded in
the epitaphs, a level consistent with the evidence for Romes 0 • The
infrequency of age expression has been attributed to considerations of
space and cost, but it is worth pointing out the large numbers of se vivo
dedications which, prepared in advance, obviously preclude the
inclusion of age at death on an epitaph. The large number of stones
with pedatura found across the pagi and vici of the Vocontii suggests
that it was common to prepare the burial site in advance and to

delineate its size and occupants. Some of the plots are so large as to be
able to accomodate several generations and the inscription of Materna
suggests that this was the case51. In so far as statements can be made
about such a small sample, the distribution of age sets is also

48cJL 12 1597:D(is) M(anibus)/ Veri Severiani/ argentari an(norum) XXIX/

Severinus et Iulia/ parentes infelicis/simi et sibi v(ivi) f(ecerunt)
CIL 12 1416:D(is) M(anibus)/ Iulio Severi/anus defunt/us annorum/ 1111 Messe(sic)
Viii/ dierum XVIII/ Iulius Maxx/iminus Val(eria)/ Valeriana pa/rentes
infel/icissimi filio/ posuuerunt (sic)
49curchin, L. (1982):179-182 and Hanne Nielsen, a paper presented at the Third
Roman Family Conference at the Humanities Research Centre, Australian
National University, 1994, publication forthcoming, 1997.
50K]einer, D. (1987):545-554.
5 lcJL 12 1430:Matema Paeti fil(ia)/fecit sibi et suis/ Sex(to) Gennaeo Sorici(o)
viro/ Sex(to) Genn(aeo) Matern(ae) f(ili) Genn(aeae) Sex(ti)/f(iliae) Quintillae
Genn(aeae) Sex(ti) f(iliae) Lucillae/ h(oc) m(onumentum) h(eredem) n(on)
s(equetur)
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consistent. Kleiner states that the extremes of old age and the tragedy
of premature death are the most common circumstances for the
inclusion of age at Rome. At Vasio only one advanced age is recorded
(not necessarily an under-representation in a sample of 23), being a
man sixty years old and described as dulcissimus senivus. Most
notably, there are no ages recorded between this and the oldest of the
rest of the sample at twenty nine years old. Children below the age of
fourteen account for eight cases, being single examples of three, four,
five, six, eight, nine, eleven and thirteen year olds. Of the seven
individuals aged between fifteen and twenty, two were fifteen, two
seventeen, one eighteen and two twenty years old. The remaining
seven ages are comprised of two at twenty two, one at twenty seven,
three at twenty nine and one is unreadable. This distribution implies a
pattern of commemoration revolving around the untimely death of the
young adult and the small child, even though the themes of mors
immatura and fatum iniquum are infrequently referred to in
epithets52.

In seventeen cases ages at death occur alongside epithets. These
record the positive characteristics of the deceased or qualify the
relationship between the bereaved and the deceased. It is interesting
that those children under twelve whose age is (presumably) accurately
recorded do not always have an epithet, while those over twelve who are
likewise recorded always do. This challenges our expectation that the
precise recording of very young ages is due to sentiment since one
would expect such feeling to be further expressed epithetically.
Parents are usually the commemorators who include an age at death
alongside of an epithet, with four cases each of parents together, a
mother alone and a father alone53. In two cases it is the bereaved
52AE 1972 #276; 1976 #284.
53GIL 12 1390:D(is manibus)/ Albi Luci(nuli)/Adulescenti mi/rissimi qui vixit
an/nos XV mens(es) 1111 di/es V Albius Gra/tus et Attia Lucinu/la filio
pientissi/(m)o sub ascia dedi/caverunt
GIL 12 1416:D(is) M(anibus)/ Iulio Severi/anus defunt/us annorum/ 1111 Messe(sic)
Viii/ dierum XVIII/ Iulius Maxx/iminus Val(eria)/ Valeriana pa/ rentes
infel/icissimi filio/ posuuerunt (sic)
GIL 12 1597:D(is) M(anibus)/ Veri Severiani/ argentari an(norum) XXIX/
Severinus et Iulia/ parentes infelicis/simi et sibi v(ivi) f(ecerunt)
GIL 12 1703:D(is) M(anibus)/ Q(uinto) Iulio Quintili/ani filio Quinti/ano
def(uncto) annor(um)/ VIIII et (mensium) VII et/ d(ierum) II Iulius Quin/tilianus
et At/tia Avita filio dulcissimo etl omnibus oris de/si(derantissimo)
ILGN 211:Q(uintus) Esmerius/ annorum/ VIII m(ensium) duo/rum d(ierum) XI
Iulia Afro/dite filio c(arissimo?)
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parents who are described as infelicissimi. The overall predominance
of male children continues, with twice as many boys as girls receiving
both epithet and age at death. Other ages at death in tandem with an
epithet are recorded by a grandmother, two husbands, a brother and
the adult children of the 60 year old man mentioned above54. It is
impossible to tell how far down the social ladder the epigraphic habit
went and so it is impossible to determine whether these seventeen
epitaphs which include name, age, epithet and relationship, are an
ostentatious exhibition of wealth and status or whether all of these
aspects have been included because of extreme sentimentalism.

I

i

Twelve of the ages recorded have been expressed in round years. At
first glance their provenance is consistent with the theory that age
awareness seems to have been most accurate in areas near the capital,
(although the testing of hypotheses is really invalid with such a small
sample)5 5. Only two examples come from Vasio, but nine of the rest are
from Dea Augusta which, while it is remote from Vasio, is an urban
centre of religious and probably tribal signifcance. Most of the Gallic
evidence for the hypothesis comes from Lugdunum, Burdigala, Arelate
GIL 12 1397 :D(is) M(anibus)/ Atti(a)e Iuli/ae Iulia Ti/tul(la) mat/er filiae/
pientissi/mae quae/vixit an(n)/is XXVIIII m(ensibus)/ 1111 di(es) 1111/ ave/ s(ub)
a(scia) d(edicavit)
GIL 12 1609:D(is) M(anibus)/ Cariniani Va/leriani fil(i)/ annorum XV/ Acne
fil(io) cariss(imo)/ et sibi viva fec(it)
GIL 12 1611:D.M./ Charmides At/tiae lib(erti)/ ann(orum) XVIII Philume/ne filio
carissi/mo
GIL 12 1649:D(is) M(anibus)/ L(uci) Pomp(ei) Faustini fili piissimi defun(cti)/
Ann(orum) XX quern post mortem fratr(is)/ eius Severiani L(ucius) Pomp(eius)
Herme/ros pater amisserat
GIL 12 1673:Val(eriae) Verae defunc/tae ann(is) VI L(ucius) Val(erius)
Ve/ratianus fil(iae) incom(parabile)
GIL 12 1413:D(is) M(anibus)/ C(aio) Iucundio/ Severo de/functo an/nor(um)
XXVIIII/ mens(ium) VIII dier(um)/ 1111 C(aius) lucund(ius)/ Severianus/ fil(io)
.. .
p11ss1mo
ILGN 255:D(is) M(anibus)/ Nicasius pa/ter fili(a)e ca/risim(a)e que/vixit anno/s
XVII me(n)sesNI ...
54GIL 12 1391:D(is) M(anibus)/ C(aii) Anni(i) Atilia/ni annor(um) XXII/Annia
Pupa a/via nepoti/ piissimo
CIL 12 1427:Marcian/us et Secu/ndinus m/emoriam/ posuerun/t Patruvi p/atri
dulci/ssimo sen/ivo annor/um sexsagi/nta
CIL 12 1634:D(is) M(anibus) Iuliae Acme/ vix(it) ann(is) :XXVII/ C(aius) Iulius
Asclepiades/ coniugi b(ene) m(erenti) fecit
CIL 12 1677:fragment, ... aes fil(iae) pientissim(ae)/ Verinus sorori/ karissimae et
si/bi vivus fecit/ an(norum) XXII d(e)f(unctae)
CIL 12 1687:fragment, ... rianus/ (in)compara/(bli defunc)te an(norum)
XX/viv(u)s (fecit)
55nuncan-Jones, R.P. (1977):342.
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and Vienna, capitals which combined administrative and cultic
functions and the relationship between Vasio and Dea Augusta thus
presents a unique problem in the definition of 'capital' in this sample.
The problem is resolved in favour of the hypothesis if 'capital' is defined
in terms of the main administrative centre which is Vasio. The
argument is weakened by the distant provenance of some of the rural
examples56.
The idea that social groups more remote from the capital are less likely
to be literate enough to compute and accurately record ages does not
take into account the influence of smaller urban centres, a fact which is
acknowledged by the authors. As a centre for the Imperial Cult Dea
was probably particularly influential in spreading Roman ideologies
and votive and commemorative forms. A previous chapter noted the
remains of temple calendars in such cult centres which would have
provided a valuable and precise method of dating for local populations57.
All this evidence suggests that the material from Dea should show a
greater degree of precision and the fact that it does not is unexplainable.
All that can reasonably be said of this sample is that younger children
and adolescents are seemingly more likely to have their ages recorded
explicitly to the month and the day and that whatever the age, these
precise commemorators were usually one or both parents58 .
Interpretable filiation appears on 102 of our inscriptions, most often on
epitaphs with a small number on ex voto dedications. Another small
set appears on honorific inscriptions as a formal declaration of status,
usually accompanied by tribal indication and career structure. The
paucity of tribal-indications will be discussed at a later stage. The
56The inscriptions so far encountered have shown that the principal administrative
officers are located at Vasio, with subsidiary offices operating in the pagi. The
sevirate of the Imperial Cult is located diversely, with Dea Augusta producing the
largest sample and administrative seviri who appear to have no religious function
are located mainly in Vasio.
57 Chapter 3.2, p. 79.
5&rhe extended ages recorded are as follows, with provenance noted: 3 years, 11
months, 10 days(Ag. Occ.), 4 years, 8 months, 18 days(Le Barroux), 5 years, 2
months, 19 days(Ag. Occ.), 8 years, 2 months, 10 days(V aison), 9 years, 11 months,
23 days(Die), 11 years, 7 months, 2 days(Ag. Occ.), 15 years, 3 months, 5
days(Vaison), 17 years, 6 months(Ag. Occ.), 29 years, 4 months, 4 days(Vaison), 29
years, 8 months, 4 days(V aison). The rounded ages are as follows, 6 years(Die), 13
years(V aison), 15 years(Die), 17 years(Die), 18 years(Die), 20 years twice(Die), 22
years(Die), 22 years(Vaison), 27 years(Die), 29 years(Die), 60 years(vicinity of
Vaison).
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paucity of tribal-indications will be discussed at a later stage. The
personal filiations on epitaphs may be reflective of many things in
terms of status and sentiment or its presence may simply be reflective of
an expected sepulchral standard imposed by the commemorators. Ex
voto and se vivo dedications are more likely to be an accurate reflection
of what was important personally. Thus, it is interesting to look at
some peculiarities in filiation in association with other aspects of the
inscription including type, nomenclature and iconography.
In a patrilineal society, such as at Rome, filiation technically conferred
the rights of succession, of inheritance and of the continuation of the
gens in the male line. Generally, at Rome, filiations on inscriptions
were patrilineal. The maternal line did contribute claritas and Tacitus
relates that Piso capitalised upon the rank and influence of Plancina.
Such influential wives and mothers had their own clients and
husbands like Marcus Scribonius Libo Drusus clearly hoped to benefit
from the influence of such socially superior women59. Despite Cicero's
interpretation of the reasons Clodia had for bringing young men like
Caelius Rufus into her beau monde, the fact remains that she was a
woman of patrician origin with influential connections. An entree into
her personal circle gave access to a considerable social and political
network60. The splendour of Germanicus' maternal line gave him, in
the public perception if Tacitus is to be believed, a superiority over the
younger Drusus. This was still a male-focused perception since the
glory was that of his mother's male relatives, although her personal
demeanour as Roman matron was admired. Such claritas in the
female line of descent was manifested sometimes in nomenclature, as
in the case of Vespasian, but not by matrilineal filiation.

In the strictest sense of the Roman laws relating to the transmission of
property the woman, according to Ulpian, was the beginning and the
end of her own family, 'mulier autem familiae suae et caput et finis
est'61. But the letters of the Younger Pliny show that, by the end of the
first century AD, the extreme expectation of the law did not dictate
practice and that women did have the right to draw up their own will

59Tac. Ann. 2.43.5-6: 2.43.3. Tacitus Ann. 2.29 on Libo's 'escort of ladies of quality'.
60cicero pro Caelio, passim.
61Ulpian Dig. 50.16.195.5
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as agents of property transmission62. Corbier suggests that it was
indeed deemed a mother's duty in practice to name her children in her
will even before the senatus consultum Orfitianum of AD 178, which
recognized the right of children to succeed their mother if she died
intestate63. Both of these examples demonstrate the likelihood of a
child commemorating heirship to a mother without deviating from
patrilineal filiation. Thus, mothers in Roman society were
commemorated because of family claritas, through filial piety, or
because of heirship without deviation from patrilineal filiation. How
then to explain the small proportion of the examples from among the
Vocontii which do show filiation in the maternal line by both sons and
daughters64. Do they contribute to the understanding of the role of
women in Vocontian society?

If transmission of property in the female line was a generally accepted
usage from the first century on, then there is room for the hypothesis
that some of the filiations in the maternal line in our sample may
relate to property transmission, although none of the dedicators are
named as heres. This may be attributable to a common understanding
of property transmission through the female line in pre-Roman society,
which would be consistent with the observations of the early
ethnographers about the matrilineal nature of Celtic society, but one
would expect a larger sample of female filiations if this was the case,
although heres are under-attested in the sample overall.
It is tempting to relate two of the inscriptions which feature female
filiation to provide three generations, Minuta, Namuta and Modesta65.
The nomenclature suggests that they might all be peregrines, although
as chapter six will show, this is by no means certain. It is Weaver's
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62Pliny, Ep. 7.24.
63corbier, M. in Rawson, B. (1991):47-78.
64GIL 12 1433:Modesta Namutae fil(iae) ..... (marito or filio)/ suo viva fecit h(oc)
m(onumentum)
GIL 12 1435:Namuta Minutae fil(iae sibi et suis)/ marito suo ftecit) h(oc
monumentum heredem non sequetur)
GIL 12 1626:D(is) (manibus)/ Iuliani V(er)/inae fil(i et)/ Glycerae u/xori eius
v/ivae Verin(a)/ fil(ia) pare(n)tib(us)/ optimis f(ecit)
ILGN 233:D(is) M(anibus)/ Aviti Avitae/ fil(ii)/ Avita fil(io)/ carissimo
GIL 12 1374: ... (Vasie)nsium Vocontiorum Quintilliae Paternae fil(i)/ae uxori
vivos fecit et suis
65GIL 12 1433:Modesta Namutae fil(ia sibi et... marito)/ suo viva fecit HM(hns)
GIL 12 1435:Namuta Minutae fil(ia sibi et .. ./ marito suo fl:ecit) HM (hns)
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opinion that filiation, in its ideal usage, does indicate free birth,
ingenuitas, of citizen or peregrine parents66. If these women were
citizens, one might expect the duo nomina, so that they may represent
three generations of a peregrine family. It seems redundant for Avita
to have mentioned herself twice in her son's inscriptions, as dedicator
and in the filiation, unless she was intent on underlining his status as
ingenuus61. There is no indication that either was freed and if both
were servile the use of filiation would be a usurpation of status. The
conclusion otherwise is that they are native in origin. Quintillia is a
similar case, filiated to her mother and without duo nomina to denote
citizenship68. In the case of Verina, her father shows filiation to his
mother, also Verina69. This is generally regarded to be a name of
Celtic type, since it appears exclusively in the Gauls and the
Germanies. Her mother Glycera may have been of foreign and servile
origin and so it would be important to advertise the freeborn native
status of her father, Iulianus, by his filiation to a mother with local
status. In the former instance, there is a hint of a matrilineal social
structure but the latter can be explained as naming the Celtic parent to
the exclusion of another who is foreign and/or of low status. It might
also amount to an expression of ethnic identity and the discussion will
shortly turn to all of those inscriptions which recapitulate the notions
of native identity espoused in an earlier chapter. One final example of
filiation to a female is that of Iucundius son of Covertina, a name
familiar to the Britons as a female divine70.
Where does this leave Vocontian women in terms of status within the
family and in society? The cumulative evidence from patterns of
attestation, application of epithets and filiation is not suggestive of a
Vocontian society that was or ever had been matriarchal. As well as
the small number of inscriptions featuring female filiation there are
few mother-daughter relationships recorded, a preference for the
commemoration of sons over daughters and of fathers over mothers
and no predominance of epithets directed at women other than wives.
66weaver, P.R.C. in Rawson,B. (1991):185
67 ILGN 233:d(is) m(anibus)/ Aviti Avitae/ fil(i)/ Avita fil(io)/ carissimo
68cJL 12 1374:(Vasie)nsium Vocontiorum Quintiliae Paternae fil/(i)ae uxori vivos
fecit et suis
69CJL 12 1626:d(is) m(anibus)/ Iuliani V(e)/rinae fil(iae et)/Glycerae u/xori eius
v/ivae Verin(a)/ fil(ia) paretib(us) (sic)/ optimis f(ecit)
70JLGN 239:Iucundius Co/verline f(ilius) Macer/.... ./matribus . ./...
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The frequency with which sons receive epithets over their sisters and
fathers probably reflects famjlial expectations focussed on the male
offspring. This does not deny the reality of emotional attachment to
daughters and a genuine affection as the principal reason for the
commemoration of wives. But the valuing of women on these terms
and as biological continuators does not translate to their social,
political or legal empowerment among the Vocontii.
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Women of the local elite, such as Antistia Pia Quintilla and the wife of
Lucius Duvius Avitus, clearly commanded respect in the public sphere
beause of wealth, marriage and lineage. But there is no inscriptional
evidence to suggest a minimisation of the distinction between the
domestic sphere to which women were assigned and the public sphere
dominated by men. The weight of the evidence is consistent with the
observation that Vocontian religion was not particularly inclusive of
women in the pre-Roman or Roman era, in either the public or private
spheres. Pre-Roman Druidic religion was predicated on the
transmission of spiritual and legal power through the male. In the
religious inscriptions of the romanised population men predominate as
dedicators even in cults which might be expected to appeal largely to
women 71.
If filiafocality was a strong feature in the cultural perspective of the
native populations of Southern Gaul one would expect to detect it in the
filiations on epitaphs and ex voto dedications which feature native
nomenclature or some other culturally identifying mark72. As the
71This Thesis, chapter 3.1, p. 52-53.
72AE 1976 #398:Quinti/o Soli f(ilius)/ Mercurio v(otum) s(oluit) l(ibens) m(erito)
Sautel 2:Segomaros/ Villonos filius, civis nemausensis, fecit Belesami hoc fanum
ILGN 234:Aviti Servati fil(ii)/ Roudi Iulia Potiti (filia)/ uxor et Avita filia
ILGN 251:Fiilix Smii/ri fUli) Bagino/ et Bagina/tiabus/ VSLM
CIL 12 1285:Entius Daveri filius VSLM
CIL 12 1304:Matribus/ Adcultus/ Vassedonis f(ili)/ VSLM
CIL 12 131 7:Mercurio/ Messius/ Sennonis/ fil(i)
CIL 12 1332 :Proxumis/ Seneca Secundi/ fil(i)NSLM
CIL 12 1348:Sedatus/ Sacrini/ VSLM
CIL 12 1398:T(ito) Blaesio T(iti) f(ilio) Vol(tinia tribu)/ Cupito/ C(aio) Blaesio
T(iti) f(ilio) Vol(tinia tribu)/ Bellico Epato/ Litucci fil(io) mater
CIL 12 1403:Caresu(s)/ Aduli F(ilius)/ in f(ronte) p(edes) XII/ in ag(ro) p(edes) XII
CIL 12 1431:Matto/ Lutevi f(ili)
CIL 12 1674:D(is) M(anibus)/ Verati Al/bini fil(i)/ Vera mater/ filio optimo
CIL 12 1675:D(is) M(anibus)/ Veratio/ Verinus Marcelli (fili?)/ filio pientiss(imo)/
et s(ibi) v(ivus) f(ecit)
CIL 12 1714:Sparti Cassi/ (fil?) Ritucae uxo/r
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examples show, filiation in the male line predominates. Indeed, apart
from the few examples already listed of filiation between mother and
daughter, women with Celtic root names also predominantly filiate to
their father73. The importance to the family and society of the motherdaughter bond is not diminished however. This relationship is always
an important aspect in the socialisation of women destined to become
wives and mothers thenselves and common sense dictates that such
bonds were a feature of every society whether commemorated or not.
The divergence from the expectation that the epitaphs would show a
greater focus on mothers, wives and daughters is indicative of a high
degree of romanisation. It is also indicative of the probability that the
original nature of the native society did not approximate the filiafocal
structure which has been proposed for Germany and is evidence for the
polyvalent nature of those native societies which have been categorised
as the 'Western Celts'.
Although the servile inscriptions have largely been discussed in the
context of patronage and are not technically part of the extended family
structure, it is worthwhile considering servile representation in
commemorations and the likelihood that the epitaphs conceal
sentiment towards the slaves of the households of Vasio and a desire
for slaves to commemorate each other as a result of the contracting of
informal family arrangements. In a previous chapter the spatial
analysis of the town houses at Vasio indicated that the domestic
organisation of an aflluent domus approximated that of a Roman
household. The domestic servile population was likely to have been
substantial and in view of the wide variety of personal ornaments and
utilitarian household objects found in the town, we might suppose that
there was a diversity of servile occupations as there was in the great
CIL 12 5851:D(is) M(anibus)/ Verini/ Vatticini/ fil(i) Messi/na mater/ et sibi viva/
fec(it)
73JLGN 228:(dis manibus)/ Campa(no Cu)rsi f(ilio) sibi/ Venimarae Mocianti
f(iliae)/ matri Certo Cursi f(ilio) exs/ testamento Tertius Cursi fUlius)
CIL 12 1310:Ingenua/ Solimuti (filia)/ matris/ VSLM
CIL 12 1323:Minervae/ Paternal Paterni/ f(ilia) vissu (sic)/ LMP
CIL 12 1331:Proxsumis/ Potita C(aii) Cod/oni f(ilia) VSLM
CIL 12 1469:D(is) M(anibus)/ Verin(a)e/ Aventi/ni fil(iae)/ Carintia/nus coniu/gi
et Vera/tianus et/ Sev(e)ria/na m(atri)
CIL 12 1470:dis mani(bus)/ Verina/ Veri f(iliae) ...
CIL 12 1678:(V)erin(o) Pupil f(ili) Vera Pupi f(iliae)/ fratri car(issimo)
CIL 12 5844:D(is) M(anibus)/ Verill(a)e/ Verini fil/iliae (sic) Cupi/tia
Felicis/sima patro/n(a)e optum(a)e
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houses at Rome 74. If the correct interpretation of space has been made
for those houses with apparently public lavatories, it is likely that
substantial numbers of slaves were employed there in addition to the
usual domestic complement. The public bathhouses at Vasio were
impressive and would have also required a substantial servile labour
force. In addition many slaves worked with their craftsmen masters
and the inscriptions record professions such as opifices, lapidarii and
argentarii15. The artefacts catalogued by Sautel encompass a wide
range of crafts which used local materials, especially pottery. The
great Gallic ateliers at places like La Graufesenque probably relied on
substantial slave employment. The find of lead piping at Vasio with the
same plumber's mark as examples found at Valentia and Vienne
suggests another source of industrial employment for slaves. Some of
these craftsmen slaves must have acquired valuable skills and
graduated to positions of responsibility perhaps accompanied by a
substantial peculium. De Ste. Croix notes that the slave who was
allowed to accumulate a considerable peculium might have even
acquired under-slaves of his own76. The accumulated probability is
that there was a large servile population which is vastly under-attested
as slaves although the large number of liberti in various types of
inscriptions might suggest a high rate of manumission in Vocontian
society77. The lack of commemoration of slaves does not lead to a
logical conclusion that the extent of slave labour was minimised.
74The evidence for a variety of specialist slave occupations is manifold.
75ILGN 232:Q(uintus) Amiteius/architect(us)/fecit
GIL 12 1382:Therapius/Lucanus/Cicn(us)-Editor's comment, 'Lucanus et
C(y)cn(us) gladiatorum nomina sunt, Therapius fortasse artifex plumbarius est.'
GIL 12 1384:D(ecio) Sallustio Ac/cepto opifices/lapidari/ob sepultram/eius
GIL 12 1385:D(ecio) Valer(io)/ Valenti/no tess(erario)/ Quinta Centon(ia)/ ex
testamento/ eius
GIL 12 1387:fragment, ... utric(ulariorum?) ci(vitatis?)
GIL 12 1592:D(is) M(anibus)/Marcelli/nae Valeri/anus librar(ius)/coniug(i)
car(issimae)/et s(ibi) v(ivus) f(ecit)
GIL 12 1597:d(is) m(anibus)Neri Severiani/argentari an(norum) XXIX/Severinus
et Iulia/parentes infelicis/simi et sibi v(ivi) f(ecerunt)
GIL 12 1667:d(is) m(anibus)/L(uci) Solli Ca/ledionis/n(auta?) R(hodanicus?)/
Sollia Sa/bina con/iug(i) Kariss(imo)/ et s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)
76de Ste.Croix, G.E.M. (1981):133-4
77Many of these have appeared in previous chapters on religion and patronage and
will not be reiterated here, save a few. Suffice to say that there are 32 certain Liberti
mentioned in 30 inscriptions:
GIL 12 1428:fragment, D(iis) M(anibus)/C(aii) Marcian(i)?/ ..... ./.. colibert(i)
GIL 12 1336:fragment, ... Vasion(i)/M(arcus) L(ucius) Romulus l(ibertus)
ILGN 214:Sex(to) Minnio Parco/C(aio) Monnio Tauro/L(ucius) Minnius
Nivatus/et Tertio lib(erto)/v(ivus) f(ecit)
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Ian Morris takes the view that the only thing the paucity of epitaphic
evidence tells us is that slaves did not put up or receive tombstones very
often in the western provinces78. This is right but it does not preclude
speculation that the commemorative pattern which has been discussed
is hiding the slave population. Slave 'families', although they had no
legal recognition, must have become an increasing reality as the
preference for vernae increased. A plausible hypothesis is that slaves
did put up tombstones but that they did not very often disclose the
servile status of the deceased. The legal sanctions applied to deliberate
use of misleading status indicators. Slaves were not obliged to put
'serous' in an epitaph79. In this sample they are not easily detectable
by nomenclature or context otherwise. Nicasius' dedication of a
tombstone to his 'dearest daughter' who died aged 17 is a possibility80.
His single Greek type cognomen fits the mould of a servile name and
he includes no filiation for himself, which one would expect if he
wished to advertise freed or freeborn status in the absence of the
appropriate nomenclature. One other example suggests a similar
possibility81.
Within the domus there were undoubtedly cases of genuine sentiment
towards slaves and liberti in the household, particularly towards
children, which lead to their commemoration. One rather poignant
inscription from Dea Augusta commemorates a little girl of nine who
GIL 12 1434:D(is) M(anibus)/Musae Grani/ani lib(ertae)Nictorinus/Lucini
fil(ius)/uxori caris/simae et Chry/sippus fil(iae)
GIL 12 1608:D(iis manibus) Carinae Carini fil(iae) Matrisan(ae et)/ Carei
Dion(y)sii liberti Sex(tus) Carei(us)/anus et sibi vivus (fecit)
GIL 12 1611:D(iis) M(anibus)/Charmides At/tiae lib(ertus)/ann(os) XVIII
Philume/ne filio carissi/mo
GIL 12 1547:Victorini Moget(i) fil(i) et Nigrinae/Marina(e) lib(erta) heres
(fecerunt)
GIL 12 1458:D(iis) M(anibus) Q(uintae) Titiae Q(uinti) L(ibertaeWeratianu/s
uxori/k(a)r(i)s(si)mae/s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)
78Morris, I. (1992):161.
79rfbe legal code identifies penalties for the failure of a slave to identify status in the
case of marriage to a citizen woman or in the event of participation in municipal
office or in the military sphere. These were all areas identified with the good of the
state. Aemilius Papinianus comments that the usurpation of the tria nomina and
therefore of the citizenship was strictly judged under the laws against fraud, 'falsi
nominis vel cognominis adseveratio poena falsi coercetur', Dig. 48.10.13.
BOILGN 255:D(is) M(anibus)/ Nicasius pa/ter fili(a)e ca/rissim(a)e que/ vixit
anno/s XVII messes/ VI ....
81GIL 12 1624:Ianuario/ Iullus et/ Marcella/ filio
GIL 12 1382:Therapius/ Lucanus/ Cic(nus)
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is recorded as an unguentaria82. There is no relationship recorded
and two possibilities exist, that she was commemorated by her exowner or by a guild. Given the personal nature of the wording 'miae
unguentariae' and the accuracy of age it is most probable that she had
been a treasured little personal slave who was considered as part of the
family and freed, since she has duo nomina. It is not impossible that
she was a verna fathered by the master and regarded with indulgence
because of her parentage. In some cases alumni who were
commemorated were probably the natural servile-born children of the
master. Alumni are under-represented in the Vocontian sample and,
as a brief survey suggests, in Gallia Narbonensis as a whole. There is
a single example from Vasio83. The child has the foster mother's
nomen and the possibility is that she was the foster mother's natural
child but born while her mother was still a slave so that there was no
natural right to parentage. Fosterage and manumission would have
provided the closest legal relationship possible after the manumission
of the mother. The term alumnulae appears to be a sentimental
diminutive which is not found elsewhere.
' I!
i
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There is a small set of personal dedications between slaves or slaves
and freed, or slaves and masters in addition to those already discussed
in the context of patronage84. It is worth reiterating that this group of
dedications is larger than those from within the extended family. It is
possible to speculate that slaves commemorated each other because
they had no legal rights to expect commemoration from anyone else.
Co-slaves and co-liberti from the same household probably
commemorated because they regarded themselves as de facto families
within which genuine sentiment prevailed. Slaves were not confined to
the private sphere at Vasio and the success of some aspects of
municipal organisation, such as the running of the public baths and
the maintenance of roads, was probably predicated on the ready
provision of the labour of public slaves. Several inscriptions document

82cJL 12 1594:(dis) m(anibus) miae unguentariae Pomp(eiae) lphigeniae/
an(norum) IX m(ensis) XI d(ierum) XXIII et sibi vivi fecer(unt)
83CJL 12 1602:D(is) M(anibus)/ Aleticiae/ Doridis Ale/ticia Trophi/m(a)e
alumnulae/ et sibi viva/ fec(it)
84cJL 12 1412:Iiliinai Titi/niai ancila/Licnus dat
CIL 12 1600:D.M./ Achillei/ ser...
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public slaves (plate 13.1)85. Others are likely to have been public slaves
but are not recorded specifically as such. In the public service of the
state or townships in the early Empire before the bureaucratic increase
of the freedman, municipal services such as that of tabularius gave
superior social and legal status and carried a salary. The ex voto
inscription from Calomallus tabularius of Vasio might describe such a
person 86.
The accumulated evidence suggests that slavery was a vital part of the
public and private structure of Vocontian society. It is implausible to
assert that the under-attestation of slaves signifies a diminished social
importance for slavery when the evidence of the Christian writings
from late antique Gaul are testimony to the lasting nature of domestic
slavery there. It is a plausible hypothesis that the commemorative
record conceals slaves, the desire to commemorate slaves because of
genuine sentiment and the reality of de facto slave families who
commemorate each other.
In relation to death and commemoration the evidence of epigraphy
suggests that the cultural perspective of the Vocontii was a romanised
and conservative one which is also reflected in the sepulchral
iconography and in the objects placed in tombs. A detailed discussion
of the latter is not proposed except to list a selection typical of the
articles found to date which have been catalogued and photographed by
Sautel and Goudineau87. The funerary urns were made from glass,
earthenware and alabaster. The objects recovered from the burial sites
containing single or multiple cinerary urns include examples of
glassware, in particular the small unguentariae called 'tear bottles',
small carafes and flagons. Earthenware types include crockery, bottles
and a large number of oil lamps. These objects suggest that the people
ofVasio had a straightforward and romanised attitude to death and the
ongoing rituals of funerary commemoration such as the annual
banquet and giving of libations. Also recovered were diverse objects
B5cJL 12 1598: ... Voc serus (sic)/... rius/ (sibi fe)cit et suis.

CIL 12 1595:D.M/ Severi/ Myron(i)/ Voe ser(vus)/et Verina/ fil(iae) kar(issimae)
Gallia 25, 1967: ... M(arci) ser(vus/... ) L(ucii) ser(vus/ Hipp)archus Asui L(ucii
servus)/ Epagathus Domiti Sex(ti servus/M)inistrei Lar(i)bus
86CJL 12 1283:genio/forensi/Calomallus/Vas(iensis) tabul(arius). Note in chapter 6
of this thesis that Calomallus appears in lists of Celtic names.
87Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1991):passim and Sautel, J. (1926):Vol.II.
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such as amulets, metal mirrors, keys, gaming dice, small caskets and
cosmetic boxes. Some of these were undoubtedly the favourite
possessions of the deceased which were placed there by their grieving
families88.
The collection of funerary art from the Vocontian inscriptions is small
and conservative relative to the plentiful and sometimes flamboyant
iconography of the cults. The reliefs on the tombstones mainly consist
of small representations of ritual implements for burial and
commemoration, or embellishments of foliage, flowers and sacrificial
animals in the Roman style. The ascia features on several stones and
also on some of the anepigraphic tombs which are probably
representative of the very early stages of romanisation of death ritual
(plate 14). There are some elaborate examples of nature-based art but
these are in the minority89. There are no depictions of the crafts and
only two examples of portraiture.
The attitudes towards the death of young children are not easily defined
from the information written on the tombstones. The iconography,
though limited, offers an added perspective. One of only two portraits
among the sample is that of a young child whose name and other
details are unknown. On the left side of the white marble tomb cover is
depicted a sad faced child, presumably the deceased, dressed in a cloak
as for a journey. In the centre is a genius figure, perhaps that of the
child holding grapes. To the right is a dog and a small three-legged
table on which are some birds and some bread (Plate 5.4). Thus the
child's journey into death is commemorated and he goes with his
favourite pets, some sustenance and the protecting figure of the genius.
The iconography afforded to Quintus Iulius Quintilianus, aged eleven
and deeply missed, is less ornate and features a pair of winged putti
holding a cartouche within which is inscribed the boy's emotional
epitaph (plate13.2)90. This limited sample does add a fresh perspective
to the response of the family to the death of young children. These

11,

88Goudineau, C. and de Kisch, Y. (1991):126-8.
89The jewellery found at Vaison often represents animals. Sautel's catalogue lists,
horses, panthers, cockerels, pigeons, ducks, reptiles, swans, lions, hares and
tigers, #757-769.
90cJL 12 1703:D(is) M(anibus)/ Q(uinto) Iulio Quintili/ani filio Quinti/ano
def(uncto) annor(um)/ VIIII et (mensium) VII et/ d(ierum) II Iulius Quin/tilianus
et At/tia Avita filio dulcissimo etl omnibus oris de/si(derantissimo)
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iconographic representations are very romanised compared with the
two epitaphs to young children which only feature the sign of the
ascia91. One could theorise that the latter is indicative of a late,less
romanised population or of an earlier, less romanised period. The
symbol of the ascia will be discussed further in Part 6 of this thesis ..
The only other funeral portrait is of Publius Atilius Ingenuus, age
unknown, commemorated by his parents, probably in his adulthood
according to the look of the portrait. This tombstone follows all of the
Roman conventions of art, form and epigraphy. The monument at the
Chateau de Maraudy features a splendid representation of a carpentum
loaded with mourners and what appear to be the family imagines (plate
13.3). While this piece is not strictly at home in the current set of data,
it is, nonetheless, a valuable piece of evidence for the romanisation of
death ritual. Whether the family was a Roman one or a romanised one,
this kind of iconography would have provided an influential guide for
others as to the expected norms of Roman ritual.

9 lcJL 12 1390:D(is manibus)/ Albi Luci(nuli)/adulescenti mi/rissimi qui vixit
an/nos XV mens(es) IIII di/es V Albius Gra/tus et Attia Lucinu/la filio
pientissi/(m)o sub ascia dedi/caverunt
GIL 12 1458:D.M.Q(uintae) Titiae Q(uinti) l(ibertae)/ Veratianu/s
uxori/k(a)r(i)s(si)mae/ S.A. D
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The evidence of onomastie&
The physical environment as well as epigraphic evidence for the
patterns of personal commemoration, the diverse religious milieu and
public life suggest that the degree of romanisation in the public and
private spheres among the Vocontii was considerable. At the same
time the religious iconography (and perhaps the statistical anomalies
in the sphere of family relationships) establishes that there was a
native cultural presence which can be detected within the Roman
forms of expression. The identification of these individuals and their
exact status is difficult to determine and the study of onomastics is a
valuable source in the pursuance of this theme. Earlier references
have been made to the types of nomenclature and the linguistic roots of
names on selected inscriptions in a variety of contexts; the relationship
between the populations of the romanised city and her territory,
religious disposition, native elements detectable in family tradition, the
role of slaves and freedmen in society and individual participation in
public life. These references have foreshadowed a deeper consideration
of the onomastic evidence with a view to making an informed decision
as to whether the nomenclature of the Vocontii is reflective of a certain
level of romanisation. Examples where three or more generations are
recorded should provide evidence for the progression of romanisation
over time. Indeed Andre Chastagnol asserts that Vocontian society
exhibits a high frequency of peregrine nomenclature and he supports
his hypothesis with onomastic evidence from the inscriptionsl.
There are two methods of approach in the study of nomenclature, the
status distinction of individuals according to their name form (tria
nomina, duo nomina or single name) and the analysis of the various
linguistic strands2. A combined approach is of best value. One
advantage in including the analysis of linguistic strands is that it
allows the admission to the sample of previously unused fragments
that are of little value in other areas like the study of family
relationships. A disadvantage is that the division of linguistic strands
into Latin and non-Latin categories is not clear cut. It must take into
account the development of idiosyncratic provincial names arising
lChastagnol, A (1990):573-93.
2wightman, E. (1985):168-74.
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from the combination of name elements from both strands which were
similar in meaning or in sound. The scholarship of Alfred Holder and of
D. Ellis Evans are valuable sources for the identification of native name
roots and J. Whatmough lists the names of Gallia Narbonensis which are
of probable non-Latin linguistic interest. In addition Iiro Kajanto provides
a useful, although by no means definitive list of the Latin cognomina3.
Some of the names recorded have been assumed to be local in usage when
they are .Plentiful among the Vocontii or in confined adjacent regions but
appear infrequently or not at all elsewhere in CIL.

In the· Vocontian sample of 930 individual names 23% of males feature the
tria nomina (appendix A), or 17% of the total population recorded4.
Vocontian men and women record the duo nomina in 21.5% of cases
(appendix A), usually as a nomen/ cognomen, although a significant
proportion is made up of praenomen I nomen. The largest group,
comprising 61 % of all individuals recorded, is that which is recorded by a
single name of Latin, Greek or Celtic origin (appendix B lists all
cognomina, appendix C lists all individuals who have a cognomen only).
This appears to support Chastagnol's hypothesis but there are some
methodological problems to be addressed. The inscriptions which feature
single names taken as peregrine by Chastagnol often record two (in 30
cases) or three (in 17 cases) generations of filiation where the· single name
of preceding generations is clearly interpretable. Compare to this the
individuals using the tria nomina who record filiation by an abbreviated
praenomen. Parental name type is unclear whether it be the tria nomina
or the duo nomina created from praenomen and nomen. Nothing definite
can be recorded about the nomenclature type of the preceding generations
even though one or two of them are technically mentioned. Clearly the
data for the single names are skewed and such individuals are probably
vastly over represented in table 9 which also expresses the percentage of
Celtic name elements in each name type.

3Holder, A (1962); Ellis Evans, D. (1967); Whatmough, J. (1970); Kajanto, I. (1982).
4Among the Treveri 25% of the cases exhibit the trianomina, according to Wightman the

most romanised nomenclature in the province of Gallia Belgica. This st.atistic is
slightly misleading for society as a whole since a consideration of the trianomina
generally excludes women and the percent.age is probably meant to be relective of 25% of
the male population.
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male

female

tria nomina

161

-

% Celtic element
duo nomina
(praenomen/nomen)

11%

-

2.8

1

% Celtic element

3%

-

duo nomina
(nomen/cognomen)

70

10'2

% Celtic element

11%

5%

single name

435

129

% Celtic element

13%

8.5%

agnomen

3

1

% Celtic element

67%

-

total individuals

007

Z33

Appendix A shows that the tria nomina are not homogeneously derived
from Latin linguistic elements. Some are Latin in type like that of
Gaius Sappius Flavus but a substantial proportion includes
Latin/Greek combinations, like that of Titus Helvius Alexandrus5.
Titus Gingetius Dionysius has name elements from Latin, Celtic and
Greek6 • Despite the deceptively Latin appearance of many of the
nomina in -ius, they are actually made up from a native root modified
by a Roman -ius ending. In this way the nomina of Titus Admatius
Verinus, Lucius Dagidius Marius, Gaius Iaccius Verus, Decius
Roccius Titulinus and Decius Sintacius Temporinus are all formed
from a romanised native root7. A Celtic name root can also appear in

5GJL 12 1357:Vasiens(es) Voc(ontii)/C(aio) Sappio C(aii) filio Volt(inia
tribu)/Flavo/praefect(o) Iuliensium tribun(o) militum leg(ionis) XXI Rapacis
praef(ecto)/alae Thracum Herculaniae praef(ecto)/ripae fluminis Euphratis/qui
HS xii rei publicae Iuliensium/quod ad HS xxxx ussuris perdu/ceretur testamento
reliquit idem/HS L ad porticum ante thermas/marmoribus omandam legavit
CIL 12 1621:Titus Helvius Alexandrus.
6GJL 12 1329: Titus Gingetius Dionysus.
7GIL 12 1601: Titus Admatius Verinus, Holder 1, 43, 5.
CIL 12 565: Gaius Iaccius Verus, Holder 2,4,19.
CIL 12 1536: Decius Roccius Titulinus, Holder 2, 1200, 42.
GIL 12 6034a: Decius Sintacius Temporinus, Holder 2, 1574, 45.
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the cognomen or agnomen. Marcus Rutilius Magiacus, Avitus
Roudius, Carisius Caretenus, Catius Mansuetus, Connius Ursus,
Curius Vardigus, Titinius Cadiratus and Verrius Albincueulus all
have romanised native cognominaB. Sextus Silvius Silvester Iccianus
and Quintus Iulius Marcellinus Laena ('the cloaked one') have notable
agnomina with Celtic elements. Given the near equality in the
frequency of the tria nomina and duo nomina it is notable that the
greatest proportion of romanised native names belong to individuals
with the duo nomina. Without precise dating one can only guess at the
reason for this, whether this group represents an early sample and a
mid point in the process of romanisation, or is a social group with a
strong desire to romanise while keeping some native identity. Those
who use the totally Latin tria nomina may be immigrants or a well
romanised local elite of the sort described by Tacitus9. Indeed the
frequency of Gallic Iulii in general and of that gens in this region in
particular, indicates a substantial pool of clients who began to
romanise at an early date. In the event that some of these individuals
have usurped the tria nomina, its illegal adoption is certainly indicative
of a strong desire to romanise.

'
, ,,:

The manipulation of ethnic names sometimes created a pseudogentilicium formed by the addition of an -ius or an -inius ending to a
native root. The resulting pseudo-nomen was not passed to succeeding
generations which formed their own in the same way from the parental
cognomen instead. Thus the child of the Treveran Camulissius Aprilis
became Aprilius Iustinus and the child of Lucius Senilius Sacratus
became Lucius Sacratius SacerianuslO. Such tria nomina or duo
nomina clearly do not automatically denote Roman or Latin status and

ili

CIL 1567: Lucius Dagidius Marius, Holder 1, 1214, 32. An ex voto inscription. He
appears to be a sevir of the Imperial Cult. Because of his Celtic nomen he was
probably an influential local magistrate who gained citizenship through the
acquittal of this role. Compare with Sappius Flavus who was possibly a Roman.
BcJL 1444: M.Rutilius Magiacus, Holder 2, 375, 4 7-8.
ILGN 234: Avitus Roudius-Roud-io-s, Holder 2, 1235, 20-25. or Rou-do-s Gallic or
Ligurian meaning 'red' Holder 2, 1235, 33f.
CIL 1402: Carisius Caretenus, Holder 1, 785, 44.
CIL 1305: Catius Mansuetius, Kajanto, I. p.263.
ILGN 219: Connius Ursus, Holder 1,1104, 5.
CIL 1468: Curius Vardigus, Holder 3, 106, 41.
AE 87#755: Titinius Cadiratus.
AE 69/70#351: Verrius Albincueulus, Ellis Evans alb - p.302-3.
9Agricola 21.
10Wightman, E. (1985):170.
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indeed Wightman suggests that the use of these transient names denotes
a low level of romanisation. Such a hypothesis is convenient support for a
high level of romanisation among the V ocontii, since there is only a single
example of such a pseudo-nomenll. It may be that the impetus for
romanisation was as strong among the Treveri as among the Vocontii,
but that the pool of the Treveran inscriptions reflects the process at an
earlier stage. Certainly, the tribes of Gallia Narbonensis had been
exposed to a process of military conquest and cultural assimilation since
the Republican era.

In the Vocontian sample several inscriptions show men with the
tria nomina and, presumably, the citizenship married to women with a

i
i

l

single name who, if peregrine, apparently remain so after marriage,
according to their continued use of a single name. One might expect that
the children of such a union would follow the lesser status of the mother
and sometimes they do but at Dauphin on the eastern edge of the territory of
the Vocontii the son of a citizen and of a peregrine woman has his father's
nomenclature and has followed his father's status12. This is consistent
with the Lex Salpensana #21 where the citizenship is accorded automatically
to magistrates and their children and the Tabula Banasitana which
provides for the individual grant of viritim to be shared with the spouse and
children of the recipient. It might be conjectured that the Lex Narbonensis
or a grant specific to the Vocontii also contained such a clause. These
examples call into question the view that peregrines could not enjoy ius
conubiae until they had acquired the citizenship13. In another example the
son of a peregrine mother and citizen father follows his father's status 14.
Chastagnol's interpretation of this particular inscription may be flawed,
having taken Erato as dative, rather than as the feminine nominative as
advised by Holder. Thus Chastagnol reads that 'mater' dedicated this
inscription to a husband and two sons, the one a citizen and the other
the peregrine child of a former marriage with a peregrine man. A better
.
,.
construction is that Erato, daughter of Lituccus, married Titus Blaesius
Cupitus and had a son, Titus Blaesius Bellicus, who followed his
father's citizen status. Titus Blaesius Cupitus may himself have had
llAE 1976#401.
12JLGN 229:Dometia(e) Capitionis (filiae)/ L(ucio) Iul(io) Bellico/ T(itus) Iul(ius)
Titullus/ fl'.aciendum) c(uravit)
13Chastagnol, A. (1990):582.
14CJL 12 139:T Blaesio T F Vol/ Cupito/ C Blaesio Tl F Vol/ Bellico Erato/
Litucci fil Mater
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peregrine origins since his father used the duo nomina and his son had a
cognomen which is common among Celtic communities. The mother's
nomenclature implies that she retained her peregrine status. The only
other explanation for these cases is that the parents are usurping status on
behalf of their children.

m:

The blended family of Materna and Sextus Gennaeus shows children
apparently of lower status than that of their father15. Materna,
daughter of Paetus, dedicated a family tomb for herself and her spouse,
their son and her step-daughters. The duo rwmina of the son indicates
that he followed the lesser status of his mother and this would be the
same whether she was peregrine or servile. His name indicates that
Sextus Gennaeus Soricus was his father but his maternal parentage is
distinguished from that of the girls' by filiation to Materna. This is
more suggestive of personal sentiment than of native tradition and if
the inscription had been put up by the father the filiation would
probably not have been an issue. A definitive statement cannot be made
as to status of either mother in this case and the suspicion is that this
applies to many individuals identified by Chastagnol as peregrines on
the basis of their filiation to a parent with the single name. It provides
a good example of just how hard it is to differentiate between slaves and
peregrines in inscriptions, despite Chastagnol's criteria and his theory
that this filiation differentiates peregrines from those of servile origin.
Previous inscriptions which show a degree of real sentiment towards
and between slaves and liberti and Saller and Shaw's suggestion that
the West adopted a more laissez-faire approach to slaves in society,
suggest that it is not impossible that slaves might include filiation in
their inscriptions.
Not all of the cases in Chastagnol's list have been chosen according to
linguistic criteria since some display no native linguistic elements in
either name and it is difficult to understand why he omitted a further
32 examples from the Vocontian territory which apparently fulfil the
same criteria.

l5CJL 12 1430:Materna Paeti fil/ fecit sibi et suis/ Sex Gennaeo Sorici viro/ Sex Genn
Matern f Genn Sex/ f Quintillae Genn Sex f Lucillae/ H M H N S
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Table 10. Individuals of proposed Peregrine status.
(Chast.*=lncluded in Chastagnol's list. Names in bold are found in Holder's list of
names of probable Celtic origin.)
Source
Adcul tus Vassedonis f.

Asper Servati f.
Atticianus Aventini f.
Aventina Carini f.
Aventina Secundi f.
Avitus Avitae f.
Birro Silvani f.
Calventius Silvani f.
Campanus Cursi f.
Capella Decumi f.
Caresus Aduli f.
Carina Carini f.
Carinianus Valeriani f
Dometia Capitonis f.
Epat.o Lituooi f.

1304
1393
1718
1607
1671
ILGN233
ILGN227
ILGN227
ILGN228
1400
1400
1~
1600
ILGN229
1398

Chast.

Holder

DAGB3

*
*
*
*

1.38,46.

Vassedo

EllisEvans

both
1.425,9.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Birro
Capella

1.4 7,26.

both

1.785,33.

both

p.294, 9b.
Lituccus

2.247,47.
Felix Smeri f.
Faustinus Hornuncionis f.

<

i'

Flavianus Iuli f.
Gratina Mercatoris f.
lngenua Solimuti f.
Ioventius Adrumeti f.

ILGN251
1616
1717
1620
1310
162.5

*
*
*
*

Smerus

2.1606,24.

Solimutus
p.128-31.
Adrurnetus

Ioventius Daveri f.
Itinius Cadirati f.
Iucundius Convertine f.

I ulia I ullini f.
Iulianus Aviti f.
I ulian us Verinae f.
Iullinus Victorini f.
Marcella Materni f.
Marcellus Mercatoris f.
Materna Paeti f.
Matemus Marii f.
Matto Lutevi f.

1285
AE 87,755
ILGN239
1633
1704
1626
1633
1425
1648
1430
AE, 76401
1431

*

1.1244,41.

*

1.1111,52.

*

Daverus

Avitus
Verina

*
*

*

2.478,21.

both

p.296.
Matto

2.3~,22.

11:

Mercator Secundi f.
Messius Sennonis f.
Modesta Namutae f.
Namuta Minutae f.
Novellus Iovincati f.

1669
1317
1433
143fi
1570

Patema Patemi f.
Patemus Pauli f.
Primula Restituti f.
Primulus Primi f.
Pupus Paterni f.

i;m

1546
1441
1440
1659

*
*
*

*

*
*

2.1481,38.
2.682,1.
2.682,1.
2.783,29 f.
2.68,54.

both
Namuta
Namuta
Iovincatus
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Source

II,

Quartina Quarti f.
Quintio Soli f.
Repentina Repentini f.
Sabina Attelli f.
Satrius Aspri f.
Secundinus Pupi f.
Sedatus Sacrini f.

1660
AE76,398
ILGN245
1446
1393
1640
1348

Seneca Secundi f.
Senilus Silvani f.
Seranus Serani f.
Servata Catulli f.
Servatus Secundini f.
Severus Perpetui f.
Silvanus Secutoris f.
Solitus Tauri f.
Spartus Cassili f.

1332

Successus Vitalis f.
Tertius Cursi f.
Valens Attici f.
Valeria Valentini f.
Valeria Valentini f.
Valeria Valerius f.
Valerina Valeri f.
Valerius Maximi f.
Venimara Mocianti f.
Vera Pupi f.
Veratia Albini f.
Verecunda Vercati f.
Verilla Verati f.
Verille Verini f.
Verina Aven tini f.
Verina Veri f.
Verinus Marcelli f.
Verinus Pupi f.
Verinus Vatticini f.
Viator Sabini f.
Victor Vitalis f.
Victorina Temporini f.
Victorinus Favoris f.
Victorinus Lucini f.
Victorin us Mogeti f.

ILGN 195
ILGN 195
1546
1664
5848
1596
1666
1714
1668

ILGN228
1459
1671
ILGN246
1672
1460
1376

ILGN228
1678
1674
1625
1717
5844
1469
1470
1675
1678
5&51
1516
1537
1009
1349
1434
1547

Chast.

*
*
*
*
*
*

DAG83

EllisEvans

Sabina
Satrius
2.1429,22.
2.1281,22.

both
Seneca
Senilus

*
*
*
*

2.1477,33.

*
*
*
*
*

2.1607,32.
2.1625,16.
1.827,17.

Taurus
Cassilus

*

3.170,15.

Venimara

*

3.184,15.
3.216,lOf.
3.216,lOf.

Vercatus
Verilla

both
Catullus

*

*
*
*
*

*
*

both
Verina
Verina
Verinus
Verinus

3.127,43.

both
Sabinus

*
*
*
*

Vitalis Quartionis f.

Holder

2.608,36609,43.

Mogetus

17'Zl

Seventeen of the examples in table 10 record filiation between child and
parent, parent and grandparent. Apart from the aforementioned
skewing of the data, what is notable is that in fifteen of these cases the
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single name form is retained through all three generations16. In only
one instance the family progresses from the single name to the duo
nomina in the third generation and this is also the only instance where
a pseudo-nomen is manufactured from the parental cognomen as
observed by Wightman among the Treveran inscriptionsl 7.
Unfortunately a lack of precise dating limits the conclusions that can be
made from this data, although the suspicion that they are examples of
early date and represent the beginnings of romanisation in the third
generation is thwarted by the names given to the earlier generations.
Grandparental names are Servatus, Maternus, Verina, Victorinus,
Vitalis, Secundus, Temporinus, Valentinus, Marcellus, Aventinus,
Cursus and Mociantus. While the evidence points to these being in
common usage, the last is the most native in type and represents a shift
away from such usage within succeeding generations of the family. If
these are datable to the late first century or after it must be said that
they provide some evidence of a section of society which remained
peregrine at that time. There is some evidence for the adoption of a
grandparental name rather than a parental one.

16GIL 12 1393:D(is) M(anibus)/ Aspri Servati/ (fili) Satrius Aspri/ (fili) patri et
suis/ (i)n a(gro) p(edes) XX.VI in f(ronte) p(edes) XXV
GIL 12 1425:D(is) M(anibus)/ Marcellinae/ Materni f(iliae)/ Marcianus/ matri
optumae
GIL 12 1433 together with 1435 as a conjectural family: Modesta Namutae fil. ....
GIL 12 1435:Namuta Minutae fil(ia sibi et suis)/ marito suo f(ecit) h(oc
monumentum heredem non sequetur)
GIL 12 1469:D(is) M(anibus)/ Verin(a)e/ Aventi/ni fil(iae)/ Carintia/nus coniu/gi
et Vera/tianus etl Sev(e)ria/na m(atri)
GIL 12 1546:D(is) M(anibus) M(emoriae ... )/ Paterni Pauli f(ili)/ piissimi
Servat(a)/ Catulli (ilia) sibi f(ecit)/ .. .i Eppio Fortu(nato)/ marito viva.
GIL 12 1626:D(is) (manibus)/ Iuliani V(er)/inae fil(i et)/ Glycerae u/xori eius
v/ivae Verin(a)/ fil(ia) pare(n)tib(us)/ optimis f(ecit)
GIL 12 1633:D(is) m(anibus)/ Iuliae Iullini/ fil(iae) et Iullino/ (Vi)ctorini f(ili)
GIL 12 1659:D(is) M(anibus)/ Pupi Paterni/ fil(i)/ Patemus pater
GIL 12 1668:D(is) M(anibus)/ Successi/ Vitalis fil(i)/ Vera pa/tri optim(o)
GIL 12 1669:D(is) M(anibus)/ Valerio fil(io) pientis/simo/ Mercator Secundi fil(i)/
Victorina (T)emporini fil(i)
GIL 12 1671:Valeriae Va/lentini fil(iae)/ Aventina Se/cundini fil(ia)/ mater
GIL 12 1675:D(is) M(anibus)/ Veratio/ Verinus Marcelli (fili?)/ filio pientiss(imo)/
et s(ibi) v(ivus) f(ecit)
GIL 12 1718:D(is) M(anibus)/ Atticini A/ventini f(ili)/ Atticianu(s)/ et Matern/atius
patr(i)/ optimo
ILGN 228:(dis manibus)/ Campa(no Cu)rsi f(ilio) sibi/ Venimarae Mocianti
f(iliae)/ matri Certo Cursi f(ilio) exs/ testamento Tertius Cursi f(ilius)
17AE 1976 #401:[D(is) M(anibus)]/ Matemi(i) Mari(i)/ f(ilii) Maternius
Val[e]/rianus
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Wightman points out that a number of the names encountered in Gallic
inscriptions are idiosyncratic to that province. While these use Latin
forms they are a genuinely provincial development and should be taken
as evidence of romanisation from a base of native tradition, rather than
the replacement of native tradition. The popularity of some names can
only be explained in terms of the proximity of the Roman name to the
Celtic original. Thus the root Marco- probably lies behind the frequency
with which Marcus or Marcellus is found. Names in Ursus are
translatable from the Celtic Artus- which also means bear. Linguistic
analysis shows that some other single names of non-Latin type might
be said to belong to peregrine individuals, despite the lack of filiation
which is part of Chastagnol's criteria.
Table 11. Peregrine single names, no filiation.
(Identified as exhibiting non-Latin elements by Holder, Ellis-Evans or Kajanto)
Adcultus
Adrumetu
Ambidavus
Calomallus
Careianus
Carillus/a
Carintianus
Cenatus
Cicnus
Cocus
Curmillus
Ebideos
Iccianus

Iliomarus
Iovincatus
Licnus/os
Litugenus
Lutevos
Manduilus/llos
Mansuetus
Masso
Maticius
Minuta
Mommo
Murranus

Nebrideo
Rhodanicus
Rituca
Sato
Scota(us)
Segomaros
Senno
Sirin us
Subro(n-)
Sumelis
Villo(n-)
Voretovirius

Clearly, there is a pool of peregrine names, but the actual proportion of
this type at any given time must remain in dispute because of the
skewed data and the problems with dating.

An analysis of provincial onomastics requires an approach more subtle
than the statistical one. The chapters on religious inscriptions and
their iconography and personal commemorations showed how text,
form and iconography can be combined with onomastics to form a view
of the direction of cultural borrowing. They showed that the
appearance of apparently native nomenclature did not preclude a
dedication or tombstone that was of good quality and which conformed
with Roman types of expression and form. Indeed it was sometimes
hard to determine whether an individual with the tria nomina who
dedicated to a local deity was a Roman 'going native' or a romanising
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local. The inscriptions from the peripheral areas were not always
inferior to those of the city. All of these things challenge the view that
there was a pool of Celts, living mainly in the countryside,
determinedly pursuing a path of non-romanisation throughout the
Roman era in Gaul. That there was a native substrate of the
romanised society is indisputable, not only from the evidence of
idiosyncratic provincial onomastics and religious iconography, but also
from other aspects of epigraphic text which is sometimes accompanied
by glyphs or formulae which are quite idiosyncratic to the region. One
such feature is the symbol of the ascia or a formula denoting burial sub
ascia. This seems to be distinctively Celtic because only a few isolated
examples of the incised ascia and/or formula hav~.been found
elsewhere than in Celtic regions1 8 . A predominant view is that the
symbol implies a desire for the perpetually undisturbed possession of
the tomb and that such accompanying phrases as et memoriae aeteme,
et quieti aeterne and securitati perpetuae, may be regarded as the local
equivalent of hoc monumentum heredem non sequetur, with the object
of preventing the usage of the tomb from passing, with its surrounding
\
property to any non-kin heir19. In support of this argument is the fact
that the variations of sub ascia dedicavit and the Roman equivalent
were rarely found together. The symbol was sometimes combined with
pedatura which reinforces the idea that the purpose was the
identification of a . distinct tomb area.
The suggestion that it is a Celtic symbol is borne out by its confined
geographical distribution which is predominantly Gallic, although the
frequency of appearance is very variable20. A brief look at CIL 12 shows
that only eight percent of the inscriptions at Vasio include the ascia or a
related formula. Massilia and Aquae Sextiae are comparable with five
and seven percent respectively. In comparison, eighteen percent of the
eligible inscriptions from Vienna feature the symbol of the ·ascia or a
18An incised ascia in Spain, CIL 2 1383, 4147 and at Colchester, CIL 7 92. The formula

'hoc misolio sub ascia est' in Portugal, CIL 2 Suppl. 5144 and near Rome, CIL 6
10921 with pedatura; in Dalmatia the formula and the incised ascia together, CIL 3
1712. Sandys, Sir J.E. (1927):78-82, dates the usage from the middle of the first to the
early fourth centuries.
19CJL 12 1472:fragment, D.M/ et memoriae ...
CIL 12 1679:D(is) M(anibus)/et securitati/ Q(uintus) Verrius Bassus vivus sibi/ et
Carillae filiae fecit
CIL 12 1700:D(is) M(anibus)/ et memori(a)e (a)eter/n(a)e Severio/la(e) Sirini
co(n)/iugi inco/mparabili/ Titu1umi (p)osu(it) Cascia incised)
20Ruggiero, E. (1961).
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variation of the formula sub ascia dedicavit and from Colonia Valentia,
fifty-seven percent. Does such variability mean anything? If it is
accepted that the ascia is a sign of Celticness, it might be equatable with
more or less romanisation, but it should not be taken as a criterion in
isolation. Eighty-four percent of the ascia dedications on all of the
surveyed tombs are from within the nuclear family, with husbands,
wives and mothers being the most common commemorators. Few
fathers commemorated in this way. Other commemorators included
grandparents, amici, co-liberti, unspecified heirs and fosterparents21.

In the absence of specific dating criteria the continuity of a peregrine
community over time is difficult to assess as is the survival of the preRoman linguistic strata. The low frequency of epigraphic errors and
poorly made stones implies a high level of romanisation as does the low
21 ILGN 233:D(is) M(anibus)/ Aviti Avitae/ fil(ii)/ Avita fil(io)/ carissimo

(ascia

incised)
ILGN 254:D(is) M(anibus)/ lul(iae) Marcianae/P(ublius) Heraclius/ coniugi/
Karissimae/ s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)
GIL 12 1390:D(is manibus)/ Albi Luci(nuli)/ Adulescenti mi/rissimi qui vixit
an/nos XV mens 1111 di/es V Albius Gra/tus et Attia Lucinu/la filio pientissi/(m)o
sub ascia dedi/caverunt
GIL 12 1395:D(is) M(anibus)/ memoriae/ (a)etem(a)e Atiliae/ Avitian(a)e T(itus)/
Sallustius/ Marcellia/nus matri/ optimae
GIL 12 1397:D(is) M(anibus)/ Atti(a)e luli/ae lulia Ti/tul(la) mat/er filiae/
pientissi/mae quae/ vixit an(n)/is XXVIIII m(ensibus) 1111 di(ebus) 1111/ ave/ s(ub)
a(scia) d(edicavit)
GIL 12 1458:D(is) M(anibus)/ Q(uintae) Titiae Q(uinti) l(ibertae)/ Veratianu/s
uxori/ K(a)r(i)s(si)mae/ s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)
GIL 12 1466:D(is) M(anibus)/ Valeriae Se/verin(a)e Sex/tilianus et/ Valeria
Vin/centia amtri (sic)/ obmerentis/sim(a)e et co(n)iu/gi inconpa/rabili posu/erunt
(ascia incised)
GIL 12 1544:D(is) (ascia incised) M(anibus)/ B(a)ebiae Gratinae/ Aelia Fortunata/
mater p(iae) c(onstans filiae fecit)
GIL 12 1626:D(is) (ascia incised) (manibus)/ luliani V(er)/inae fil(i et)/ Glycerae
u/xori eius v/ivae Verin(a)/ fil(ia) pare(n)tib(us)/ optimis f(ecit)
GIL 12 1654:(ascia incised)D(is) M(anibus) M(arci) Primi Mes/soris Atisia/
Paulina mari/to optimo
GIL 12 1667:D(is) M(anibus)/ L(uci) Solli Ca/lendionis/ n(auta) r(hodanicus?)/
Sollia Sa/bina con/iug(i) kariss(imo)/et S(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)
GIL 12 1668:(ascia incised) D(is) M(anibus)/ Successi/ Vitalis fil(i)/ Vera pa/tri
optim(o)
GIL 12 1704:D(is) M(anibus)/ Sev(er)iniae/ Atticae lulia/nus Aviti fil(ius)/ coniugi
karis/simae s(ub) a(scia) d(edicavit)
GIL 12 1715:D(is) M(anibus)/ Tertinio/ Maximian/o Verilla/ coniugi/ posuit/s(ub)
a(scia) d(edicavit)
GIL 12 1723:D(is) M(anbus)/ et quieti aeter(ne)/ Segudiae Maxi/millae Frontia/
Marciane fili/a et Cl(audius) Prima/nus gener/ ponendum/ curaverunt/ et sub
ascia/ dedicaverunt
GIL 12 5843:D(is) M(anibus)/ Sabinius/ Veratia/nus Atili/a Materna/ c(oniugi)
optimo (ascia incised)
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level of idiosyncratic Gallic glyphs and formulae sub ascia. One would
have to say that there is no definitive evidence for the continuing
existence of a substantial and clearly defined 'Celtic' population
through the first two or three centuries, within which was kept the
traditional lore which is said to have provided the basis for a fourth
century Celtic cultural renaissance.
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Conclusion.
The profile that has emerged from the evidence which has been
presented has made it quite plain that Vocontian society shows a
considerable level of romanisation in the public and private domain,
across a broad geographical and social context. Because of the
problems encountered in dating the inscriptions, it is clear that the
principal value of this thesis lies, not so much in tracking the process
of romanisation, but in describing the multivalent society which was
the result.

'Iii,.
,:

It is well documented that urbanisation and the creation of a provincial
landscape are integral to the romanisation of the provinces. As a
reflection of social ideology, the types of architecture and the use of
domestic space in the towns of the Vocontii demonstrate the sorts of
social activities, in public and in private, which one would expect from
a town in Roman Italy. This translates across to the area of political
ideology where it is equally reflective of Roman form, as the evidence
shows for the patterns of public patronage and munificence in the
urban sphere. The architectural remains at Vasio and in the pagi and
vici, are of fine quality, are typically Roman in form and reflect stability
and wealth throughout the period under observation.
In terms of administration the pattern is a standard Roman one, based
on Vasio as the principal urban centre. However, some unusual
variations appear, the praefectus praesidiorum and the praefectus
praetorio Galliarum are examples and one may speculate that these
are survivals of the native administrative organisation of the preRoman era. Apart from this the superstructure of Roman
administration is evident down to the most local level of the vici.
In the private sphere, the overall pattern of commemoration within the
nuclear and extended families exhibits a general adherence to the
conclusions drawn by Saller and Shaw for civilian populations

elsewhere in the romanised world. However, there is a significant
variation between the tribal and provincial data in some categories.
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The data for Gallia Narbonensis as a whole most closely approximate
that of Italian Regio XI, that far north-western part of Italy comprising
some of the Po valley, and the lakes and alpine regions of Gallia
Transpadana. The highly romanised culture of Regio XI was
attenuated by some native cultural survivals, (some of it also evident in
the syncretistic religious types similar to those of Gallia N arbonensis).
Both areas show a high degree of romanisation on the whole. The
interpretation of the Vocontian evidence regarding social relationships
does generally concur with this view, although the patterns of
attestation in the Vocontian sample suggest the presence of some
confined cultural idiosyncrasy which is skewing the results at a very
local level. Since we do not have adequate evidence from the preRoman period for a clear comparison, the causes must remain
conjectural.

)••·

The unusual and divergent proportion of epitaphs to religious
inscriptions represents a significant shift from the norms established
in other romanised regions. Although the religious ideologies which
are represented in the dedications are unified to some degree, under
the aegis of romanisation, by a collective dependence on Roman forms
of epigraphic expression, it is clear that there is a strong idiosyncratic
native streak. The predominant motive for the religious dedications is
an ex voto one and the evidence overall points to a continuing strand of
personal belief predicated on the pre-Roman native pantheon, but with
a degree -of cultural borrowing from both Roman and Eastern
influences. In a large proportion of the inscriptions and on the
iconography, the syncretism is clearly bilateral and it is often
impossible to determine the direction of the religious interpretatio, or
the cultural origin of the dedicator, even after iconography and
onomastics have been taken into consideration. Cult variation occurs
on a very local basis within the territory of the Vocontii, evidence that
the peoples who comprise this federated group were not a
homogeneous entity. At the same time there is distinct evidence that
Roman religion, particularly in the area of the Imperial Cult, played a
part in facilitating romanisation and exerting a form of social control.
The religious inscriptions are the best indicator of the co-existence of
native tenacity and Roman pragmatism in the Vocontian region. In a
focus on romanisation the evidence of the religious inscriptions is
valuable for its depiction of the dynamic and multi.directional nature of
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the process. The very local nature of much of the native cult or of the
syncretistic native-Roman forms is a persuasive argument for the
necessity for a study of intra-r~gional differentiation in Gallia
Narbonensis. The low frequency of epigraphic errors, of poorly made
stones and of idiosyncratic Gallic glyphs and formulae sub ascia,
among the sample as a whole, implies a high level of romanisation.
The archaeological and iconographic evidence does not support the
suggestion that idiosyncratic features observed in the epitaphs and
religious inscriptions are synonymous with a lesser degree of
romanisation. The paucity of non-Roman features in the built
environment, in terms of architecture and spatial development, is
probably due to the pre-existing urban nature of the V ocontii and their
subsequent familiarity with the concepts of Roman administration,
patronage and political life, based on the urban centre.
The politicisation of archaeology and ancient history, especially in the
context of the 'new' nationalism in Europe, has resulted in the quest
for 'the Celt' and for evidence of the survival of Celtic culture until the
'renaissance' of the fourth century. Despite onomastic and other
evidence for the presence of native linguistic and cultural elements, the
absence of specific dating criteria makes the quantification of peregrine
continuity, over time, impossible to assess. One would have to say that
the evidence, which results from the cross-disciplinary approach
adopted in this thesis, is too insubstantial for firm conclusions to be
made about the continuing existence of a Celtic substrate that was
strong enough to mount a cultural challenge to centuries of
romanisation.
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APPENDIXA. Tri.a nomina and duo nomina.
(All GIL references are to volume 12 unless otherwise specified.)
Quintus
Lucius
Titus
Caius
Sextus
Sextus
Titus

Quintus
Publius
Caius
Caius
Caius
Lucius
Gavius

Titus
Caius
Lucius
Titus
Publius

Marius
Caius

Marcus

Caius

Abudius
Abudius
Admatius
Aelia
Aelia
Aelius
Afranius
Agileius
Agileius
Albius
Albius
Aleticia
Aleticia
Amiteius
Annius,
Annius
Annia
Annius
Antistia
Antius
Apronius
Apronius
Asicius
Atilia
Atilia
Atilia
Atilia
Atilius
Atilius
Atilius
Atilius
Atilius
Atilius
Attia
Attia
Attia
Attia
Atticus
Atisia
Attius
Attius
Aulus
Aurelius
Aurelius
Aurelius
Avitus

Babu[ri]a
Baebia
Birria
Birrius

Theodotus

Lampas
Maxsimus
Valerian us
Valerius
Roudius

GIL 1303
GIL 1388
GIL 1601
GIL 1544
GIL 1389
GIL 1428
G.IL5842
GIL 1295
GIL 1295
GIL 1390
GIL 1390
GIL 160'2
GIL 160'2
ILGN232
GIL 1708
GIL 1391
GIL 1391
GIL 1392
AE 79#402
GIL 139'2
.ILGN213
GIL 1324
C.IL 1333
GIL 1395
G.IL5843
GIL 1377
GIL 1604
GIL 1394
GIL 1604
GIL 1605
Sautel 30
GIL 1394
GIL 1543
GIL 1390
GIL 1703
GIL 1397
GIL 1320
GIL 1641
GIL 16&i
GIL2201
GIL 1334
ILGN256
GIL 1381
CJL 1356
Sautel 142
ILGN234

Fuscina
Gratina
Secundilla
Fuscus,

CIL 1614
CJL 1544
CIL 1562
Sautel 86, ILGN 194,201

Verinus
Fortunata
Prima
Pitymias
Burrus
Pedo
Rufus
Lucinulus
Gratus
Dorides
Trophima
Attilianus
Pupa
Rufinus
Pia
Quintilla
Rufinus
Atilianus
Chrysomallus
Silvinus
Avitiana
Deutera
Materna
Stasima
Decuminius
Dionysius
Felix
lngenuus
Verina
Lucinula
Avita
Julia

Paulina
Marcellinus
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Titus
Caius
Marcus
Caius

Quintus
Quintus
Marcus
Publius
Titus
Sextus
Lucius
Lucius

Lucius
Caius

Titus
Titus
Lucius

Lucius
Titus
Caius
Caius
Sextus
Sextus

Titus
Sextus

Sextus

Blaesius
Blaesius
Blattius
Brin ...
Brit[tius]
Brittius

Bel[atu]licus
Vitaricus

GIL 1398
GIL 1398
GIL 1567
GIL2202
AE 69-70 #348
AE76#406

Caecilia

Aprulla

GIL690

Caetronus
Cafatius
Calpurnius
Calvisius
Calvisius
Camasiu.s
Camullius
Camullius
Careianus
Careius
Carenius
Caresius
Carina
Carinius
Carisius
Carisius
Cassius
Cassius
Castricius
Catia
Catia
Catius
Catius
Catius
Ceionius
Centonia
Claudia
Claudius
Coelia
Coelius
Coelius
Coelius
Coelius
Coelius
Coelius
Connius
Cornelia
Cornelia
Cornelius
Cornelius
Cornelius
Cornelius
Craxius/a
Cupitia
Curius
Curius
[C]utius

Cupitus
Bellicus
Paternus

Primus
Tutor
Secundilla
Trophimus
Macellarius
Telesphorus
Onesimus

Carus
Severianus
Matrisana
Caretenus
Serenus
Paulus
Eros
Zosimionus
Paterna
Servata
Severus
Mansuetus
Modestus
Quinta
Firmina
Primanus
Marcella
Apella
Asiaticus
Catus
Hermagora
lngenuus
Sigerus
Ursus
Decumina
Materna
Achillaeus
Pegasus
Sacratus
Taren tin us
Honoratus/a
Felicissima
Vardigus
Cinnamus

GIL 1529
GIL 1400
GIL 1359
ILGN236
ILGN236
GIL 1593
GIL 1401
GIL 1401
GIL 1608
GIL 1608
GIL 1326
GIL 170'2
GIL 1608
GIL 1608
GIL 140'2
GIL 15'56
GIL 1669, 1671
.GIL 1376
GIL 1567
GIL 1712
GIL 1363
GIL 1363
GIL 1305
GIL 1405
GIL 1296
GIL 1385
GIL 1311
GIL 1723
GIL 1610
ILGN223
CIL 1613
ILGN223
GIL 1563
GIL 1306
AE 76#404
ILGN219
GIL 17f17
GIL 1532
CIL 1281
CIL 1297
GIL 1300
Sautel 31
CIL 1406
CIL5844
CIL 14{17
GIL 1468
CIL 1614
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Lucius
Caius
Titus
Marcus
Caius
Quintus

Dagidius
Dessius
Dexius
Domitius
Domitius
Domitius
Domitius
Doppius
Dorcus
Dunatius
Duvius
Duvius

Marius
Zosimus
Festus
Rufus
Rufus
Sextus

CJL 1567
CIL 1608
CIL 15.57
CIL 1289
Sautel 126 bis
ILGN213

Gratilla
Gratus
Laurens
Avitus

Gallia 25, 1967
CIL 1290
CIL 1644
CIL 1307
CIL 1408
CIL 1378

Murranus
Fortunatus
Prisca
Alliola
Maximus

CIL 1308
CJL 1546
CIL 1313
CIL 1321
CIL 1298

Marcus

Epidius
Eppius
Erucia
Erucia
Erucius
Esmerius
Eutychia
Eutychus

Sabina
Sabinianus

ILGN211
CJL 1615
CJL 1615

Marcus

Fabricius
Fortuna
Fufius

Orfitus
Veratia
Maternus

CIL 1567
ILGN238
CIL 1278

Attica
Paulina

CIL 1290
CIL 17cr2
CIL 1410

Sextus
Sextus
Titus

Gaviata
Gellia
Gellius
Gennaea
Gennaea
Gennaeus
Gennaeus
Gingetius

Quintilla
Lucilla
Sorex
Maternus
Dionysius

CJL1430
CIL 1430
CIL 1430
CIL 1430
CIL 1329

Caius
Titus
Titus
Titus
Publius
Lucius

Helvidianus
Helvius
Helvius
Alexandrus
Helvius
Marcellinus
Heraclius
Hosidius
Crispus

CJL 1340
CJL 1621
CJL 1621
ClL 1569
ILGN254
CIL 1320-38

Caius

Iaccius
Iccius
Iccius
Iccius

CIL 1565
ILGN253
CIL 133f5
CIL 1705

Caius
Lucius
Lucius

Lucius

Sextus
Quintus

Quintus

Publius
Marcus

Verus
Gration[us]
Veratianus
Mummius
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Caius
Caius

Titus
Quintus
Caius
Caius
Lucius
Lucius
Marcus
Quintus
Marcus
Publius
Lucius
Quintus
Marcus
Lucius
Marcus
Titus
Quintus
Marcus
Titus
Caius
Marcus
Titus
Lucius
Titus

Iucundius
Iucundius
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
Iulia
[Iuli]a
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius
Iulius

Severus
Severin us
Acme
Afrodite
Carina
Carpima
Chrysis
Cita
Cupita
Eutychia
Ingenua
Marciana
Marcina
Maria
Paezona
Paternilla
Philumena
Pompeia
Potitia
Primella
Rufina
Secundina
Servanda
Servata
Titulla
Urbicilla
Agathangelus
Aias
Antoninus
Archias
Asclepiades
Asclepiades
Bellicus
Cladaeus
F ...
Florus
[G]natus
Gratus
Iulianus
Marcellinus Lae[na]
Maternianus
Maxi minus
Onesimus
Patemus
Placidian us
Pompeius
Pothinus
Quadratus
Quintianus
Regulus
Secundio
Severianus
Tertius
[T]hallus
Theodorus
Titullus
Valens
Verinus
Verus

CIL 1413
CIL 1413
CIL 1&14
ILGN211
CIL 16&5
CIL 1580
CIL 1005
CIL 1404
CIL 1417
CIL 1636
CIL 1394
ILGN254
CIL 1545
CIL 1516
CIL 1629
CIL 1629
CIL 16-38
CIL 1629
ILGN234
CIL 1418
CIL 1418
CIL 1628
CIL 1639
AE #1983 #666
CIL 1397
CIL 1683
CIL 1639
AE 87 #757
CIL 1558
CIL 1428
CIL 1683
CIL 1&14
ILGN229
CIL 1580
CIL 1287
CIL 1630
CIL 1417
CIL 1522
CIL 1580
CIL 1394
CIL 1535
CIL 1416
CIL 1628
CIL 1417
CIL 15.51
CJL 1414
CIL 1367
CJL 1630
CJL 1703
CIL 1581
CJL 1415
CIL 1416
CIL 1415
CJL 1521
CIL 1558, 1581
ILGN229
ILGN218
CJL 1631
ILGN218
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Lucius
Lucius
Claudius
Marcus
Marcus
Lucius
Publius
Caius
Titus
Caius
Marcus

Iunius
Iustina

Titus
Valeria

GIL 1587
C.lL 1401

Laelius
Laelius
Lepidus
Licinia
Licinia
Licinius
Licinius
Licinius
Licinius
Licinius
Livi us
Livi us
Lucceius
Lucceius
Lusius

Fortunatus
Olympus

C.lL 1368
C.lL 1368
C.lL 1524
C.lL 1422
C.lL 1463
GIL 1280, 1420
C.lL 1276
C.lL 1421
C.lL 1493
C.lL 1352
C.lL 1604
C.lL 1423
C.lL 1538
C.lL 1330
C.lL 1713

Sexta
Vera
Goas
Maxsuminus
Gallien us
Docimus
Apolaustus
Fuscus
Rhodanus

Paternus
Aurelia
Severina
Severin us
Chrysogones
Marcellus

C.lL 1424
ILGN212
C.lL 1356
C.lL 1356
AE76#389
ILGN252
C.lL 1315
C.lL 1526, 1534
C.lL 1571
C.lL loo2
AE 76# 401
ILGN230
C.lL 1643
C.lL 1642
C.lL 1643
C.lL 1642
Sautel 126 bis

Lucius

M ...
Magia
Magia
Magius
Marciana
Marcius
Marius
Marius
Masidia
Maternius
Maternius
Maticius
Mellin us
Mellin us
Mellin us
Mellin us
Messia
Messius
Messius
Messius
Minnius
Minnius
Minnius
Mummius
Munatius

Lucius
Murius
Marcus

Norbanius
Nervius
Numisius

Muranus
Primus

CIL 1291
AE87#759
C.lL 1645

Marcus

Occius
Opphis

Eutyches
Zozimus

ILGN238
CIL 1588

Titus

Quintus
Sextus
Sextus
Lucius
Sextus
Caius

Lucius
Lucius
Lucius
Sextus
Caius

Montanus
Ingenua
Optatus
Valerian us
Alexander
Secundinus
Severianus
Verus
Alpina
Rhodinus
Nivatus
Parcus
Taurus
Pothinus
Vitalis

Sautel 85
Sautel 120
CIL 1317, Sautel 69
Sautel 198
Sautel 198
Sautel 198
CIL 1652
ClL2209
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Quintus
Quintus
Quintus
Sextus

Quintus
Julius
Aulus
Sextus
Lucius
Lucius
Marcus
Caius
Claudius
Marcus
Marcus

Paesius
Parcius
Passeri us
Passerius
Passerius
Pluta[ti]us
Pompeia
Pompeia
Pompeia
Pompeia
Pompeia
Pompeia
Pompeia
Pompeius
Pompeius
Pompeius
Pompeius
Pompeius
Pompeius
Pompeius
Pornpeius
Porcius
Postumus
Potitus
Primanius
Primanius
[Pri]rnanius
Primus
Publicius
Pudicius

Primitius
Myro[nis]
Fortunatus
Tertius
Valentinus
Paternus
Demetria
Eutychia
Festa
Iphigenia
Lucilla

s ...

Serva till a

GIL 1636a
GIL 1637
GIL 1370
GIL 1370
GIL 1370
GIL 1&59
GIL 1464
GIL 1651
GIL 1453
GIL 1594
GIL 1531
GIL 1371
GIL 1664
GIL 1372, ILGN 243
GIL 1414
GIL 1311
GIL 1638
GIL 1649
GIL 1649
CIL 1560
CIL 1670
CIL 1607
GIL 1524

Avitianus
Eutyches
Faustinus
Hemeros
Primitivus
Valerian us
Viderulus
Dardanus
p ....

AE76#405

Euernereus
Iulianus
Messorus
Nitoras
Calistus

CIL 1653
CIL 17'}JJ
CIL 16M
CIL 1658
CIL 1657

Sextus

Quintius

Sextianus

CIL 1442

Decius

Roccius
Romania
Romanius
Romani us
Rornanius
Rutilius

Ti[t]ul[i]nus
Cale
Silvester
Socrates
Verulius
Magiacus

CIL 1536
CIL 1662
ILGN246
ILGN225
CIL 1662
CIL 1444

Sabinius
Sall us ti us
Sall us ti us
Sappia
Sappius
Saprinius
Secundius
Segudia
Sergius
Severa
Severinia

Veratianus
Acceptus
Marcellianus
Firmina
Flavus
Eusebes
Zmaragdus
Maximilla
Tiro
Vitalis
Attica

GIL5843
GIL 1384
GIL 1395
CIL 1448
GIL 1357
GIL 1561
GIL 1363
GIL17Z3
CIL 1716
CIL 1645
CIL 1704

Decius
Publius
Decius
Marcus

Decius
Titus
Gaius
Publius
Quintus
Sextus
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Caius
Sextus
Decius
Lucius

Fla vi us
Publus
Quintus
Valerius
Sextus
Quintia
Aulus

Titus

Fla vi us
Quintus
Marcus
Publius
Publius
Marcus
Decius
Quintus

Caius
Caius

Severus
Siccius
Silonius
Silvius
Sintacius
Sollia
Sollius
Statilius
Suillius

Myronis
Secundus
Frequens
Silvester
Temporinus
Sabina
Calendionis
Carpophorus
M ...

Talusius
Terentius
Terentius
Tertinius
Tetricus
Tiberius
Tinius
Titia
Titia
[T]itinius
Titius

Appianus

Valentinius
Valentius
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valeria
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Valerius
Vallius
Vassata
Venaesia
Venaesia
Venaesius
Venaesius

Iccianus

Maximianus
Anullinus
Paulus
Sorex
Peregrina
Cadiratus
Phronimus

Fortunatus
Messianus
Decumilla
Firmina
Marcella
Martina
Pompeia
Secundina
Severina
Sextia
Suettia
Valeriana
Vincentia
Vera
Constantin us
Macedo
Maxi man us
Maximus
Marcellus
Paulinus
Eucarpus
Proculus
Severin us
Severus
Valentinus
Veratianus
Victorin us
Lyricus
Avita
Atticilla
Eutychia
Epaphroditus
Fortunatus

CIL 1595
ILGN221
ILGN222
CIL 1319
CIL 6034a
CIL 1667
CIL 1667
CIL 1574
CIL 142.3

ILGN231
CIL 1284
CIL 1342
CIL 1715
CIL 1372
AE76#389
CIL 1457
CIL 1458
AE 90#713
AE 87 #755
CIL 1311

CIL 1576
CIL 1545
CIL 1569
CIL 1465
CIL 1426
CIL 1643
CIL 1464
CIL 1697
CIL 1466
ILGN253
CIL 1641
CIL 1416, 1621
CIL 1466
CIL 1673
CIL 12.84
Sautel 142
CIL 1783
Sautel 142
CIL 1376
ClL 1426
CIL 1462
CIL 1596
ILGN212
CIL 1463
CIL 1385
CJL 1673
CIL 1670
CJL 1467
CIL 1543
CIL 1563
CIL 1583
CIL 1563
CIL 1583
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Caius
Sextus
Lucius
Quintus

Sextus
Titus
Sextus
Titus
Quintus
Lucius
Caius

~I

Venates ·
Venicius
Veratius
Verrius
Verrius
Verullia
Verulia
Verus
Verus
Vervinius
Victoria
Viriata
Viriatus
Viriatus
Viriatus
Volusius
Voturius
Voturius
Vrittia

Asclepiodorus
luventianus
Rusticus
Albinceuelus
Bassus
Maria
Martina
Severi anus
Venantius
Lepidus
Materna
Pia
Priscus
Sequens
Temporinus
Valerian us
Maximus
Avitus
Primigenia

GIL 1636
GIL 1585
GIL 1377
AE 69-70 #351
GIL 1679
GIL 1567
GIL 1567
GIL 1597
GIL 1498
GIL 1680
ILGN242
GIL 1514
GIL 1514
GIL 1514
GIL 1514
GIL 1719
GIL 1711
GIL 1711
GIL 1684
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APPENDIXB. Greek, Latin and Celtic Cognomina.
(all GIL references are to volume 12 unless otherwise specified)

Acceptus
Achilleus
Acme
Acne
Adcultus
Adrumetu
Adulus
Aemilianus
Afrodite
Agapitus
Agathangelus
Agilis
Aias
Albinceuelus
Albinus
Alexander
Alexandrius
Alliola
Alpina
Alpinus
Amanda
Ambidavus
Amicust
Amiteius
Ampelius
Antoninus
Anullinus
Apella
Apherus
Apolaustus
Appianus
Appianus
Aprulla
Aquila
Arbacia
Archias
Ariccus
Asclepiades
Asclepiodorus
Asiaticus
Asper
Atilianus
Atillus
Atimetes
Atina
Attia
Attianus
Attica
Atticianus
Atticilla
Atticus
Attius
Aulus

GIL 1384
GIL 1600
GIL 1634
GIL 1609
GIL 1304
GIL 1625
GIL 1403
GIL3212
ILGN211
GIL 1500
GIL 1639
GIL 1598, 1603
AE 87 #757
AE 69-70 #351
GIL 1235, 1550, 1674
GIL 1643
GIL 1621
GIL 1321
Sautel 126 bis
GIL 1693-96
Sautel 200
GIL 1577, 1603
GIL 1501
ILGN232
GIL 1724
GIL 1558
GIL 1372
ILGN223
GIL 1698
GIL 1&38
ILGN231
ILGN231
GIL690
GIL 1284
GIL 1692
Sautel 157
GIL 1713
GIL 1683, 1634
GIL 1636
GIL 1613
GIL 1393
GIL 1391, Sautel 126 bis, ILGN 213
GIL 1445
GIL2205
ILGN241
GIL 1320, 1611
GIL 1569
GIL 1290, 1704
GIL 1718,AE 76 #406
GIL 1563
GIL 1641
GIL 1334
GIL 1311
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111

I

Aurelia
Aventina
Aventinius
Aventinus
Avita
Avitiana
Avitianus
Avitus

ILGN212
CIL 1607, 1671
CIL 1718
CIL 1469
GIL 1543, 1703, AE 83 #669, ILGN 233, 234,
CIL 1395
CIL 1311
CIL 1378, 1704, 1711, ILGN 233

Bassus
Bel[atu]licus
[B]ellica
Bellicus
Bel[lonus]
Birrus
Blaesia
Bullia
Burrus

CIL 1679
AE 69-70 #348
CIL 1361
GIL 1398, ILGN 229
AE 83 #667
ILGN227
AE1987 #757
ILGN235
GIL5842

Cadiratus
Caetronius
Cale
Calendionis
Calinice
Calistus
Callistus
Calomallus
Campanus ·
Campillus
Cantus
Capella
Capito
Careianus
Caresus
Caretenus
Carilla
Carillus
Carina
Carinianus
Carintianus
Carinus
Carpima
Carpophorus
Carus
Cassilius
Castus
Catullus
Catus
Ceionius
Cenatus
Certus
Charmides
Chrysippus
Chrysis
Chrysogones
Chrysomallus
Cicnus

AE 1987 #755
CIL 1529
GIL 1662
CIL 1667
GIL 1638
GIL 1657
GIL 1362
GIL 1283
ILGN228
GIL 1617
GIL 1233, 1260, 1262
GIL 1400
ILGN229
GIL 1608
GIL 1403
GIL 140'2
GIL 1679
GIL 1616
GIL 1635, ILGN 243
GIL 1609
GIL 1469
GIL 1607
GIL 1580
CIL 1574
GIL 1326
GIL 1714
GIL 12.36, 1246, 1248, 12.51, 1404, 18.56
GIL 1546
ILGN223
GIL 1296
GIL 1249
ILGN228
GIL 1611
GIL 1434
GIL 1605
AE 76#389
GIL 1324
GIL 1382
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II.

Cinna
Cinnamus
Cita
Cladaeus
Clarianus
Cocus
Codo
Coelius
Coilanus(?)
Cominia
Communis
Constantin us
Corax
Cresces
Crestus
Crispiana
Crispus
Cupita
Cupitus
Cupitus
Curmillus
Cursus

CIL 1564
CIL 1614
CIL 1404
CIL 1580
CIL 1688-92,1697, 1698, 1701, 1704
CIL 1159, 1240, 1261
CIL 1331
CIL 1699
CIL 1461
CIL 1312
CIL1591,1605,1610,1611,1620
Sautel 142
AE 83 #674
CIL 1600, 1616
CIL 1272, 1275
CIL 1726
CIL 1320-38
CIL 1417
CIL 1308
CIL 1398
CIL 1243
ILGN228

Dacerus
Dalmata
Dardanus
Daverus
Decumilla
Decumina
Decuminius
Decumus
Demetria
Desiderius
Deutera
Diadumenus
Dionysius
Docimus
Dorides
Dorion
[D]oropenas

CIL 1285
CIL 1694
CIL 1524
CIL 1285
CIL 1569
CIL 1707
CIL 1604
CIL 1400
CIL 1464
CIL 1695
CIL5843
CIL 1364
CIL 1329, 16°'5, 1608, 17'22
CIL 1604
CIL 1602

Ebideos
Elena(?)
Ennius
Epagathus
Epaphroditus
Erato
Eripiust
Eros
Esmerius
Essius
Eucarpus
Euemereus
Euganus
Euneos
Eusebes
Eutyches

CIL 1474
CIL 1412
CIL 1292
Gallia 25, 1967
CIL 1563
CIL 1398
CIL 1500
CIL 1376
ILGN211
CIL 1338
CIL 1462
CIL 1653
CIL 1382
CIL 1309
CIL 1561
CIL 1636, 1638, ILGN 2.38

CIL 1646
CIL 1646
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•11
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Eutychia
Eu]zelus

CIL 1583, 1636, 1651
CIL 1655

Faustina
Faustinus
Faustus
Favor
Felicissima
Felix
Ferreola
Festa
Festus
Filonius
Firmina
Firmo
Fistus
Flavianus
Flavius
Flavus
Florentiolust
Florus
Formosus
Fortis
Fortunata
Fortunatus
Frequens
Fronto
Fuscina
Fuscus

AE86#485
CIL 1649
CIL 1450
CIL 1349
CIL5844
CIL 1578, Sautel 5, 30
CIL 17'2!5
CIL 1453
CIL 1289, 1365, 1383
ILGN243
CIL 1311, 1434, 1448, 1465
CIL 1157
CIL 1724
CIL 1717
Sautel 142
CIL 1357
CIL 1502
CIL 1&30
CIL 1237
CIL 1621
CIL 1544
CIL1368,1370,1546,1576,1583
ILGN222
CIL 1303
CIL 1614
CIL 1234, 1330, Sautel 86, ILGN 194, 201

Gallien us
Geli ...
Gentilis
Glycera
Gnatus
Goas
Granianus
Grata
Gratilla
Gratina
Gratinus
Gration[us]
Gratus

CIL 1352
CIL 1277
CIL 2203-4
CIL 1626
CIL 1417
CIL 1280, 1420
CIL 1434
CIL 1411
GIL 1644
CIL 1544, 1620
GIL 1411, 1620
ILGN253
GIL 1307, 1390, 1522

Hector
Redone
Hermeros
Heraclius
Hermagoras
Hermes
Hipparchus
Homullus
Homuncio
Honoratus/a

Walters 15
CIL 15'2!5
CIL 1649
ILGN254
CIL 1563
CIL 1284, 1366
Gal,lia 25, 1967
GIL 1336
CIL 1616
GIL 1406
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Ianuarius
Iccianus
Iegidius
Iliomarus
lngenua
lngenuus
Johannes
Iordanes
Ioventius
Iovincatus
Iphigenia
Iulia
Iulianus
Iulius
Iullinus
Iuventianus

GIL 1624
GIL 1319
GIL 1602
GIL5845
GIL 1310, 1394, 1571
GIL 1306, 1394
GIL 1530
GIL 1497
GIL 12.85, 1625
GIL 1570
GIL 1594
GIL 1397, 1597, 1633
GIL 1580, 1626, 1627, 1704, 1720, ILGN 213, 126 bis,
GIL 1878
GIL 1633
GIL 1585

Lampas
Lamus
Laurens
Lepidus
Licnus
Lituccius
Litugenius
Lucanus
Lucilla
Lucinula
Lucinulus
Lucinus
Lucius
Lutevus
Lyricus

ILGN256
ILGN223
GIL 1408
GIL1231,1524,1630,1680
GIL 1412
GIL 1398
GIL 1293
GIL 1382
GIL 1430, 1531
GIL 1390
GIL 1390
GIL 1434
Gallia 25, 1967
GIL 1431
GIL 1467

Macedo
Macellarius
Magiacus
Manduilus
Mansuetus
Marcella
Marcellianus
Marcellina
Marcelli nus
Marcellinus Lae[na]
Marcellus
Marciana
Marciane
Marcianus
Marcina
Marcus
Mari. ..
Maria
Marina
Marinus
Marius
Martina
Martinus
Masso

GIL 1783
GIL 1593
GIL 1444
GIL 1245
GIL 1305, ILGN 203
GIL 1426, 1610, 1624, 1640, 1701
GIL 1395
GIL 1425, 1450, 1592
GIL 1569, 2201
GIL 1394
GIL 1314, 1426, 1615, 1675, 1701, ILGN 252
ILGN254
CIL 1723
GIL1369,1425, 1427, 1428,1724
GIL 1545
Gallia 25, 1967
GIL 1590
CIL 1516, 1567
GIL 1449, 1525, 1547 Sautel 257
GIL 1449, 1504, 1700, AE 76 #401, Sautel 257
GIL 1315, 1567
GIL 1567, 1593, 1643
GIL 1672
GIL 1298
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Materna
Maternianus
Maternatius
Maternus
Maticius
Matrisana
Matto
Maturus
Maximanus
Maximian
Maximianus
Maximilla
Maxi minus
Maximus
Maxsimus
Maxsuminus
Maxximinus
Mercatilla
Mercator
Messianus
Messina
Messinus
Messius
Messorus
Minuta
Mociantius
Modesta
Modestus
Moget[us]
Molus
Mommo
Montanus
Mummius
Murranus
Musa
Musicus
Myro[nis]
Myronis

1 I
'11

JI
I

J
L

GJL 1377, 1430, 1532, 5843,ILGN242, Sautel 99
GJL 1535,AE 76 #401,ILGN242
GJL 1718
GJL 1278, 1316, 1327, 1328, 1425, 1429, 1430,AE69-70#347; 76#401
ILGN230
GJL 1608
GJL 1431
GJL 1666
Sautel 142
ILGN241
GJL 1715
GJL 1723
GJL 1416
GJL 12981376, 1381, 1432, 1711
GJL 1381
GJL 1276
GJL 1416

GJL 16&1
GJL 1620, 1644, 1669
GJL 1545
GJL5&51
ILGN241
GIL 1317, 1342, 1343,JLGN207
GJL 1654
GJL 1435

ILGN228
GJL 1433
GJL 1400
GJL1547
ILGN217
GJL 1252
GIL 1526, 1534
GIL 1705
GIL 1268, 1291, 1308
GIL 1434
GIL 12&1
CIL 1595, 1&17
GIL 1595

Namuta
Nebridio
Neglictat
Nervius
Nevatus
Nicasius
Nicus
Niger
Nigrina
Nitoras
Nivatus
Nonnus
Novellus

GIL 1433, 1435
GIL 1504
GIL 1503
AE 1987 #759
CIL 1250
ILGN255
CIL 1155
CIL 1306
CIL 1547
CIL 1658

Oclatus
Olympus
Onesimus
Optatus

CIL 1232
CIL 1368
CIL 1401, 1628
GIL 1552

ILGN214
GIL 1709
GJL 1570

-
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11.

L__ ,

Orfitus

CIL 1567

p ....
Paetus
Paezona
Paganus
Pamphorus
Pantagatust
Papitust
Parcus
Paterna
Paternianus
Paternilla
Paternus
Patruvius
Paulina
Paulinust
Paulus
Pedo
Pefirus
Pegasus
Pelagiust
Peregrina
Perpetuus
Petrecus
Philocrites
Philocyrius
Philomena
Philumena
Phronimus
Pia
Pia
Quintilla
Pitymias
Placidianus
Plyminiust
Politicus
Pompeia
Pompeius
Pompullina
Poncius
Pothinus
Potita
Potitia
Praefectus
Pretenius
Prima
Primanus
Prime Ila
Primigenia
Primitius
Primitivus
Primula
Primulus
Primus
Prisca
Priscus
Proculus
Pudens

AE, 1976 #405
GIL 1430
GIL 1629
GIL 1436
AE 1986 #485
GIL 1499
GIL 1504
ILGN214
GIL 1293, 1323, 1374, 1450, 1712,AE 83 #675
GIL 1610
GIL 1629
GIL132.3,1417,1424,1546,1559,1567,1572,1629, 1659,1716
GIL 1427
GIL 1654, 1702
GIL 1462, 1501
GIL 1546, 1669, 1671, AE 1976 #389
GIL 1295

ILGN224
GIL 1297
GIL 1505
AE 90#713
GIL 1756, 5848
GIL 1273
AE 79 #402
GIL 16.53
GIL 1611
GIL 1638
GIL 1311
GIL 1514
AE79#402
GIL 142.8
GIL 1551
GIL 1498
GIL 1366
GIL 1438, 1629
GIL 1414
GIL 1373
GIL5&53
GIL 1367, 1652
GIL 1&11

ILGN234
GIL 1359
ILGN215
GIL 1389
GIL 1723
GIL 1418
GIL 1684
GIL 1636a
GIL 1560
GIL 1441
GIL 1439, 1440

GIL 1347, 1364, 1400, 1440, 1645
GIL 1313
GIL 1514
GIL 1286, 1596
ILS2937
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Pupa
Pupus
Pusinna
Pyramis

CIL 1391, 1428
CIL 1659, 1678
CIL 1658
AE 79 #401

Quadratus
Quartina
Quartus
Quinta
Quintia
Quintianus
Quintilia
Quintilian us
Quintilla
Quintio
Quin ti us(?)

CIL 1&30
CIL 1660
CIL 1660
CIL 1385, 1458
CIL 1458
CIL 1703
CIL 1374
CIL 1703
CIL 1430, 1661,AE 76 #404;AE 79 #402
AE 79 #398
CIL 1442

Regulus
Repentina
Repentinus
Restitutus
Rhodanicus
Rhodanus
Rhodinus
Rituca
Rosus
Roudius
Rufina
Rufinus
Rufus
Rugenonus
Rusticus
Rutilius

CIL 1587
ILGN245
ILGN245
CIL 1441
CIL 1725
CIL 1713
Sautel 85
CIL 1714
CIL 1221
ILGN234
CIL 1418, 1443
CIL 1246, 1392, 1443
CIL 1295, 1375, Sautel 126 bis, ILGN 213
AE 83#667
CIL 1377, 1497
CIL 1444

Sabina
Sabinianus
Sabinus
Sacratus
Sacrinus
Sapricia
Sato
Satrius
Saturnina
Saturninus
Scota(us)
Secunda
Secundilla
Secundina
Secundinus
Secundio
Secundus
Secutor
Sedatus
Segomaros
Seneca

CIL 1446, 1447, 1615, 1667
CIL 1615
CIL 1516, 1618, 5843, Sautel 200
CIL 1300
CIL 1348
CIL 1449
CIL 1149
CIL 1393
CIL 1450
CIL 1663, Sautel 200
CIL 1318
CIL 1706
CIL 1562, ILGN 236
CIL 1451, 1628, 1697
CIL 1427, 1640, 1642, 1663, 1664, 1671
CIL 1415
CIL 1332, 1347, ILGN 221
CIL 1596
CIL 1348
Sautel 2
CIL 1332
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Senno
Sequens
Seranus
Serenus
Servanda
Servandus
Servata
Serva till a
Servatus
Servus
Severa
Severiana
Severianus
Severina
Severin us
Severiola
Severus
Severus
Sexta
Sextia
Sextianus
Sextilianus
Sextiola
Sextos
Sextus
Sigerus
Silvester
Silvanus
Silvinus
Singenia
Sirin us
Smerus
Socrates
Solimutus
Somnus
Solitus
Sorex
Spartius
Stafilust
Stasima
Stephaniat
Strobilis
Subro
Successus
Suettia
Sumelius
Susominust

CIL 1317
CIL 1514
Sautel 47
CIL 1367, 1452, 1556
CIL 1639
CIL 1288, 5&50
CIL 1363, 1546,AE 83 #666
CIL 1664
CIL 1393, ILGN 234
CIL 1143, 1145
CIL 1453
CIL 1469
CIL 1413, 1416, 1454, 1597, 1643, 1649, 1702, ILGN 216
CIL 1356, 1466
CIL 1356, 1370, 1413, 1597,ILGN212
CIL 1700
CIL 1294, 1363, 1413, 1463, 1497, 1642, 5848
CIL 1363, 1413, 1463, 1497
CIL 1422
ILGN253
CIL 1442
CIL 1466
CIL 1455
CIL 1277
Gallia 25, 1967
AE 76#404
CIL 1319,ILGN246
JLGN227
CIL 13&1
CIL 1724
CIL 1700
Sautel 5,AE 87 #756
ILGN255
CIL 1310
CIL 1533, AE 83 #667
CIL 1666
CIL 1430, 1457
CIL 1714
CIL 1506
CIL 1604
CIL 1497
CIL 1601, 1612, 1622
CIL 1351
CIL 1668
CIL 1641
CIL 1351
CIL 1507

Tacitus
Taren tin us
Taurilius
Taurus
Telesphorus
Temporina
Temporinus
Theodotus
Tertius
Tertullus

CIL 1301, 1517
Sautel 31
CIL 1666
CIL 1456, 1710, ILGN 214
GIL 1401
GIL 1666
GIL 1514, 1669, 6034a
GIL 1303
GIL 1308, 1370, 1415, ILGN 214, 22.8
GIL 1541
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Tetricus
Tetust
[T]hallus
Theodorus
Theodotus
Therapius
Ti[t]ul[i]nus
Ti[ t]ul[l]us
Tiro
Titia
Titinia
Titulla
Titullus
Titus
Tritus
Trophima
Trophimus
Tutor

GIL 1372
GIL 1508
GIL 1521
GIL 1558, 1581
GIL 1303
GIL 1382
GIL 1536
GIL 1536
GIL 1716
GIL 1458
GIL 1412
CIL 1397
ILGN229
GIL 1347, 1567, 1587
GIL 1239
GIL 160'2
ILGN236
GIL 1359

Urbicilla
Urbiciust
Ursus

GIL 1683
GIL 1553
ILGN219

Valens
Valenth1ius
Valentinus
Valeria
Valeriana
Valerian us
Valerina
Valerius
Vardigi(us)
Vassedo
Vatticinus
Venantius
Venicila
Venimara
Vera
Verantius
Veratia
Veratianus
Veratius
Vercatus
Verecunda
Verecundus
Verilla
Verina
Verinus
Verulius
Verus
Vetula
Viator
Victor
Victorina
Victorin us
Viderulus
Villonos

GIL 1459,ILGN218
ILGN246
GIL 1370, 1385, 1671
GIL 1376, 1401, 1464, 1671, 1672, ILGN 246
GIL 1416, 1621
GIL 1356, 1670, 1670, 1719, 1726,AE 1976 #401-405
GIL 1460
GIL 1241, 1274, 1372, 1669, 1672, Sautel 142
GIL 1468
GIL 1304
GIL5&51
GIL 1498
ILGN220
ILGN228
GIL 1463, 1469, 1509t, 1668, 1673, 1674, 1678
GIL 1498
GIL 1720, ILGN 238
CIL 1335, 1458, 1673, 5843
GIL 1674, 1675, 1710
GIL 1625
GIL 1625
GIL 1175
GIL 1715, 1717, 5844
CIL 1469, 1470, 1543, 1595, 1626
CIL 1543, 1601, 1631, 1667, 1675, 1678, 5844, 5&51
GIL 1662
GIL 1470, 1565, 1642, ILGN218
GIL 1681
GIL 1516
GIL 1537
GIL 1669
CIL 1349, 1434, 1547, 1633, 1670
GIL 1607
Sautel 2

-:- _~
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Vincentia
Vinicia
Vinicius
Vitalis
Vitaricus
Vocontia
Vocontius

CIL 1466
CIL 1471, 1515
CIL 1515
CIL 1537, 1645, 1668
AE76#406
CIL 1756, 1927
CIL3358

Voretovirius
Zmaragdus
Zosimionus
Zosimus
Zozimus

CIL 1351
CIL 1363
CIL 1567
CIL 1557
CIL 1588
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APPENDIX C. IndividuaJs recorded by cognomen only.
(all GIL references are to volume 12 unless otherwise specified)

Achilleus
Acne
Adcultus
Adrumetu
Adulus
Aemilianus
Agapitus
Agilis
Albinus
Alpinus
Amanda
Ambidavus
Amicust
Amiteius
Ampelius
Apherus
Appianus
Aquila
Arbacia
Ariccus
Asper
Atilianus
Atillus
Atimetes
Atina
Attia
Attianus
Atticianus
Atticus
Attius
Aulus
Aventina
Aventinius
Aventinus
Avita
Avitus

GIL 1600
GIL 1609
GIL 1304
GIL 1625
GIL 1403
GIL3212
GIL 1500
GIL 1598, 1603
GIL 1235, 1550, 1674
GIL1693-96
Sautel200
GIL 1577, 1603
GIL 1501
ILGN232
GIL 1724
GIL 1698
ILGN23l
GIL 1284
GIL 1692
GIL 1713
GIL 1393
Sautel 126 bis
GIL 1445
GIL2205
ILGN241
GIL 1320, 1611
GIL 1569
GIL 1718,AE 76 #406
GIL 1641
GIL 1334
GIL 1311
GIL 1607, 1671
GIL 1718
GIL 1469
AE 83 #669, ILGN 233, 234,
GIL 1704,ILGN233

[B]ellica
Bellicus
BelOonus]
Birrus
Blaesia
Bullia

GIL 1361
ILGN229
AE83#667
ILGN227
AE 87 #757
ILGN235

Cadiratus
Caetronius
Calinice
Callistus
Calomallus
Calventius
Campanus

AE 87#755
GIL 1529
GIL 1638
GIL 1362
GIL 12133
ILGN227
ILGN22B
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Campillus
Cantus
Capella
Capito
Careianus
Caresus
Carilla
Carillus
Carina
Carinianus
Carintianus
Carinus
Cassilius
Castus
Catullus
Ceionius
Cenatus
Certus
Charmides
Chrysippus
Cicnus
Cinna
Clarianus
Cocus
Codo
Coelius
Coilanus(?)
Cominia
Communis
Convertine
Corax
Cresces
Crestus
Crispiana
Curmillus
Cursus

CJL 1617
CIL 1233, 1260, 1262
CJL 1400
ILGN229
CJL 1608
CIL 1400
CIL 1679
CIL 1616
CIL 1608, ILGN 243
CJL 1609
CJL 1469
CIL 1607, 1608
CIL 1714
CIL 1236, 1246, 1248, 1251, 1404, 1856
CJL 1546
CJL 1296
CIL 1249
ILGN228
CJL 1611
CJL 1434
CIL 1382
CJL 1564
CIL 1688-92,1697, 1698, 1701, 1704
CJL 1159, 1240, 1261
CIL 1331
CIL 1699
CIL 1461
CIL 1312
CIL 1591, 1605, 1610, 1611, 1620
ILGN239
AE83#674
CIL 1600, 1616
CIL 1272, 1275
CIL 1726

CIL 1243
ILGN228

Dacerus
Dalmata
Daverus
Decumus
Desiderius
Diadumenus
Dionysius
Dometia
Dorion
[D]oropenas

CIL 1285
CIL 1694
CIL 1285
CIL 1400
CIL 1695
CIL 1364
CIL 1608, 1722
ILGN229
CIL 1646
CIL 1646

Ebideos
Elena(?)
Ennius
Epagathus
Erato
Eripiust
Esmerius
Essius
Eucarpus

CIL 1474
CIL 1412
CIL 1292
Gallia 25, 1967
CIL 1398
CIL 1500
ILGN211
CIL 1338
CIL 1462

I 81
Euganus
Euneos
Eutyches
Eu]zelus

GIL 1382
CIL 1309
GIL 1636
CIL 1655

Faustina
Faustinus
Faustus
Favor
Felix
Ferreola
Festus
Filonius
Firmina
Firmo
Fistus
Flavianus
Flavius
Florentiolust
Formosus
Fortis
Fronto
Fuscus

AE 86 #485
CIL 1616
CIL 1450
CIL 1349
CIL 1578, Sautel 5
GIL 1725
CIL 1365, 1383

Geli
Gentilis
Glycera
Granianus
Grata
Gratina
Gratinus

CIL 1277
CIL 2203-4
CIL 1526
CIL 1434
CIL 1411
CIL 1620
CIL 1411, 1620

Hector
Hedona
Heraclius
Hermes
Hipparchus
Homullus
Homuncio

Walters 15
CIL 1525
ILGN254
CIL 1284, 1366
Gallia 25, 1967
CIL 1336
CIL 1616

Januarius
Jccianus
Jegidius
Iliomarus
Jngenua
Johannus
Jordanus
Joventius
Jovincatus
Jtinius
Jucundius
Julia
Julian us
Julius
Jullinus

CIL 1624
GIL 1319
CIL 5682.60
GIL5845
CIL 1310
CIL 1530
CIL 1497
CIL 1285, 1625
CIL 1570
AE 87#755
ILGN239
CIL 1397, 1597, 1633
CIL 1580, 1626, 1627, 1704, 1720, ILGN 213, 126 bis.
CIL 1717, 1878
CIL 1633

ILGN243

CIL 1434
CIL 1157
CIL 1724
CIL 1717
Sautel 142
CIL 1502
GIL 1237
CIL 1621
CIL 1303
CIL 12.34
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Lamus
Lepidus
Licnus
Lituccus
Litugenus
Lucanus
Lucinus
Lucius
Lutevus

ILGN223
GIL 1231, 1524, 1630
GIL 1412
GIL 1398
GIL 1293
GIL 1382
GIL 1434
Gallia 25, 1967
GIL 1431

Manduilus
Mansuetus
Marcella
Marcellina
Marcellin us
Marcellus
Marciane
Marcianus
Marcus
Mari. ..
Marina
Marinus
Marius
Martina
Martinus
Masso
Materna
Maternianus
Materniatus
Matemus
Maticius
Maturus
Maximian
Maximus
Maxximinus
Mercatilla
Mercator
Messina
Messinus
Messius
Minuta
Mociantius
Modesta
Moget[us]
Molus
Mommo
Murranus
Musa
Musicus

GIL 1245
ILGN203
GIL 1624, 1640, 1701
GIL 1425, 1450, 1592
GIL 2201
G1L1314,1615,1648,1675,1701
GIL 1723
GIL 1369, 1425, 1427, 1428, 1724
Gallia 25, 1967
GIL 1590
GIL 1449, 1525, 1547 Sautel 257
GIL 1449, 1504, 1700, AE 1976 #401, Sautel 257
GIL 1315,AE 76#401.
GIL15~
GIL 1672
GIL 1298
GIL 1430, 5843, Sautel 99
AE 76 #401, ILGN 242
GIL 1718
GIL 1316, 1327, 1328, 1425, 1429,AE 69-70 #347; 1976 #401
ILGN230
GIL 1431
GIL 1666
ILGN241
GIL 1376, 1381, 1432
GIL 1416
CIL 16&3
CIL 1620, 1644, 1648, 1669
CIL5851
ILGN241
CIL 1317, 1342, 1343,ILGN207
CIL 1435
ILGN228
GIL 1433
CIL 1547
ILGN217
CIL 1252
GIL 1268
CIL 1434
CIL 1263

Namuta
Nebridio
Neglictat
Nervius

CIL 1433, 1435
CIL 1504
CIL 1503
AE 1987 #759

Matto
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Nevatus
Nicasius
Nicus
Niger
Nigrina
Nonnus
Novellus

GIL 1250
ILGN255
CIL 1155
GIL 1306
GIL 1547
GIL 1709
CIL 1570

Oclatus

GIL 1232

Paetus
Paganus
Pamphorus
Pantagatust
Papitust
Paterna
Paternianus
Paternus
Patruvius
Paulinust
Paulus
Pefirus
Pelagiust
Perpetuus
Petrecus
Philocrites
Philocyrius
Philomena
Plyminiust
Politicus
Pompeia
Pompullina
Poncius
Potita
Praefectus
Pretenius
Primitivus
Primula
Primulus
Primus
Proculus
Pudens
Pupa
Pupus
Pusinna
Pyramis

GIL 1430
GIL 1436
AE 1986#485
GIL 1499
GIL 1504
GIL 1293, 1323, 1374, 1450, AE 83 #675
GIL 1610
GIL 1323, 1546,, 1572, 1629, 1659, 1716
GIL 1427
GIL 1501
CIL 1546
ILGN224
CIL 1505
CIL 1756, 5848
GIL 1273
AE 1979#402
GIL 1653
GIL 1611
GIL 1498
GIL 1366
GIL 1438
CIL 1373
GIL5853
GIL 1331
CIL 1359

Quartina
Quartio
Quartus
Quinta
Quintia
Quintilia
Quintilian us
Quintilla
Quintio

CIL 1660
CIL 1727
CIL 1660
GIL 1458
CIL 1458
CIL 1374
CIL 1703
CIL 1661,AE 76 #404
AE 79#398

ILGN215
CIL 1560
GIL 1441
CIL 1439, 1440
GIL 1347, 1364, 1440

CIL 12.86
ILS2937
CIL 1428
CIL 1640, 1659, 1678
CIL 1658
AE 79#401
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Quin ti us(?)

GIL 1442

Rep en tin a
Repentinus
Restitutus
Rhodanicus
Rituca
Rosus
Rufina
Rufinus
Rufus
Rugenonus
Rusticus
Rutilius

ILGN245
ILGN245
GIL 1441
GIL 17'115
GIL 1714
GIL 1221
GIL 1443
GIL 1246, 1443
GIL 1375
AE83#667
GIL 1497
GIL 1444

Sabina
Sabinus
Sacrinus
Sapricia
Sato
Satrius
Saturnina
Saturninus
Scota(us)
Secunda
Secundina
Secundinus
Secundus
Secutor
Sedatus
Segomaros
Seneca
Senilus
Senno
Seranus
Serenus
Servandus
Servata
Servatus
Servus
Severa
Severiana
Severianus
Severin us
Severiola
Severus
Sextilianus
Sextiola
Sextos
Silvanus
Singenia
Sirin us
Smerus
Solirnutus
Solus
Somnus
Solitus

GIL 1446, 1447
GIL 1516, 1618, 5843, Sautel 200
GIL 1348
GIL 1449
GIL 1149
GIL 1393
GIL 1450
GIL 1663, Sautel 200
GIL 1318
GIL 1706
GIL 1451
GIL 1427, 1640,1663, 1664, 1671
GIL 1332, 1347, 1669, 1671
GIL 1596
GIL 1348
Sautel 2
GIL 1332
ILGN195
GIL 1317
Sautel 47
GIL 1367, 1452
GIL 1288, 5850
GIL 1546
GIL 1393, 1664, JLGN 234
GIL 1143, 1145
GIL 1453
GIL 1469
GIL 1413,1454, 1649, 1702, JLGN216
GIL 1370, 1597
GIL 1700
CIL 1294, 1497, 1642, 5848
GIL 1466
GIL 145fi
GIL 1277
GIL 1596, ILGN 195, 227
GIL 1724
CJL 1700
ILGN 251, AE 87 #756
CJL 1310
AE 76#398
GIL 1533, AE 83 #667
GIL 1666
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Spartius
Stafilust
Stephaniat
Strobilis
Subro
Successus
Sumelius
Susominust

GIL 1714
GIL 1506
GIL 1497
GIL 1601, 1612, 1622
GIL 1351
GIL 1668
GIL 1351
GIL 1507

Tacitus
Taurilius
Taurus
Temporina
Temporinus
Theodotus
Tertius
Tertullus
Tetricus
Tetust
Therapius
Ti[t]ul[l]us
Titia
Titinia
Titus
Tritus

GIL 1301, 1517
GIL 1666
GIL 1456, 1666, 1710
GIL 1666
GIL 1669
GIL 1303
CIL 1308, ILGN 214, 228
CIL 1541
GIL 1372
CIL 1508
CIL 1382
CIL 1536
GIL 1458
CIL 1412
GIL 1347, 1567
CIL 1239

Urbiciust

CIL 1553

Valens
Valentinius
Valentinus
Valeria
Valerian us
Valerina
Valerius
Vassedo
Vatticinus
Venicila
Venimara
Vera
Verantius
Veratia
Veratianus
Veratius
Vercatus
Verecunda
Verecundus
Verilla
Verina
Verinus
Verus
Vetula
Viator
Victor
Victorina
Victorin us

GIL 1459
ILGN246
GIL 1671
CIL 1376, 1464, 1671, 1672, ILGN 246
CIL 1609, 1726, AE 76 #402-405
CIL 1460
CIL1241, 1274,1372,1376,1460,1669,1672
CIL 1304
CIL5851

ILGN220
ILGN228
CIL 1469, 1509t, 1668,1674, 1678
GIL 1498
CIL 1674, 1720
CIL 1458
ClL 1674, 1675, 1710, 1717
CIL 1625
CIL 1625
CIL 1175
CIL 1715, 1717, 5844
CIL 1469, 1470, 1595, 1626
CIL 1543, 1667, 1675, 1678, 5844, 5851
CIL 1470
CJL 1681
GIL 1516
CIL 1537
CIL 1669
CIL 1349, 1434, 1547, 1633

186
Villonos
Vinicia
Vinicius
Vitalis
Vocontia
Vocontius
Voretovirius

1...

Sautel 2
CIL 1471, 1515
CIL 1515
CIL 1537, 1668, 1727
CIL 1756, 1927
CIL3358
CIL 1351
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APPEND1XD. Concordance of inscriptions.

Iii;

CIL

Sautel

1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282

70

1283
1284
1285
1286

1287
1288
1289
1290

1291
1292

I~:

I

ILGN AE

83 #

ffl
fil

33
34
23

00
81
78

48

1296

4.9

1297
1298

00

51

1299

52

1300
1301
130-2
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324

54
55
11
12
13

1338

13.39
1341
1342
1345

1347
1348
1349
1351
1352
1353

74

1354
1355

1356
1357
1358

14
15

16
17
18
19

71
39
40
36
41
~

42
4.3
3S
63
64

&5

00

91

24
25

13.36
13.37

?2

1295

1325
1326
1329
13.30
13.31
13.32
1334
1335

57
62
61
58
5.9
00
7'J

Sautel

13.3.'3

56

1293
1294

673

CIL

204

1359
1361
1362
136.3
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379
1380
1381

ILGN AE

3
27

28
29

8
9
6
82
83
84
77

4
75
260
9'2
88
89

9.3

108
109
119
113
117
114
115
16
102
100
103
104
106
101
105
112
110
107
111
97
98
168
127

76 #

208

124
125

136
121
128
169

206

391

188
CIL

Sautel

1382

237

138.3
1384
138.5
1386

135

1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395
1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
140'2
140.'3
140i
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409
1410
1411
1412
1413

1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422
1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429

1430
1431
1432

1433
1434
1435
1436
1438
1439
1440

143
144
145
146
138
148
149
170
261
206
171
150

172
173
35
204

151
174
ro5

210
'2JJ7
211
262
208
22'2
263

175
258
176
177
152
153
154

239
15.5
240
264
265
156
178
20'2

179
157
180
lBl
182
132
1B3
185
184
241
243

244
209

ILGN AE

CIL

Sautel

1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449
1450
145.3
1454
1455
1456
1457
1458
1459
1460
1461
1462
146.3
1464
1465
1466
1467
1468
1469
1470
1471
1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
1477
1478
1479
1480
1481
1482
148.'3
1484
1485
1486
1487
1488
1492
1494
1495
1496
1497
1498
1499
1500
1501
150'2

245

201
246

247
212
213
248
186
158
215
250
187
251
266
188
160
214
189
267
252
161
190
191
162
192
2.53

193
194
139
254
255

268
269
216
217
218
223
219
224
225
226
220
227
228
229
230
270-77

2.83
284

131
295
290

291
292
296
293

ILGN AE

189
CIL

Sautel

150.3

Z:J7

1504

Z:J8
299
300

1505
1506

ILGN AE

CIL

Sautel

ILGN AE

5
31
47
79
8.5

251
198
195
191
20"2
201
2().3
207
209
212
214
217

1508

301
30'2

1509

303

95

1510
1511
1512
1513

304
30.5
308

120
147
167
198
307

1507

294

69/70
1982

1565

1567
1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
170"2
17().3
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1712
5841
5842

Z32

Z33
2)

196
203

197
164
16.5
6S
44

76
123

45
46
122

166
7
118
195
5843
163
5844
2.85
5853
6034a '2f37
6034b

86

94

#351
#695
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